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Foreword
This volume contains many of the presentations that were made

at the fourth ICED-Aspen Institute Seminar held at Aspen, Colo-_
rado this past July of 1976. Both individually and collectively they
represent the burden of what was said and discussed.

The seminar was divided into three partseach part represent-

ing one of ICED's major preoccupations. MI first week was on
the topic of access to higher education; the second on the design
and myagement of educational systems;. and the third week on
the.interrgued problems of youth, education, and employment. A
core group of about a dozen, who stayed throughout the thr.ce
weeks, was joined each week by two or three experts who partici-

pated in our discussions. a.

As in the previous three seminars,, it was and is '.npossible to
capture the full range of the topics discussed and the highly profes-
sional quality of.the discussions. However, as a whole, they throw

light on the intermitional comparative research activities of the
ICED with respect to education in general and higher education

in particular.,Several large lessons stand out.
The first is that problems of access to higher education cannot

,be eithcr analyzed or successfully handled without noting that ac-
cess is part of a large scheme of interrelated matters that involve .

not only higher education but social. priorities 'as Nell: As Alden
Thresher has said, prbblems of admission are essentially social
problems and only in a narrow sense technical problj.ms. This
made the discussions both lively and difficult to contain.

.The second subjeetnamely the design and management of sys-

tems of higher educationbrought with it the problem of univer-
sity connections with government and society on the one hand and
the very nature of internal administration of the university on the
'other. Systems range all the way from loose federation to tight
management Under governing boards. The various countries rep-
resented show remarkable ingenuity in dealing with the same prob-

lem, namely how to provide for 'university autonomy and' public
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accountability nt the same time. The various balances that were
struck in the countries represented threw light not only on the
similarities'of our problems but the fascinating differences in our
answers. .. .

,

On the subject of youth, education, and employment it was
clear that the problem of youth is a large social problem that cuts
hOkizontally across many other sticial problems, amongthem Nil
employment, family stability, social cohesiOn, zind the genera' levl
o Social morality. But at the same time vertical con5idera.;ons
,Iat find youth as a tail-en4 problem in a piaiod of utiemploynwnt
!and of uncesitaintv of educational purPose, provided the matrix for
our discussion. r .

SO these papers will he representative rather than comprehen
sive of our seminat diseussions which most of us felt were TT:Ward-
ing. 'It is hoped 'that the reads,r will find that tIley stimulate his
interest in new 'approachg to the resolution of these three central
problems. )

Ono:, again we are deeply grateful to the Ford Foundation and
the Carneeie.Corporation of New York for the tinancial!issiStance
that made this seminar possible.

James A. Perkins, Chairman
International Council for
Educational Development
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GERMAN-U.S. STUDY GROUP
ON ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION:
MAJOR ISSUES

Barbara B. Burn

The establishment in January 1975 of the twelve-member German-
StudylGrou on Access to Higher Education under the Inter-

national Council for Educational Development grew out of discus-

sions held at an exploratory symposium at thc Villa Hiigel ii Sep-
tember 1974. Funded by the Volkswakcm Formation and initially, .
sct up for the two-year period 1975-76, the work of thc Study

. Group has now been extended to 197 !.

The Stady Group's mandate is to examine and recommend solu-

tions toproblems of access in the Federal Republic of Germany and

:n the United States: Although the higher education systems in the

two countries differ importantly in theit historibl traditions and

structures, thcy share certain common features and conccrns. Both
countries have federal systems of governthent, arc highly industrial-

ized, and give priority to equality of opportunity in access to higher

education. In both countries there is dissatisfaction with current ac-

cess systems. Like other industrialized nations. Germany and the

U.S: have experienced a significant decline in the birth rate, which
is beginnin now to have.an impact on higher education enrollments

in the U.S. and will inGcrinapy in the mid-1980s. At the same time

competing social needs limit the resources available for higher edu-

cation, as does an increasing apathy or even disenchantment with

higher .education, compounqed by. graduate under- and, unemploy-

[tient in the U.S. and to a (lesser degree, in Germany. In,the two
countries access to highee education is increasikgly a matter of

_litation in the courts, and this may intensify.
mid-1976, the German-U.S. Study Group had sponsored

studies on college admission testing in the U.S. and the management

.of a national testing program; on legal and constitutional factors
affecting higher education access in Germany and th'e U.S., and on

access to medical education in these and selected other countries.
3
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Studies had been commissioned on.innovations in access in other
comitries pertinent to prObleMs in Germany:and the U.S.: part-time
enrollments in Ontario; the 25/5 (now 25/4) access policy in
Sweden; the "under 21" experiment of Britain's Open University;
and the experience of the University of Vincennes, Paris, in admit-
ting older and eMployed stUdents who lack the baccalaureate. In-
quiries into the actual working of the access.process are being car-
fied out in one state in each country: Massachusetts and North
Rhine Westfalia. The Massachusetts study is part of a larger inquiry
by a tWb-man German commission into access problems in the
froni the:German viewpoint. Planned for 1977 are a symposium on
medical admissions in Germany, the United States ..and selected
other countries, and a conference On legal and constitutional aspects
of access in both countries, and a comparative evaluation of the role
of testingin the admissions proces.s in both countries.

These projects and studies' are expected .to identify major issues
in access and some solutions to them. Following is a discussion of
Some of those issues.

AdmissiOns Criteria and Procedures

..Because of thc urgency of the access situation in Germany. an initial
focus of the.German-U.S. Study Group was criteria and procedures
for admission. The coneern of the German members Was to identify
criteria and -prpeedures wlfilect students most to succeed
in higher educationand would be uniform, equitable, ...d practic-
able.. Although ideally selection criteria shoukd relate to the
hood of eventual success of students in their professional careers.
the Study ,Grotip agreed that identifying such criteria is probably
too, complex...and controversial for it to attempt.

From its first meeting, it became apparent to the Study Group
that criteria and procedures cannot be examined in isolation be-,.
cause they involve a variety of other question'"S. These include: the
aims of higher education; the part played by secondary schools in
.higlier education selection and impact on them of different selection

..cri,zria and procedures; the exit pOlicy of the higher education sys-
tem in terms of the employment eXpectations and prospects of
graduates and trained manpower needs of the society; the extent of

4
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differentiation and coordination among institutions in the higher
education system .and hence of a corresponding differentiation in
access goals, erteria, and procedures; the financing of students and
of thc institutions; and the social traditions and policies which con-
§titute the context for policy on higher education, includine access.
This section initially deals with access criteria and Procedures and
then with some of the issues inseparable from them.

Admis-sions criteria and procedures commonly refer to systems
of sorting or §elect;ng which restrict higher education access to a.
part of the relevant age cohort. Selection is not at the point of entry
to higher education only, but nlay operate at a series of levels and
throueh different devices. It may take place at both the entry and
exit points in secondary school in educational systems whickhave a
distinct college preparatory stream. At entry to higher- educ-ation
selection may function through ,national examinations or testi:: ex-
aminations given by the individual institutions, or various other
modes. Selection may also take place after entry to higher education
through competitive examinations. usually given at the end of the
firs i. year, which.are designed to eliminate large numbers of entrants,
or through a Darwinian self-selection which can be equally rithless.

The last two decades have seen a .sharp increase in secondary
school enrollments in the industrialized nations. ddiberately encour-
aecd in the 1960s in Germany. With the expansion of students in
university preparatory seeondary school and an increased diversifi-
cation of the young people in them in terms_of.aspirations and abil-
ity, thc traditional system 'of assessing performance has. come in,t4
qUestion. Geared to certifying for transfer to hieher education, sue-
cess ha been based on examinations on acquired knowledee rather
than academic potential and ability.

Now that, as in Germany. automatic admission to univerity by
successful gradtrnes of academic secondary school is no longer pos-
sible, selecting from among them (and the pool of other people who
arc in principle qualified to enter higher education although lacking
the A bitur)`has.no easy answer. Assessments of school achievement

.-.may vary with individual teachers. Schools,- and regions; school
achievement itself varies in the more diversified secondary systems
offering access to.higher education. If equal access is a genuitK4eoal
of higher education, the greater diversification of secondary school
students in terms of their socioeconomic backgrodnd and ability
also calls for reconsideration of an assessment system favoring
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young people front more advantaged backgrounds (a problem in
both the U.S. and Germany). Furthermore, if a numbei. of second-
ary school leavers cannot gain entrance to higher education, should
not curricula and assessment criteria reflect the fact that these
young people will go directly into. employment, and hence prepare
them and asSe'ss performance with this in mind, instead of focusing
more on the theOretical and academic learning expected for univer-
sity admissions? This k not yet a pressing issue in Germany, but
may become one.

The criteria and procedures typically used in selective admissions
relate chiefly to past academic perforMance as demonstrated in sec-
ondary school grades and test results. However, the arzument that
they should be relied upon because of their predictive value breaks
down in the case of a highly competitive field such as medicine in
Germany and the U.S. where admission decisions may-involve only
fractional differences in scores. This field also demonstrates two
other weaknesses in its reliance upon past academic performance.
The. very. competitiveness Af,entry attracts candidates 'whose main
motivation may be more to see thensuperior academic record
affirmed than any serious commitment to the medical profession.
C9nversely, more important to practicing medicine than academie
ability may be a range of qualitics'which tend not to be taken into
account in grades and test scores. It is true. however, that a rigorous
examination system does not test academic achievement and ability
-only, For example, to pass the ek,i1 service:exluninationsrequircd
in ChiniCinuil 1904, for entry to the governing elite, a candidate is
said-tO have needed "the spiritual strength of a dragon-horse, the
physique of a donkey, the insensitivity of a Wood louse und the
enduranct; of a camel."

Academic achievement examinations used for higher education
selection undoubtedly test more than cognitive factors only. How-
ever. an increaSing recognition of the inipOrtance of 'offering access
to'persons who may not excel in such examinations but would profit
from higher education (the "value added" notion):---and do well as
practitioners :n the professionshas stimulated new approaches to
higher education selection. The fact that successful performance in
higher education etn-relates only slightly more than 50% with .tests
of academic achievement provides an added impetus for including
various noncognitive criteria .and procedures which measure other
factors, especially attitudes and motivation.
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A variety of experiments. are underway. In line with taking ac,
count of "stopping-out" or deferred entry trends, -the duration and
sometimes the.nature of work experience between secondary School
and university =y at the le7ast b at supplementary criterion (as
under the new Hochschulrahmengessaz in.Germany), or at most be
evaluated for and recognized as meeting some elements in a stu-
dent's total,higher education program. Age is also taken into ac-
'count, as at the University .of Vincennes. Paris; -under the 25./5
(more recently 25/4) admission policy in Sweden; and in the Uni-
versity Without Walls and Empire State College in the United States.
Higher education applicants in Eastern European countries receive
bonus points in the selection process if they come from workervor .
peasant backgrounds (but their children, by ddinition. then part of
the intelligentsia..are in principle not so favored)..Because of the
unpredictability Of successful academic peaoimance, a 'selection
system relying on chance to selecvmong those with a minimum
:level of achievement, as with-the lottery in the Netherlands. thay be
more.equitnble and just as valid as selection based on achievement
tests alone.

Criteria which attempt to assess motivation and other non-
cognitive factors do not yet lend themselves to .computerization.
Althouth the clearinghouse operatin of the Universities Central
Council-for Admissions (UCCA) in Britain- is computerized, each
student application contains personal letters of reference from
second-ry school .headmasters and teachers. Fully unifoim ,selec-
lion criteria and procedures. whether computerized ,or not, leave
nO scope for individualiz&l judgments on applicants. Willi Becker,:
a niember of the" German-U.S. Study .Group. referred to this as
"a natural, irreconcilable- opposition between jutice and- prac-
ticality." In a paper for the Study Group, "Problems of Hieher
Education in the Federal Republic of GermanY." he wrote:

He who demands that the procedure be made more just
and more practical at the .samc time is wishing for some-
thing which is.simply impossible. The more fair a pro-
cedure b-ecomes, that is, thc more it considers individual
eases or categories of individual cases, the more casuis-
tically it must operate. and the moi=e complicated it gets.
The.simpler it becomes. and the more practical. the more
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the standard of the greatest possible fairness recedes into
the background. The two interests cannot be combined.

A selection system which assumes uniformity among admissions
criteria; and only admits students for whom successful academic
performance is predicted, in principle can allocate placeS in higher
education through a national agency. However, this assumes .a
uniformity of standards of quality, if not of content, throughOut
the higher education system. With mass higher education, as it now
is in Gerinany, and has been for longer in the U.S.. this assumption
has diminishing validity.

The universities cannot claim an equal level of excellence overall
or in specific' fields which a computerized central allocation System
assumes. The focus or strength of subfields within a given discipline
varies among the universities, another factor which centralized
allocation of student places ignores. How an admissions process
which does not involve the universities themselves in decision mak-
ing can effectively recruit students is a critical.question in German
university admission. Finally..whether individual institutions select
their students or they arc allocated by a national agency, students
applying for higher edneation must be able to make informed
choices in deciding on the institutions to 1,Vhich,they wish to apply,
thus requiring an effective secondary, school counseling system.
This is espeeially the caSe in Germany because entering students,
arc expected to choose their field of specialization before entering
rather than after, as in the U.S.. on the assumption, now eroding.
that they acquired a sufficient general education in secondary
school.

The explicit admission of differences in standards of excellence
among higher education institutions in a system coupled with de-
centralized rather than centralized decision making on admissions
is, as in the U.S., likely to reenforce the hierarchical nature of the
system. As the most able and ambitious students seek and gain
access to the sUperior institutions, and as -these institutions arc
better able to attract the more outstanding faculty and more ex-
ternal support for their research and teaching. the gap between the
inferior and superior instittitions is perpetuated. This situation may
assure the less ahlestudents of finding places, typically in the less
competitive and less endowed institution However, the,eventual
consequence may be, as Alexander W. Astin has pointed out, that
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equal access may become a myth in terms of genuine educational
opportunity and the relative value of the credentials earned.

Other Issues Related to Access

The following section on other issues related to access does not
attempt to deal with them comprehensively, but sets forth some
of thc basic questions which link them to access policies.

1. The A;ms of Higher Education
a

Policy on access to higher education depends on the aims of the
higher education system or institution. Rarely, however, are these
made sufficiently concrete to provide precise guidelines for ad-
missions decisions. Moreover, higher education institutions and
systems typically have a multiplicity of aims which may not only
be mutuallyincompatible but even in conflict,. Their harmonization
assumes a unity or coherence of purpose which, is particularly diffi-
cult to achieve in a social institution characterized by a diffusion of
decision-making responsibility and a structure which traditionally
encourages, initiative and diversity within its walls. While higher
education systems in the industrialized countries have been moving
toward increasing differentiation between categories of institutions,
and a corresponding focus within these categories in their aims and
access policies, many institutions continue to have a diversity of
aims which have different implications for access. Some of the.more
cqmmonly accepted aims or goals of higher education and their
implitations for access arc disCussed below.

The Training of Highly Qualified Manpower
This 'aim implies but- does snot necessarily require, meritociatic

selection. However, if the goal is to produce- the persons with
specialized training needed by society, priority is normally given
to admitting students likely to complete their; higher educatfon
successfully. Traditional predictors of ability, i.e. subject and
achieveinent examinations, in principle admit`the most able, and
highly exacting cxaminations maY also winnow out the less able
of those admitted. ThiS meritocratic access policy may also be
associated with manpower planning (despite itS inadequacies). A
variant of meritocratic access which also is egalitarian in tim is a

9
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"talent search"policy which steks out the niost talented atan early

age, and grooms and'encourages them to enter higher education.

r
Responding to Social Demand

Higher education institutions and systems which aim at respond-

ing to social demand or the demand of young people to enter higher

education are likely to follow more egalitarian, access policies.

These can take different forms. Open access to all qualified appli-

cants can be basically elitist if fcw young people can gain the

qualification for admission, as in Systems With highly selective

secondary education. If. as with the public community colleges "2ri

the,.U.S., only a high school diploma is required, and the great
jnajority of the age group completes secondary school, open i.:.:Tess

is basically nonselective. This access policy refleets a commitment

to offering the opportunity for higher education for all persons
capable of profiting from it without regard to high school achieve:.

mentand in some cases requiring remedial work to handle colleee

study.

-The Reduction of Social Inequities
This objective for higher education goes beyond open access in

ithplying not just equal opportunity but ,special measures to en-;

courage and facilitate the admission to higher education of, se-

leca groups in society. Examples include affirmative action Poli-

cieS in the U.S. 'to encourage more:female and minority enroll-',

ments, special bonus points in admission selection for children of

worker and peasant families in the socialist countries, and even

quotas to restrict or handicap social!groups otherwise likely 'to

enroll in large numbei.s, e.g. theChinese in Malaysia. As -with

Open access thc underlying aim is to extend educational and career

choices to more peOple, and to give theni the opporttmity to
change their status and self-image.-

The Advancement of knowledge.
This goal relates to the research function of higher. education.

As with the training of highly qualified manpower, it calls fer:

selective and ineritocratic aetess policy, but presumably more,
discipline-:,or faculty-oriented. In most higher education systems

adthission criteria to attain this objective prin.;rily involve suc-

cessful completion of undergraduate studies or the appropriate

cycle at university and a superior record in these studies. =

4
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LStrengthening Social, Civic, and Cultural Values
Some, societies., especially -the nglo-American. regard higher

education as a means to strengthen humaniStic vulues, to encour-
age a Wider participation in cultural and civic life, -and to enable
people to function.more effectively in and influence their environ-..
mcnt. Research in the United States suggests that persons with 'a
college degree have -certain characteristics which distinguish them
'from those .not going to college. These iffclude: more tolerant

attitudes towar6 others, greater job satisfaction, more participa7
tion in and knowledge of community and . national affairs. 'and
more deliberateness in their consumer spending. 'Whether this
consequence of hieher education and the social goals involved can
enlighten access policy is doubtful as it may have more to do with
the' kinds of people aspiring to higher- education and the total
college experience than with any academic crjteria.

2. ,The Secondary-Higher Education Interface
The content Of higher edUcation, especially in initial courses,

and its expectations of entering students can shape secondary edu-
.cation currict±1. So too do -secondary' school programs have an
important impact, on higher .education and its 'admissions policies
and criteria. :Thc expectation that. secondary education Should pro-
duce. candidates' fox, higher education with a standard level of
achieYement .significantly molds, secondary school 'college-.prepar-,
atOry curricula. In a .highly competitive admissions situation, for
example- as in Germany and ..Ia-pan, the resultant pressure on
tezichurS--and students ean become a setious sociai problem. most

-----starkly manifested in high suicide rates among young people
aspiring to higher education. That secondary .and Itglter education
systems typically fall under different patterns of authority -and eons-

'. trol -makes it particuiariy difficult to mesh their 'aims..eontent. and
structure*.

Traditional colleee-preparatory curricula .in secondary educa--
tion in -most countries have ,aimed at mas:en- of certain basic
subjects so that higher education programs could assumc and
build on a SpecifiE Nvel of achievement. An aegregative approach
to learning.and.agreement on the subjects required for higher. edu-
cation admissions were fundamental to the traditional system of

" transfer from.secondary to higher education.. Hieh school curricula
for Collegebound students wa* closely interlocked in content, aims
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and teaching methods with higher education, and 'school and uni-
versity teachers were in reasonable .agreement on ainu and out-
comes. In the European countries they ir. fact constituted a single

"s1 profession with a common background and values, and do still
to some extent today.

A Variety of development have ziltered this situation. Foremost
among these are the much higher participition rates in those sec-
ondary education programs which, lead to higher education.. Also
important are the comprehensiveness. er at least greater div:;rsity.
of these programs. and a widening range in achievement levels
among secondary school graduates.1 Vie transition .fr<om second-
ary to higher edueation has been only partly adapted to theGe new
developments. ReforMs in secondary 'school Curricula may not be
'reflected in higher education aims and ,programs. At both second-
ary and higher education levels the widely heterogeneous back-
grounds of stUdsmts may not be adequately taken into account in
curricula, teaching methods :tad counseling services, or .by.(teach-:
ers in their-perceptions ot their professional role and gollfs. 'These
changes have, especially in Europi:. been accompanied..by
minishing.sense of unity and lessened understanding among teach-
ers in Secondary and higher education of each other's eircum-__...

..stances and problems. Tlininkaiie- between secondary 'and higher
education has consequently b,:come more diffuse and varied as
'changes in one part of the,c_dueational systern not worked thaugh
in another erode the coherence of 'tbr... whole.

Several Contemporary developments in hirTher education under-
score the decreasing eMphasis 'on the requirement of a standard

'level of 'achieVement' for higher education admissions. Among
thse a:epic 'Opzn University in Britain which. admits "unqualified
students- and on a first come, first sered hagi; Sweden's 215/4 .

access policy; and the trend in the U.S. for peoPle to enter higher
education a( a_ much older age than the,..traditional IS year..old.

_In the OU rid Swedish eases graduation from a college prepara-
tdry secondary school is not required. For the olderstudents'in. the
U.S. the extended period since high school graduation somewhat

11n Germanyi as stated by With Becker. -With thc expansion of the right
of admission to 'include roughly 40 possibilities and approximately 200
forms of certification (compared, w ith the situation until 1960 when the
A biuir could be obtained only at the three types of Gymnasium), it is
supposedly impossible to ensure that beginning students meet ba4ic aca-
demic standards for admission."
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v;tiates notions of aggregative sequential learning in the secondary-
nigher education tradSition.

V/hether these linds of developments undermine stedards of
quality ih higher education is an importaat issue,..although it seems.
clear that thc Open .:,:versity's determination not to let this hap-
pen will continue to assure its high standards. It also is Clear from
these and other developments that the linkage between secondary
and higher cducation is in transition and that the part played by.
setondary 'education in the proccss will continue to diminish. To
the extent tluit- this makes morc flexibility and diversity possible
insecondary school, it may be an important shifi. Some observers
claim it lin already been carried too far in thc U.S.; in Germany
it reniat.ls yelatively.limited.

::ccess and Institutional Differentiation
I a expanding thcir higher or postsecondary education systems

in the last 25 years, most of thc Western European countries to-
gether with .Canada and the U.S. have not drily enlarged the tra-'.

. ditional. university sector, buC have also 'launched or expanded
ot,her types Of postsecondary institutions .and programs. Thc ob-
jectives of this expansion have been to extend aeccess to4.-more
students; to Provide n greater variety of educational offerinas for
a 'more diyersifiezl .audent body and to meet the rapidly changing
manpOwer needs of contemporary' industrial society. In some coun-
tries expansion to eneompass the multiplying aims and Vrograms
of postsecondc.ry education has been' through a system of special-
purPose institutions, in ethers through cbmprehensii,e multipur-

.. pose institutions. Diversification of'access polities and criteria has
been an essential part of the institutional-diversification.

Varioug" isSues are involved in thc diversification of'tcCess poi-
icy. .If the variety of institutions' and programs are intended -to
mcct the needs of a diVersified student bodydiversified in inter-
ests and abilityhow can students be given equal opportunity for
access and at thc samc time be distributed..among institutions in
a way to match their interests and abilities with appropriaie insti-
.'.utions? If 'different institutions and have'differing access
Folicies arid criteria, what strategics s uld bc followed to prevent
students who enter a.particulaf prog am institution front being

. locked into it? How best can lateral_aad vLstical mobility of stu-
dents among institutions be facilitated in order to perinit, them .to
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pursue their educational intcrests.to thc extent their abilities. Permit?
'What mechanisms .and structures can ensure. coordination andComplementarity between differdnt kinds of institutions and pro--

grams and pre'vent the, tendency of .institutions to seek a higher
status in the system "academic drift"? What access Nolieies are
imPlied by this? If graduates of certain categories of institutions
bY tradition or laW expeet or are entitled to higher professional
status and salaries than those from the "less noble" institutions,
what .access.policies., if any, can -equifably limit the demand., for.
admission to 111c:former and divert it to the Mtter:?

4. Access and Employment
Access citeria ,vhich can predict success in working life have

vel to be identified, and the forecasting of trained manpower needs
siIl1has no scientific certainty. Piece's 'policy should nevertheless
attempt to take the career interests and prospects of graduates

.

into account.in- terms both of tile total output of graduates and in
certifying imd supplying trained persons \for Specific Professional
fields!' In the U.S. it is mainly market fortes whin determine de-
cisions on the numbers of graduates turne d.. out by higher educe-
don. It is up to .the individual to decide whether to acpply for -

. admission and in what field, and tolhe institutions whether to
_ admit applicants and expand or not expand their ,facilities. accord-

ingly. The aveilability of funds to the individual and to the institu-
tionsis crucial to these dccisions. ,

P

In. Germany the expansion of higher education facilitie's is cen-
trally determined by the. Bund-Lander Commission for Educational
planning. The degree of utilization of higher education capacities
is the subject of complex fornfulas which CalciVe total places for
studcnts in the system. Market forces are fundamental _te thes2
calculations as the expansion of facilities is phinned partly on the
basilhOf projectidns of the wung people expected.to gain qualifi-..
cations for and fikely to sdel higher'education.

In'both count`ries the variable whieli most defier precise predic-
tion is the proportion..of4oungpco.pic likely to seek higher educa-
tion admission because this in turn depends 'in large part on the
employmint prospects of graduates. Reliance on market forces to
achieve _ame equilibrium between the. output of eraduatcs and ap-
propriute f,obs foPthem requires asystem which assures the 'avail-
ability of information, to studen's so that they cen make informed_
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career ,decisions. PredictionS in this area are: particularly difficult
because with changes in society z7nd in the economy new job de-

pands can open up thich cannot be forecast, much less conceived
cf.today. This predicament post:s some fundamental questions to
a higher education system: geared mainly toward professionaliza-
tion afid specialization in its output.

In Germany where univ .rsity attendance typically involves More

specialization than in the U.S.. the specter of an academie prole-
tariat from the overproductiorf of graduates i a deepenThg con-
cern. AS spme 70% of graduateS have traditionally entered public
service occupations, including teaching, the elevated job expecta-
tions they have gives little flexibility to the system. Willi Becker
has commented on this phendmenon as follows:

If ebnceptions of socivl. pi.c:itige (the -academicia,
incoMe eXpectations, and status career conceptions per-

,
sist. then in the next ten -years we can expect a significant

oversupply of academically.trained people. However, ii
one opposes to this an altered' conception of social pres-
tige, lowered income expectations. and a broader and
more piactical Oost,sccondary training (curriculum re-
form. Career fields rather thtin fixed career sloto, then

be a lone time °before we can really speak of an
"over-production- of university graduates.

Apart from their i:npacton total numbers of of higher

nd- their employment prospects. aect:,:-: can af-

fect of persons recruited to 'the professions. Sekctive

admissions in a eompetirive :-Jinission field, such as medicine is.
in Germany and the U.S. by the nature of'' the admission
iHteria applied prodUce an un'equal distribution of talent among

th:: 'professions. Thus. young people with the highest abilit 2.;. and
achievement records tend to be disproportionately recruited to

high prestige. (and salary) occupations such 'as medicine. Given

that such cqgnitive, criteria only accouht for 'half, or less of the
differences in educational attainment and do not take intO account

various noneognitive-qualities of impOrtance to the professions, a

selective adinisSions system may well not recruit to die professions

'people with the kinds Of qualities needed. This problem,' a special

conCern of the Gerrnan-U.S. Study Group iv connection with

1-\
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medical-admissions, points up some of _the ecmpicxiiy of,the inter-
relationship between access and eMPlOyment.

Conellusin

The subject' of access to higher ,:ducation is multidimensional in
its scope and implications. Policies cin access, educational objec-
tives, and aumissions criteria Should mesh With and reenforce each
other. Open access policies can be deceptive, if the opportunity fr.r
higher education in a stratified system is itself stratified in ways
that inhibit genuinely equal opportunity. Harmonizing egalitarian
and mcritocratic objectives and prcieedures in a single institution
or system can produce distortions and 'stresses in both access and
exit policies.

With the advent of mass. higher education and the shifting of
the selection function from secondary to higner education, access
policy becomes an,inercasingl3 crucial element in the system'. Also,
its role 1eomes more important in a Ma* higher education situa-

"lion because of the expanding part played 6y higher education in
credentialing people for johs. Pressures for entry `to hinher cduca-
tion may be translated into preSsures to sracluate:. all students. :

This, 'however, might be salutary a it shifts the function of eval=
uating the ernployment qualifications of graduates from *the higher
educatiOn system to tjaa.employers.

Finally, while the fOcus of this paper has been n Germany and
the U.S., access is a matter' of increasing concefn in a number of 4,

countries. Major reformS affecting access are 'under consideration
in France, 'while in Britain -the comprehensivization of secondary
schools has provoked national debate on the school .axamination ,
system in thatcountry. Although the German-U.S. Study GrduP
on Access to "Higher Education may not come up with concrete
and lasting solutions, its work should help to -clarify some of the
main issues in access and the interdependence of access with other
elments in higher education systems. s



Vn..2MMAS1' -ACCESS:
THE GERMAN SITUATION

Klaus von Dohnanyi

I shall attempt to shed:some light on the access situation in Ger-
many and compare it with the U.S. eystem. First, however, let me
emphrziz hat James Perkins said in his introductory statement,
narriely, problem of access to highereducation is a social prob--
lem of g- at explosive power. In all industrial societie's in which
an Inc: ,4smg tvision of labor requires the increasing specializa-..
hon of personnel functions, the institutions which prepareor
should preparepeople for such functions have a very important
'role in distributing social and economic opportunities. Access O.
higher education, therefore, means acCtss to better and more in-
te.resting jobs; SYstems of access to higher education involve a
edistributio,i process, the determination of who is to be taken' in
and who kept out, whcise Opportunities should be increased thiough
higher edi cation, and whose should not.

j Even though the.Troblems of accesS to higher educikon present
thlemselves rather similarly-in different countries, there are many

. arid important differences in detail. To understand the German
1

situation one must re4lize 'that the Federal Ilepublic, of,8raiy
tiLaintains an' education system which'is frequentlytdesc "bed as a
"Mnnel" system. Since around 1920 all'Aildren, start thbfr school-
ing in a .four-year .elernentary school; after that they are distrib- 7

uted among three tyres of schools which lead to different
tunities for further studies, especially with regard to higher
education.

The gymnasium is the school generally inolving nine years of
secondary scitooling and-culminating with the abitur, whiCh gives
thOse earning the abitur, the abiturienten, access to ,the universities

..proyided the universities have the necessarY space. In this con-
nection; while there is no constitutional righr to enroll in higher

17
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education, there is a constitutional right of equal opportunity for
higher education aq of choosing one's- course'within it. Moreover,
even though the universities have the right to limit access accord-
ing to their capacity to accommodate students, wliether the capac-
ity of agiven university is 'sufficient to admit a person to the uni-
versity is not solely up to the judgment 'of the institution itself;
To thc extent to which capacity 'is available, there Must he eqtral
rights to access and free choice among the institutions for the
abi:urienten. -, ...+01 ..

As already mentioned, at age_ I() children are di*tributed among
three types of schools of which only the gyn.incisiwn generally
leads t6 the abitur and therelorto .the ri ;ht tu enter a university.
Many other ways htive been der., . LL for young people to move
from the two other sOool tyjes (real sande and .hauptsc.hule):
into the upper sections of the gymnasimn and therOy -to the'abitur .

iftid .fi:1;illy to higher education (in contrast to transfer from gym-
nasium to, lower Jevel schools, it :N' very-difficult to 'shift from the
latter to gymne -him). Also, the', other.school types permit.,,access
to institutions_ falling between- the school sySiem and higher -edit-

I, cation, and graduates of. these instrtutions generally may have- ae-
cesS to'.the universities. Nevertheless, it is apparent that in Ger-
many those children who at the age of : () have an opportunity to

.. enter the gymnasium- gherally already have the key to higher
e2ucation. N:ii wOnder that many parents and teachers today, and
of couti! tile children .theniselves, want to, -keep open theie life
opportunities and thus tend toward the gymnasium .at age 10
-although it is a 'school with a very classic curriculum, generally
providing mainly theoreRal..knowledge rather than the practical
knowledge needed 'for many functiom in rife. ,

.In my view the 661-man school gystem still is a class system. As
..._ -long ds Children are distributed at age 10 among various schools with

,different opportunities. for fUrtherCduism. judtt!ttents arc inevita;
bfy mRde not just on the talents of tne children but largely on the
pocketbook and the financial and ,social circumstance's of thepar-
'ents. A society which claims equal opportunity in education should

realize thSt age .1.0 is far too early to judge in a democratic way
-., the different abilitiL of.children so Mat their life opportunities can.

.2... be distributed aceoNhing to talent, whatever this may be in our
type of society..

. .
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The situation in Germany is further complicated by the fact that.
much more than in the United States, careers, in particular the
civil serVice, depend upon degrees obtained in the universities or
other institutionof higher education. So the "twiner; really has a
much longer extension than ..just from_the_111--year-od children

who go from elementary school to gpmassiunz in order to bCable
to attend university. The tunnel extends-from there into civil serv-
ice and other functions in skiety which are tied very closely to
the type of previous education anththe degrces obtained. Thus, in
the Federal Republic of Germany thcr.: is much more need to
make an early deciSioti to attend univwsity than, for example, in
the United States, and there is much more nee4 to complete uni-
versity study if one aspires to the jobs in society which are rigidly

---1-----coraniaWith university degrees.
This to sonic: extent explains the pressure on the universities in

Germany and also on the renutasium which provides the easiest .

route to uui.ersity and to the degrees so valuable for later life.
Basically we lyve a system by which we distribute liN-long oppor-.

tunitics largely among 10--ycar-old children; which is .not,only so-
cially unjust but necessarily causes our system to palfunction with

regard to the distribution of students an:ong various types of .edu-
cation. Another aspcct of the German situation which I believe is
uthque was well thnveyed by a friend of mine when he said that
."Germany iS not only a state of law 'but a state of law suits." By
that 'he meant that we have a particular way of approaching the
problem of equality that has become a :highly quantitative platter
which thZ: courts are supposed to cheek and .to thntrol.

It might be of interest that in the reform of our university laW
I attempted to have inc'uded in the admission process 'a letter of
retommendation for applicants in addition to the teachers' grades.

With this letter of recommendation I was falling bacl; on British
experience in trying tO get away from the very, formal and very
quantitative basis of grades alone as applied today in Germany.
The Left and Right in. my country vigorously opposed this pro-

poSal and on similar grounds, namely,.thatit would open the- ac-

cess toall-types of corruption and..uncontrollable favoritism. Thus,
because a certain system was not quantifiable, it was rejected due.
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to thc paeticular German attitude toward equality as-a quantita-
tive matter. I keenly regretted this development becatise I knew
how difficult it would be in the long, run to make, grades a solid

kasis for 'access, as we sec today in Germany.
To summarize the situation in Germany: on the one hand we

have a system which is anything but socially fair because it distrib-
utes children at the age of 10 among different systems ef schools, ..

.giving Veridifferent,chances. for furt er education, in particular in
.the universities. This systeth is fe-en orced through a high rigidity
of careers based on university degrees. -On the other hand, our
system in principle gives (priority to equality and implements it on
a very quantitative level, and this leads to the distribution of uni-
versity places.according to grades. The unwillingness of the 'Ger-
manS to leave any part of the decision making on access to what
I would call a "black box" and to rely solel on quantifiable ilata
carries its own injustices, as we can well illustrate.frOm thc results....---of the system of nwnerus clausus. .. .

If I perceive the American- situation correctly, it differs greatly
with regard to the two elements I have described. First'of all,
graduation from.high schoel, varied as the schools may be in the-
United States, theoretically includes similar rights for all graduates.
Every graduate frornny U,S. high school has the theoretical right
to enter any college or university in this country, provided the
institution will accept him. By contrast, a graduate from. a German
real schule, for example, has no right to go to university unless he
was able to shift.over to the 'gymnasium or to enter som&.other
instituticni;of higher learning, graduation from which then peN
mitted him to go tQuniversity. Thus, as unequal as the situation
maY be in the United States because ,of the different quality of the
high schools and their different standing in the 'access procedprc,
the basic structure is not on y mbre simple.but also gives .more ...

.equality of opportunity. However, the combination of a greater
degree of university autonomy' and the differentiation in the higher
education system in the Unit 'd States (which doeS not exist iri
Europe at all) includes injust ces in the sense that scheas and
universities_with higher standhlg offer better opportunities for ac-
cess to the bettor institutions alf lfgher education or jobs. 'At the
same time, this diversification, since it includes a lot of "black
box" judgments by the institiTtions, may give more, individual

n
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justice than the quantified system that we try to apply in Europe,
and in Germany in particular.

Cone lusidas
Let me now draw some cmiclusions, First I should like to empha-
size that, whether in the United States or Europe or Japan .or any
other country in the world, there is no perfect solution for the
selection process in access to higher education. Even in an open
access system there .exist, at least in those faculties with limited
capacity, such as medicine or law, distribution problems which
contain th-e.- smite elements- as the access problem in general. In
other words, selection will. always be" imperfect, and all we can ,do
is to optimize our solutious but never really solve our problems.
Nor will thew ever be an-optimum solution for all time. Society
is changing -:ind our set of values °is changing, and we must -adjust
our system of selection and distribution of social opportunities
through higher edUcation in accordance with these changes. Thus,
all We Fan do is try to arrive today at an optimum system which
will be challenged tomorroW.

Second, there is no system that can be applied to all societies
at the same time with the same results because we have to take
into account differences -in culture, in the eduCatidn sy-stem in.
general, in the job market system, and also in the social values
which apply to our system of selection or dist?ibution.

Witti these two general conclusions accepted, let me er; to
..define the goals we should have in mind in trying to organize a
fair system of access to higher education:

We should give everybodya: reasonable opportunity for
learning and personal 'development.

We ,should recruit persons for those jobs or functions in so-
.crety whicrthey can best fulfiU. In other words, we do Lave a need,
for elites, even in a deinocratic system."

,We should pursue the goals of opportunity for all and the
(selection of an elite will; a. maximum of equality of opportunity.

We also should carry out this distribution or selection with:
a minimum of pressure on the individual during his time in ele-
mentary school, as :the situation in Germany confirms.

And finally, we should maintain high standards of quality in
the-universities, at.A.,ve all in university research.
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Applied to the German system, this means, first, that we should
abandon the -twiner' system, and extend general or comprelien7
sive school; or as we say in Gcrmany, gesanuschule, at least to the
age of 15. Second, we should open the civil service in a more
liberal way to capable People without a university degree.

We should &so keep in mind that education involves spczializa-
don, and learning has'a 'distributive function because the better
trained people have better opportAities to fulfill the more: coin:-

plicat.:d and miite. responsible functions in society Hence, even
if w$: open careers totally, we cannot escape the reality that uni-
versities have a highly distributive character.

In order to achieve more eqUality aking with the other goals
already mentioned, let me add the followinc elements especially

pertinent w the German situation:
,First, entrance to higher education should be less dependent on

exit grades from'secondary school -because to the extent to which
the access is based on performance at the,secondary level: there
is increasing, pressure. on'the peOple in secondary school.

Second, to maintain equal opportunities and yet 'let people de-
ve!op at different leVels and ages, the universities must 'be kept
open for those who bave not had an opportunity at 'their, first
attempt. 111 other words, although we may have to channel young
people at age 15 ,or iti into different educational paths, those who
go into vocational training at that age rather,than into the more
academic gymnasium should, as graduates with vocational train-
ing, then be able tO go into higher education if they have per-
formed appropriately, This would ease the pressure and Spread
the opportunities more equally.

Also---,znd this has been important in our discussions in Ger-
manywe should permit people to take university degfees:on tht
basis, of practical experience: in fickis lending themselves to this.
To illustrate, in business management it sheidd be possible for
people: who worked in companies as responsiiile persons, for ex-.
ample :in accounting, to take degrees after a -very short (or even
with no) attendance in university Courses in order to permit them
to progress in their careers. Such a systeni should be an7important
element in what Could be a basic set of principles for the selection
or distribution process of scarce),places in higher, education in
Gerthany,



ACCESS AND EQUITY

Lois Rice

Access, however defined, is a soeal issue involving problems, of
eqUity and justice, as .weil as individual ndeds. In the United States

this issue involves not only the college admission or selection

process. It also involves another process, namely, the measurement
device ,thtt is' used .to determine and judge equitably a family's

ability to pay for postsecondary, education. Important in this con-

nettion are various programs to aid students in financing their
postsecondary education. First; however, some social probleins
require discussion in order to put the access and financial aid
situations in a broadcr perspective.

Basic inequities persist in the enrollment ofstudents in higher
education in the United States. Tinse inequities have promptd

..-.public poli4, particularly at the federal level, to focus on student

assistance as the major vehicle for helping tO achieve eqtial op-
portunity. rh the 1960S the Congress authorized programs to im-

:prove the access to higher education of, new classes of students-

whose educational aspirations_ were ,soaringthe Children of the

-poor, b1ueict5l1ar workers, and minorities. -The impact Of these

programs candot yet be measured.

Tke fedenal govirnmeat.had to intervene not because the states,

which are part of our federal structure, are soMehow malevolent,

but bedause by themselves they are incapable of meetiug societal

demands which cut across state lines. They varjf. greatly .in their ,

resources,, and their efforts are often so diverse that they com-

pound rather than ameliorate existing inequitieS However, even

though the new federal programs launched were nuineroos and the

rhetoric that accompanied them profuse, the social commitment

to reorder priorities and focus scarce resourées on:the' objeCtive

of equal opportunity was lacking. Today, equal.oppertunity is still

art tinachie'ved goal, part of the unfinished bdSiness of our times.

t
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Inequities of Access-

First, with respect to the participation ratei- in higher education,
low-income students arc nearly five times less likely to be enrolled
'in postsecondary education as high-income students, and the situ-
ation has not improved markedly over time. In 1967, 13..1% of
families with annual incomes under $3,000 had dependent chil-
dren enrolled in college. By 1969, the proportion'-rose to a high
of 16.5%; but* in 1970 it dropped to 13.9%. It has remained
fairly stea(iy* at that level despite expanding federal and state stu-
dent aid progams targeted at these low incorne students. However,
while new programs of aid may not have improved this situation,
they may well have been responsible for keeping up the participa-
tion Of low-incOme students during a period of spiralling costs of
higher education. ..o

If it is argued that the comparatively low college-going rate of
high school graduates from poor families is acceptable because
such graduates tend to be less dble, as measured by their high
school performance and test scores, the answer is that poverty
seems to be rrinch More decisive than ability in determining who
enters the groves of academe. According to a study conducted by
the National Center. for Educational Statistics of the federal gov-
ernment, the.National Longitudinal Study, 0+,-; highest ability chil-
dren in the lowest income quartile attend college at a lower rate
than the next to the bottom ability quartile in the highest income
group, as the statistical ,table below demonstrateS. Specifically,
72.1% of the most affluent students were enrolled in college im-
mediately after high school graduation as compared to. 45% of the
students"from the .lower income quartile. And college i mains
valuable to the former group. The enrollment rate of the least
able-high-incomd students exceUds that of the second fiighest abil-

r
ity quartile students who are from loW-income families.

These disParities are even' more pronounced when we consider
subgroups within .the population. This is illustrated by the enroll-
ment rates of blacks, taken as an example not. because they. are

-the. only or even the most disadvantaged minority -groirp in the
United States, .but because 'they are the largest group, tile most
widely distributed, and probably the most studied in terms of
statistics. For present purposes, therefore, they are used as surro-
gates for the others who have also seen left behind in our edued-
tiorial and social syslems.

3 4
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COLLEGE ENROLLMENT RATES OF 1971-72 HIGH
SCHOOL SENIORS ONE YEAR AFTER GRADUATION

By Ability and Family Income
(in percent)

. Ability Quartiles All
(High School grades) ability

Income Quartile Bottom Second Third Highest levels

..

Source: National Longitudinal Study of the High Scriool Class of
1972..National Center for Educational Statistics.

Lowest
.Second
Third
H li lg. ihnecsotm .

levels

299 -

31.7
35.0
47.2
35.3

41.3
47.5
48.7
64.4
49.9

47.3
57.9
63.8
76.6
61.8'-

63.8
69.7
74.6
86.4
74.8-

45.4
52.6
57.2
72.1
56.8

In 1974, the black family mi'..dian income was 58% of whitc
family ineorne, down from the high point of- 61% achieved in
1960-70. Put another way, in 1974 black .family median income
was just about the same zis white family median income in 1966,
an eight-year lag. And while it is .evidently now a fact that white
and black high school graduates froth low-income families. unds:cr
$7,500 a year, arc equally likely to attend college thc next fall
after high :;:hool graduatioii--L-about 45% according to the Na-
tional Longitudinal. Studythat comforting parity disguises thc
fact that -57% of black -high _school graduates come from low-
income farnilie-s, .while only 19%. of whitcs do. Because enroll-
ment rates increase with incomc, the concentration of blacks at the
.bottom of thc income scale means that their-overall enr011ment
ratc is only.72% of the .white rate.

Another.aspect of the inequities in higlier education egrollments
relates to the diltributiorrand i'etention..of students. the Alexander
Astin paper* shows that poor students.are heavily concentrated, in
low-cosTand often. (although there is not a direct correlation) low-.
quality inskitutionS.....In particular,'1Ow-income students-are concen-
trated in the tWO-year coPeges'. Nor does the impact .of poverty on
enrollment, or thc type of enrollment, end with thc act Of. matric-
ulatidn; 70% of the' high- abilaY, low-in:Come freshmen who: cn-
tcred U.S. colleges in thc fall of 1972 came back for a second year;

, *Alexander W. Astin, "The nyth of Equal Access in Public Higher
Education."
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The compa?able figure for high-ability, high-income freshmen was
90%. Again, racial differences-con-wound these inequities. Forty-
eight percent of all black fceshmen and 32% of.those in the high-
est ability quartil.e are enrolled in two-year colleges and vocational
gehools, while comparable figures for white freshmen are 41c-c 'and
26% at these institutions. There arc significant differenw-.. too in
the persistence in college of blaCks 4nd whites. For 1:xan:ole, a
recent 'census survey found that 41% of black stude"nts afid 5%
of white students who entered collegs in 1971 were enrolled as
seniors.

Our ow p. discusionS have dwelt on expectations and aspirations.,
and these- hopes cannot he ignored until -the decics are loaded
equally," antil low-income and high-income students can share
the fruits,of higher education. Por many Segnients of our society
iligher, education is still the only means of gaining upward eco-
nomic and social mobility. Although various obseryers;- haye..
pointed out that the value° of higher education has .declined, thiS

is by no means the ease ,fpr the minority population if in fact it
applies tO the majority. ltz-continues to 15e clear that only 'with a-

, college education can the black male in our society ever 'hope to -.

achieve an income equal to that of a white- high school r!graduate..
There are stiil only two major routes tO upWard economic and
social mobility,for the blaeks in Americathe military and. post-
secondary education.

A subject touched on earlier in The seminar is of particular
interest in connection with blacks. One third of all black Ameri-
cans are -now below the age, of 15. While blacks 'are currently
10.5% of Our total_population, by 1984 black 18-year-olds
18% of all. 18-year-olds, and Chicanos nr Me.xican-Amerkans;.
will be 24% 'of all 18-year-olds in our five Southwestern states...
These, .data, obviously haye, significant implications for higher
education.'

Basic Grants

Conditions of poverty and race were among the motivations for
the great society programs of the 1960s and the higher, education
legislation of 1 972 which Set up special programs of student as-
sistance designed to support needy students in pOstsecondary
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cducation. Of all of our federal expenditures for higher education

(excluding research), nearly 80% is now in the, form of aid to stu-

dents. This aid takes. many different forms: work-study, grants
and loans, and it. has expanded greatly, at least at the undergrad-

uate level, since 1965. A federal °program Started in,1972. is hav-

itig an cnormous significance, the Basic Educational.Opportunity
Grants Program. -Eligible students receive q.rants regardless of

Where thcy live or attend college. If.they are enrolled in a 'qualified

institution of postsecOndary education, whether a traditional, pro-
prietary: or vocational school, no ability test required. If the.

student's or his 'family's income is such that he qualifies: thc stu-
dent can receive up to $1,400 a year to attend the institution of
,his/her chbice: Sincc fiscal, year 1973 this program has grown

from a meager $140 Million to- $1.3 billion. As with many other

prograMs, thc Basic Grants program is need-based; how this need

is meaSured will bc discussed later.
,

The Basic Grants program was added to two other federal grant
progranis, one enacted in, 1965; the SuppleMentary Educational

Opportunity Grant Program (SEOG), which is administered

through colleges and univetsities and now involves in excess of

$300 million.. The State Scholarship IncentiVe., Program (SSIG),

enacted in 1972, is a Program of federal matehing 'to foster the

development of state scholarship,programs to aid, needy studentS.

At the mbment the states 'spend more than $600 million apart
from. the federal dollarS already mentioned in direct grant aid to

students.
In addition, U.S. colleges and universities have long spent

enormous sums of. their own monies on aid, to needy students. A

rccent Survey done of a group of thirty leading private institutions

in the United .States, thc Consortium on Financing Higher Educa-,

tion, showcd that they had collectively spcnt $50.0 million on in7

stitutional grants' in 'the last ten years, While in that same' period

thcy reeeived $38 million in federal monies. In addition to grant

programs, aid programs'have been-developed to, provide work op-

portunities and loans for students.'As thc foregoing summary has

suggested, there is little if hny coherence among all of these' pro-

grams. Perhaps unlike other counthes, our federal prOgrams de-

veloped largely as the' readt of accr4tion and'eongressional com-
'promise. Nevertheless, a numbcr of pi.ograMs arc attempting to

provide greater opportunity for ne'edy students within our socicty
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tO lessen the inequities cited earlie4 The role of the College. En-
..

trance Examination Board in these 'programs has been important.
Welt before 1965, in fact in 1954,\ the College Board, using,the

::clucational Testing Sei-vice as its vehicle, developed 'a means to
rneasure the ability of farnili`es to pay \for posLsecondary education:.
This .txcame fairly controversial. In ',1954 there were no major

;state 'programs oT grants or loans to students. Admittedly, thc
costs of higher% aducatiou .,..ere. (or- se.emed) res.s than now, but
nevertheless-substantial in terms oc 1.954 dollars.Resourees were
scarce, and inany were bcing spent on students whose .families
could well afford to pay the higher edudation bill.'So as a kind of
rationing cl.wice to distribute the scarce ollars more equitably and
to aid students who were being left be1ind or left out of higher

...education, the College Board develciped Ilivhat is known as thc Col-
lege,.Scholai-ship Servies. Not a. test, it is u method for determining
how much students and their families can\.afford to pay for college.
Need is 'defined on the basis Of the cost ' f th`e educational institu-

..tion, minus what the , fancily can pay. Tl e difference is_ what. the
student.will need to enter or Complete the college or his or. her. .ichoice. For example, if the student is going to a.college'that costs
six-thousand 'dollars (as some institutioi s in this country now
charge), and if the faTily contribution is three-thous'and. dollars,
thcn somehow .that extra three-thousand h s to.,he met by federal,
state., or institutional rdourcesloans, gr nts, work. To ease this
:process:the voluntary sector, narpely.the 'ollege Foard and ETS,
supplemented by a similar program of An crican Colln.ge Testing,.
attempts to measure fannly abilityto pay. As part of the Basic.
Educational Opportunity .Grants program, the organization devel-
oped its own way of measuring student el gibility. We now have,
therefore; a federal assessment of cligibilit or ability to pay,"and
at the utile time allefederal and state as wicll as institutional pro-

1granis use the systems designed by the privrte or voluntary sector.
i

1

Additional Financial Support Possibilities

-1-Wc have other problems in financing studchts in postsecondary..

education which neithe.r the College Boa,rd; ET'S,. or the. gO.elFn- /
Ment have been.able to .solve. For exampl, how do, we findrke J. :

recurrent edication for adults .in postseeOndary education? W 1 ..."
Ise.....

. 1.

l ., / .;:i b
i

. i :
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cannot expeCt independent adults . to draw upon discretionary
-fUnds-support themselve-i in higher education in the same way

as we determine the family's ability to- support their dependent
children. We haVe not only a prpblem with emancipated adults
but also with emancipated younger people., age i S. One proposal

is to.-giVC a voucher to everybody at age IS .to help them buy a
portion of pcistsecondary education, or to' buy whatever goods
thcy may wish to hav,e as part of -a lifelong learning opportUnity,

whether at age )8 or 68.
The measurement of need and Proposals for support of the

young and old in postsecondary education are part of the .equal

opportunity objective I cited earlier. These arc among the several
challenges to a continued foci's on that goal. One certainlY is the
.curient scarcitY of dollars for competing. doniestic programs. In
higher education we must tight for state dellars and federal dollars,

and are forced to develop Irade-offs among public subsidies for

education.
One Major way of financing U.S. students- in higher education

'has always been through indirect subsidies to students through low.

tuition pricesloW tuition is viewed by -some as a principal way

of aidi ig needy students. Others consider low.tuition 'prices as an

incflici 'at use of scarcp resources because it subsidizes the well-'

to-do s well, and there: nfay well have rto be.trade-offs between the
subsi ies that we provide the rich and the needs of the poor.

A second .challenge to the equal opportunity objective is ihat

mid le-class Americans arc feeling very pressed by the .. ct...'s of

post econdary al:cation. But our middle-class, which ' is so, ori-

ente to postsecondary education, faces the problem of what type

of -ollege' their .chilki will attend, rather than .the question of
'filer their Child will attend col!.ege. The- poor are desperate for

fu ds, and we should.not take scarce funds .away from the desper-

ate tO aid the "merely.miserable"=naMt9y our middle-class.
nother challenge to the7Studentaid foeus .of federal policy, as

w ll as that of our states' policy, is that many individual institu-

ti ns and sections of our postseeondary system are cOncerned

a out.their fiscal viability. They are concerned about survival, and,
riegrettably, there has developed an unneeessary_ and Salse..dichot-

omy within Our policy debates about aid to institutions versus aid

to' students,
These challenges take On new din-tensions at a time when our

t-1
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country.is weary with what in the- -1960s we, cafled our "war on
poverty." To date these challenges have not sueeeded. ,But they..

ao persist. They shduldf not, however, deter us from Lontinued
support ci programs to bring talented yotmg people from low-
income ;families into, the mainstfeam of higher education, and
hence into the mainstream of our society.

.00I



THE IS:IANAGEMENT OE ACCESS i)OLICIES

William W. iurnbull

-Although Me title suggested for my presentation is the. "Manage-

. .ment of Access," 1 should emphasize at the outset that access if,

not a process that is-manageable in the sense of being controlled.

Rather it is one into which many of us aspire to introduce some

processes that, in the context of the many forces brought to bear

on it, will make it a little mare orderly and a. little more readily

managed than so far has been possible. Let me first try to clarify

the relationship between the College Entrance Examination. Board

and the Educational Testing Service (ETS), Something that has

eluded most peoplc in this country.

ETS

To start with ETS, it is a large organization devoted principally

to problems of measurement, the organiiation of measurement
services, and rescaech in human behavior. It is devoted also to the

evaluation of educational innovations and educational processing.

In general ETS usually operates by,,providing measurement serv-

ices that are required by t5ther elements in American education,

typically groups that arc organized around a particular level of

education or educational theme. For example. American law

schools have the Law School Advisory Council. which determines

what kinds of measurement would bc IL:lpful in the admission of

students to schools of law. A membership association without ,a

large apparatus for conducting measurement pi-grams, the Coun-

cil turns to an organization- like, ETS that has those facilities in

place and the resources to carry out the Work.
Similarly, the College Board is a Membership association. The

Board consists of about 2,300 member institutions: perhaps l ,A00

colleges and 900 schools. The College Board .has an enormous

opgrational enterprise over which it exercises policy control.

31
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Rather than setting up its own apparatus to carry out those oper-
ations, the Board haS turned to ETS as the executive .agency for
most of 'the testing activities of the College Board. These examples
.should help .clarify the College Board-ETS relationship.

In a similar way, testing programs, from elementary school
through sdult edu5ation, typically are conducted .by ETS on be-
half of the appropriate educational association. For example, the
graduate schools in the country have a Graduate Record Exami-
nation Board that looks for ways to iniprovI: the transition from
the undercraduate to the gradnate level of education, and ETS
undertakes those testing service::.- A great many examinations are
in the field of professional eerti:ication. The National Conference
Of Bar Examipers-.has turned to ETS to construct and give the
examinations sponsored nationally by that group for adniission to' -1-,t.a.- practice of law."Increasingly LTS is involved in certification of.
competence in the health professions, and in providing tiists for
self-assessment by professi,-nals workinc in such fields as der.tistry
or psychiatry. ETS is ako working at the undercraduate level to
certify competence at. the end of the .four-year college. At the
other:end of 1IA: scale. ETS has an infant laboratory ill %% hich.re-
search is carried .)i, on the identification of conditions in early
infancy that appear to lead toward the development of curious,
active, outuoinc childryn versus withdrawn and slow-to-develop
children. ETS is very 'active hi die preschool and primary school
areas, wortat.r. in both English and Spanish lancuages because of
the large number of Hispanic children in this country. So much
for a brief parioramic.view.

Roughly, the staff is about 2,400 people, and the bucket is 60
million dolfars a year. The money comes principally from the fees
that candidates pay to take the examination for admission to- col-

\lece, to graduate school, to law school, and the iike. Typically, as
i mentiond. ETS is working in-relationship to a body like-the Col-

lege- Board, which is by far the largest.of the croups with which it
is associated and has the most extensive ,procrani. ETS collects

1
the fees from the candidates and then is reimbursed for its services
at cost plus a small fee by the Collece Board or vhatever other
gi71-01 We might be working with at the time. RouChly 75(7- of' the
budget is deVoted to problems in measurement or the provision of
services. About ten million dollars is spent for research and devel-
Opment, and the 'remaining 10(.7 coes largely into instructional

a
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work. A substantial instructional program brings people to ETS

or sends ETS stall out.to conduet.workshops in an effort to ensure

that the work done in the other areastesting programs and re-
searchis as fully understood las possible.

Three important features of the Educational Testing Service

should be stressed. First, .it.is an independent. organization..lt is

not managed by governments, 'universities or schools, or by the
students-who take the tt!st. ,although those parties have very close

relationships with it. g.TS has its own board and charter, but its
responsibilities arise 'opt o its very close working relationshi
with governments, with universitiesind with schools. Second, ex-

Cept for the in-hoUse research and its oWn self-generated educa-
tional program, ETS is anagent of a number of bodies of which
the College Board is by all means the 'most important in terms of

funds and activitis. But that relationship is an arms-length rela-
tionship. of two partners who continue to negotiate and renegotiate
their relationship..lt is an agent of the College Board .and other
assOciations thatwish the ETS tO.conduct studies.

Third, ETS is not the'onl§ testing' body in the .United States.
The American College Testing Program (ACTP) also runs educa-
tional .tests and is also an independent body. In generf ACTP is
a midwest-based organization. for geographical r:asons more.di-
reedy connected with the large public Nucational institutions ir
that region.although ETS is active in the midwest too. Both or-
ganizations now operate nationally. For ekample, ETS has eight
regional ofliees spread across the country.

Role of Testing

A few remarks about the U.S. education system may he useful to

show how testing fits in. it. American 'higher edkation is..charac-
terized by, great diversification. This applies to the nature of the
curriculuni, the quality of the teaching. standards for entrance,
grading and degrees. and to the. basic purpose of the institutiOn.

All those aspects of diversity are equally true of the secondary.

school as these vary enormously with regard to curriculum:" teach-

ing quality, and The meaning of the g!'ades that they award. This
diversification goes right down throttgh the elementary school and
into the.preschool, At that stage it must be recognized as inequal-
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ity because while diversity at the college level affords a choice to
the individual, diversity at the very early levels amounts to in-
eqUality of opportunity..

Several circumstances shape the need for access procedures and
measurement systcms. First, it is impossible to overstate the com-
plexity of the educational stnictures and processes invoNed and
their interactions. At the same time there are unwritten Customs
and dynamics. Young. people growing up in the system observe
the underlying structure that amounts to the rules of the eame__
Unfortunately, some people arc closer to the center of that game
and understand the- rules much better than othcrs, and therein lies

4.one of the sources of inequality and onc of thc reasons why the
U.S. system, like most systems, bccomcs a clasS System. Some
people are Close enough to the process to understand it' well.
Others who have not had siniilar advantages and have not come
up in the central academic tradition of thc country, do not under-
stand it and Oo not play the' game .as yell. Thejnequalities that
show up at the timc of application to college ltave to be seen as
having their roots in very early experiences of the child that have
accumulated and led to a situation of inequality at grade 12.

The information or misinformation, as the case may be,., that
guides, the young person's decision ,on posts'econdary edication
goals does not and cannot involve grade 12 z.nly. The information
*gathering prOcess begins at least at the beginning of high school
when most students begin thinking about what they will be doing..
aftcr high school. They are subjected to a large quantity of he_ar-
say, parental suggestion, and local tradition. But there is also in
the Schools a system Of guidance counseling aimed at helping the
studcnt to pull together the information directly'Pertinent to his
or her chanccs of succes's in applying to a variet of institutions.
The student's aspirations are shapcd by this guida cc process al-
though more by other forces. In some countries, fdf example the
Soviet Union, it.is the universities rathec than the sch at take
the lead in' providing guidance or professional orientation to help
the student visualize his opportunities in ,one field .of study or
anothcr. Inthe United States the tradition has been to center most
of that actiVity in the schools with the universities playing a sec-
ondary role. Rather than thcir reaching out to -discover talent in
the schools, it devolved upon the guidance counselor in the school
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to do that positive talent search and to motivate the student to
thc process of self-discovery.

In this student guidance,- the most important criterion used is

the previous grades of-the student. Second are seor s on the stan

dardized tests giv14 the schools, particularly o help in the
proccss of guidance. Third is teacher asscssmcnt and fourth the

interest the student has deMonstrated, particular by participating

in extra-curricular activitiesathletic; anistic, mechanical, and

others. Th actors arc also the most important ones looked at

b colleges and universities as they try to assess whether the
student would do well in their institution and should be adinitted.

Admissions Testing

. Let .me turn to the admissions, process, itself. Mr, von Dohnanyi

observed that the mechanics of- access must be - attuned to the

cultural, social and educational stru.etures and processes of the

. country in which they are employed. I fully aerce. In the United

Staes the process of attuning the mechanics of admission or access

to broader social concerns .or movements has been an evolutionary

one. The processes have hot been .mandated by any central author-

. ity; they have simply evolved in a manner that is as rambling as
has been the" evolution of the educational structures within which -

the access procedures exist and which they are intended to serve.
Each college or university decides for itself whether or not it wants

to be selective. As about half the audents' in this country f.;) into

nonselective, or Minimally selective, institutions my comnimts ap-'

ply only to those colleges or universities that have a selective
mission p/ocess. Most of thole require that students applying fot-

admission take either the examinations of the College Board or
thOse of the American College Tcsting Program. The College

Board tests arc taken by abciut 1.4 million students a year, and
the .ACTP deals with about 900,000. Between the two there is

----therefow a very substantial number of .students who are having

tests stiores supplied to thc colleges, about 23 million (of whom
about 300,000 probably take both tests).

How the tcsts get taken, scored, and reported is a large opera-

tion, and is run.entirely by nonprofit, independent agencies, rathcr
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than by the government. The student is also regnired to fill out an
.application and often aSked to write a subStantial essay about why
he wants to go to college. He supplies information about what he'
has done 9u-t of school, and has his high school send a record of
bis grades to the colleges that he is.conSidering. Typically .he will
apply simultaneously to three or four different colleges, .hopingto
be. admitted to all of the'm so that he will -have a wide choice in
deciding where to. go. When all this information is in hand, includ-
ing test scores, grades, teacher reeommendatigns, and the test. the
college will typically have an admissions committee that reviews

.

the information and comes to a decision. This is a ."black bOx-
decision. ,The student niliybe admitted to all the colleges, or he
may sbe admittd to none. In the latter case, since there are open
door institutions, he always has the option of attending college. It .

would be wrong..however...to give Ihe impression that the'students
in the open door institutions or. community colleges are- to tiny
great 'degree made up of students who tried to get in elsewhere
'and failed. The great majority of students in the open door insti-
tutions enter them a4...parter of their first choice. However.. hav-
ing open door places Ikailable is a great safety valve in an &her,
wise controlled and rattier technical.system.

Apart from .thetlases of tests in selectiOn, there are important
other uses. for exampI6, in'shortening the time that students spend
in college. In the United SlateS the Advance ,Placement PrograM
enables some 100.000 students a year to take special courses in
high school and .at the time of application to college, to take ex-
aminations in those subjects. If they pass.' typically the college will
grant them credit for having accomplished' the work in that par-.
Ocular subject. The student may take several, such exams and as
a result over half the entering. class Of Harvard.' for example, enter
not as. freshmen but as sophomores with only a three-year prci-
gram left to go. This program is important to the schools because
it.gives their better teachers an'Opportunityto teach at the eitter
ing college level: It is important for the colleges because it short-
ens the .time needed for grahation and also prevents the poor
morale that results if students are in the first year of college re-
peating work that they have essentially completed in scItool. And.
of course. for the studeit it has- enormous advantages in that it

the boredom of doing. 'something over, and at the same
time gives the student an' opportunity either to shorten his univer-
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sity couise or to take other things insteail within the four years
and enrich his prOgram.

A topiC 'Mentioned in relation to the German, situation is the
award- of Credit for work done outside, ihe educational system al-
together:.Again, an examination system is uSed quite widely for
that purpose in the United States. The College Level ,Examination
.PrOgram (CLEP) is designed for use by -people who have .gained
their knowledge and expertise out of class and whO can prove it
through an exaniination system. So, through the Advanced Place-,

ment Iixamiriations that bring people 'into college4 initially v.ith
advanced standing and through CLEr, (both College Board pr'o-
grams), examinations, are playing a role in access that enhances
considerably their usefulness beyond their role in direct selection.

Moreover, under the ETS-cobidinated project entitled the Co-
operative Assessmeat of Experiential Learningc (CAEL) , about
250 universities -in this country are co'operating to provide com-
mon systems -for apptaiging the learning that takes place quite
apai-t fron ny organiied. course, for 'example from two years'
experiencs in the Peacty Corps. The question is. what has that done-'
for_thp indMd-ual that could he translated into terms that a'college
can use fo6Me sort of. equivalency. Validating match experience
does not lend itself to an objective_ examination.

To come back for a minute to why tests are used in. selection:
I think they do have utility, although they are neither necessary or
sufficient. The utility to the college comes dbout primarily because
of the enormous diversity among the high schools.) The college
receives applications from studentg from all o er the.country, with
grades that_ may be. uninterprqtabre:.to the c llege hecause of the.
diversity in grading standards'. Th:college ocilis for a common
.iat-clstick in the test scores since the-y, dre opjective; standardized,
and given in the same form all over die cotintry:Thus, they allov
tite college to interprtt better_what a B average means in a high
school from. N.hich that college may never have had a student
before.

The utility of tests to the student is also a function cf that same
Common yardst:ck. Even though the students-do not like an extra
examinatica, many feel that a coffimon examination program adds
an element of fairness to a situation in .whieh although they may. .
be fearful of rejection', they are even more fearful of being treated
in a way that is unfair. Therejs also a`.streak of idealism in stu-.
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dents of that age tliat says it is .sirnplyappropriate in a _national
system of this- kind to have national means of assessing which ..

give everyOne an equal chance. Test scores also allow the student.
to estimate his chanceS of getting into a particUlar college, to dis-
cover the college or set.of. colleges in which he has a good chance:
of being successful. As.menticncd earlier, undergraduate sdection..
is a matter Of sorting students. on'the basis of test scores and other,
recoids, rather than denying them access to_tlie-sys-teni7-H-ot
denying a student admission to_the-cz5ITC:i-T-of his first choice white
giving him access tOtme of lesser prestige may not be seen as
equality .of access;--tihs is one of the controyersial. issues in the
.access picture. . .

A word about admission to the graduate level-and- the profes7
sional .solipols of law and medicine. The system is essentially

'flat' to: that at. the school-to-college level, but the problem clmnges
in a substantial .way because those schools are ihvariably o'ver-
subscribed. Only about half the studehts who want to study law
can. Thus, if the student inakes a mediocre record in .cellcge, does
not do well on the admissions test, and does not obtain highly
favorable references from. the -black box," he' is unlikely tobe-
admitted to any lawschool. Unless he. tries .again and is successful
in another year, he is .not going to have a career in law. and that
puts an additional and enormous pressure on the system. As the:
tests are the most visible part of the system in such-enrecr or no-
career decisions, it is 'at this pOint that .the criticisms of testing
become most vehement because the tests are a lens through which
to focus many other disContents. ,

Finally, apart ficont accesS tO individual instinitions or a set of
'institutions, like Our 140 law schools. there :is the question of ac-.
cess to learning dpportunities: They may exist within the institu-
tional framework or outside it. In a highly ditTerentirted system:
as in the United States.. I am convinced that more attention must
be given to the function which rs. very broadly called.pidance.
Helping people to find the 1ming opportuniti-zs that exist for
th.nt inevitaby is going to involvelthe most critical set of ,prob-
lerns of access that we have in the jt}iited States, and tests should
help cOntribute to.their solution.



PROBLEMS OF ACCESS IN THE''
CONTEXT OF , ACADEMIC; STRUCTURES

Burton R. Clark

... .

We need conceptual assistance in thinking about accesS to higher
education, systematic categories that will help us analyze and com-
pare thei national academic structutes that, among other effects, .

condition' problems of access and solutions to those problems. An
approach that centers on basic structure directs', attention to the
heay.yiiiistorical momentum of systems iif higher education and
encOufagts'a-iking-run view of "innovations," releasing us from
the need-to writt,..-thy latest chapter on current events. It is con-
genial to the hard14i ded,view that "there is nQ.solution ;' that is,
there are no magic' buttons to push in changing patterns of access;
there arc no large -anaers, barring 'revolutionary .situations that

,occur infrequently, buLianly increMental gains. Even small .ad-
vances ordinarily require time spans of five to ten years, or even a
quarter of a century, instead of the one- and two-year periods
within which political and administrative thinking is So often cast..

. And the gains that we realise* are likely to have costs, sometimes
anticipated and gladly paid but often unanticipated and' unwanted.

4' A structural View that is infOrmed by a sense of historical devel-
opthent also points td country-by-country variation in solutions to
current riioblents. For exaniple, it' makes little sense to',advocate
American forms of decentralized educational control for. some 'of 1

the centralized national systLints in Western Europe' unless -. 'lc timc
has come id the, countries l involved for a- genuine devolution of
government to region's or r thc taking of the risks that are eti-

tailed in turning over "a pUblic good to private enterprise. As the
.second. example, Swedish mnovations are usually not transferablb

to other countries on, groUnds alone of speeial characteristics of
Sweden. The country is very striall (only eight million), culturally

. ..
. _

' Comments by Klaus vonkDohnanyi in earlier discussion of a -.inference
paper.'
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.homogeneons, politically sophisticated in social planning, and .has
hdd until recently a system .Of higher education that cOntained all
of .five uniVersities. The solutions that work are embedded in the
integration .of a small .countty well into state ;pianning. How dif-
ferent are the conditions.of systemwide innovations as soon.'as we
observe nations of 50 million populafion.(France, Germ,any, Italy,
Great Britain), let, alone Japan with over 100 million and, the
United Stat& over 200 million, all of which have educatioind
authorities and interest groups that are more_numerous, more frag.:
mented, and..in many cases, more ideologically contentious than
those of Sweden.

Demands Upon Modun Higher Education

Before' turniit directly to-academic structure, we need to say a
word about modern forces that .play upon tlietn. From' the outside
and from within, national systems of higher education. arc sub:
jected to a proliferation of demands. The student clientele becomes
more heterogeneous. as higher education moves from elite to mass
numbers. Labor-force demands beeome more numerous and
varied: the division ollabor proceeds steadily onward, subdividing
old occupations, creating new ones, and upgrading still others,
giving higher education a preparatory connection tO many more
,fields of endeavor.than in the past. At the Same time, the ffelds of
knowledge that are roiCted inside higher education fracture into
more ,specialties, and more fields are. broutht in from the outside
and made a .part of the vast ini5cture of fields. Thus: the inter-
nal.knowledge base iSitself a third major souree of greater varicq
of demand.'

All these fundamental forces that press for appropriate structure
also now operate at a pace that is more rapid than in the past.
Thus each system as -a whole, but not every part of the system:
is under pressure to adapt more quickly. The rate of change
in itself becomes an important force, and structural adaptiveness,
in the sense of quickness of response, becomes a major .conce'rn
of macro-administrwion. But here we shall ri-mirc long time spans
as frames Within which to choose among ci . policy alterna-
tives, since every currcnt change, once institutionalized, bee6mes
a source of rigidity that might 5:ock innovations In the future.
There is little doubt that those who are currently fashioning sys.
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tems, e.g.,.9the Department ,of Education and Science in Britain,

are creating future rigidities.
The problem is to shape'osystems to answer current requirements

while minimizing thc resistance to future changes that will be as

much needed in their day. For example, adaptability in _the funtre

is 'Probably helped if current changes are effected by administra-

tive or collegial discretion rather than written down in national

law. But, with West.Germany lead.ng the way 'in the West, the,
trend is in the oppositc dircction, toward an elaborate jurispru-.
dence of higher education that will weigh heavily against experi-

mentation and adrustment in the .future. In 'prodving such long-

term. effects, °current change-mhded interest grotips that proceed

through law may quite literally, not knew what they are doing, or,

if they do, care overwhelmingly that their own special interest

become more strongly vested in the strueture at whatever the cost

in later adjustment. -

Fimr Forms of Structural Differentiation

With these piessures in.mind, I tuni to the conccpt of differentia-

ton in order to devehp a scheme that can frame diseussion of

problerns of aceess. My basic proposition is: the pctbilities of
changing\modes of access are heavily conditioned bythe tructural
differentiation of acadcmic sy.stems. -We Can, distinguish -four kinds

of differentiation, as occurring verdcally and horizontally, within

institutions and between them.
,

a. Dificrentiatioti\Within Institutions: Hortzdncal
Horizontal differentiation occurs within the ifidividnal university
'or college chiefly in\the form of a division of laboiiiOn ng fields

of study. The basic structure shoWs numerous chairs, institutes',
departments, and facilities, arranged side by side, that organiza-
tionally express the fields and %disciplines. In apparently every
system,'these organizational units and fields exhibit differential

access: no matter how much acccss to the entire svstpti is opened
. _

up, thera,are some highly 'selective fields and some relatively open

fields. Medicine generally manages to 4ite selective, as do the na-

tural ciences, while the social iciences and thc humanities are

much less so..-The reasons for the\differences are often expressed

in such pragmatic terms as limited 'laboratory Ispace and proks-

siOnal need. But we may note that the structure 'of knoWledge in

5 1
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' .

the various fields-talso has much to do with t. For example, most
of us find at some point that we cannot go mathematics: for
some, the stopping occurs in the secondary schools, for others, the
washing out takes place in the first several years of tertiary educa-
tion. It turas out that there arc individual -differences in capacity
.to handle mathematical knowlecige, something that has become
farly -well .aktred. There is a definite sequence :of .proecossiOn-

'into and through thatl3ody of knowledge, and most of us either
.vOluntariiy remove oursdves 'from the progression at -a relativdy
early point or the mathematicians see .that we stop by denS,ing
entry to courses flit- which we have-pet) fulfilled the prerequisites.
So access Is limited, eith& at the t'6or of thc institution, the door
of the majqr, or tile door ol the classroom. Thcre is much self.
selr.ctiop rout of the field; in anticipation of a formal denial. and
lateral movement to other fields.

Thus, Open access systems and open door universities and col-
leges will tontinue to Lave within them limited a -cess to certain
fields, .de lure or de facto. Then the crucial matter becomes the
ease of lateral movement within the institution: internal transfer
is part - of the access problem. lf a student wants io become a
pl1scis apd enters the appropriate prottram only to find after two
years that the path to that goal is barred. what thcn? If lateral
rnbvement is easy, as in.changing majors in U.S. undergraduate
education, then the student rotates on to ceonoinics or political
science or sdciology or education or business. MoSt U.S. campuses
have atleast a handful of majors in Which persistence alone will
bring completion; and career choices arc made accordingly. In
contrast, lateral movement may often bc extremely difficult, as in
the case of highly autonomous Faculties within FAreopean univer-
sities or -at the graduate level of U.S. universities, 'and,. indeed, it
must be, owe advanced levels of speCializa,tion are reached.

In 'sum: Imbedded in, the horizontal differentiation of univer-
sities ?nd cqp.eges is differential access to constituent units. While
the it:stitutions may vary greatly.in the magnitude .of .the differen7
tiation, the most fatefuFdifference is the case Or difficulty of.lateral
movement. Access tcnsions are thereby increased or decr&Sed:
one way to reduce such tensions is to make internal =nobility easier:

b. Differentiation Within Inslitutions: Vertical
Veilleal differentiation of the location of. activities and prozrams,
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within individual institutions is even more 'interesting than thy:.

horizontal. The differentiation centers on lcvels of training and
Certification, and more. 'precisely on the organizational units that

arc responsible for the levels. To simplify, we may speak of .dne-

tier and multitier systems.. The one-tier system has been found in

the European mode of academic organization in which the pro-

school is entered directly after completion of the second-

ary level. The stude.nt enters inmiediately into medicine, or law,

or. architecture or other professional 'fie:ds; or, enters, one of the
.natural.sciences, social scietzes, and huManiti.es on. a similar basis

that be is entering into field of specialization. The first major

degree certifies professional competence: sonie.countries it is

thc only degree that counts for much, as in the case of the Iialian

.1aurea; and, in others, a. second tn thiid degree is available to only .

a few, as in the Japanese case where a gl'aduate level has had ,a

very low ratio of .students to the undergraduate level. In skieh

structures, historically, strong units of organization above the. first .

degree have not been needed and still today are either absent or '
only weakly developg,d. In Italy, there is still a problem differeu-.

tiating a second and third degree. hi other:countries where there, is

something like the Ph.D., it is handled by the same faculty...16U.;
.

that concentrates its energies in first-tier operations. Th'e ",Factilty".

does all.
The contrasting situation is a clear cut two tiers where thefirst

leyel is largely involved in' general or liberal education, with'

itcd Specialiintion available.as students choose a m r iii a field

of concentrated stuly. Here thc first major -de cc generally. -does

not certify professioI.cornpetence, as in the caSe of the bachelor's

degree in the United Satcs. and it does little to- open doors to
.specialized tines of work. Spacnalilation finds its home in a second

tier that is clearly set off in a disfinctive .graduate :,chool and in

separate professional schools that can only be entered atter com-

pletion of the first level. This structure dey.-Aoped in the Unit.t7a

States in part because we had the undergraduate college in place

'before the uri:versity mode of organization camt? along in the see-

ord half of.tho nineteenth century. The second tier offers profes-

- sional certifitation and certificationof capacity in specialized fields.

In multitier arrangements we find a parallel to the way in which

secondary education has served traditionally as a set'eeiing

for higher education-As the secondary leyel has become universal,'

"" a
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thescreening function moves up a level: then the first, level withinhigher cducation must screen for second, third, and fourth levels.*
One canimagine this process moving 'up and up. Just as' the U.S.o
high school diplonia became virtnally an automatic award, so 'may
tlyseU.S. Binctielor's degree in time be assured to those who persist.
lilhat takes place, than graduatPs'ehools wilLuse a first tier 'Withinthcir own operation to screen more for advanced work..Screepingis aiwa's in the picture: the Ph.D. sereens for a postd/toral levelthat is- now epibryonic in several ?societies; the Medical egree. -
screeRs for advanced medical training..

. Thu's; the multilevel system can' combine open and limited
acCess, faccen different drections, and handle_different functions.But, in a single-tier system, the tone level has to do everything and
the tensions have tobe 'much greacer. In addition, all the tensionsof access of* the whole' 1/41. stem are typically recapitulated iusideeach institution.'All 'the tensions of liccess to` the entire nationalsystem of-Italy ak recapitufated in the University of Rome, or theUnivetsity Of Naples. or the _University of Milan, and; in eachcase, at essentially onlevel of oreanization.

SingleLtier systems;faeing4he demands earlier set torth. are nowstrylgly inclined to "innovate' by turning the first year or. twoyears of study into a screening device, implicitfy if not formally.As a result of the European wersiOn of the open door (all whonavigate their way, through lippropriate secondary schools arcautomatically admitted to higher education), large waves of stu-.dents waSli into thc first year. But testing hurdles are nA increas-.ingly place:d at the end of the first year or the ,second. year of
.higherNeducation to wash out many students and reduce the waverto manageable size. We can predict' that single-tier systems willtend to beaome multiple-tier systems in one way or_ another. inorder to couphe open access with limited access. They will move' into multiple 'degree levelS, 'including a- short-cycle arTaneernent'that gives a degree below,what li:stctrically has been the first pro-tessionat degree: They are .likely to find advantage in settiniZ off.graduate 'work distinctively. In *an administrative unit Of its...afii Lore postgraduate work will gradually evolve beyond what is". .dçrently the highest_ prQfessional degree. We can iniagine at lost

'five- evel systems, since art United States, already exhibits four: .. qvi7vear.Associe in °Arts degre,:s. tended 1:6 Mainly by the com-munity colleges;. the historic'Bacheior's" degree, welt supported in
,
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undergraduate units; the Master's degree and the Ph.D. degree,

both rootea in graduate school waits (with a single profess:onal

d.egree,that is,the business of the postgraduate professional schools).

But more on ..s when we come to speak of vertical differentiation

a4zong institutions.
In sum: ft nature of vertical differentiation of programs within

-academi,. :1 iiitions conditions their problems of acceSs. In cur-

rent ,In nL:reased degree of differentiation is a fundamen-

tal r proglem of cotipling, open and limited access.

When %, ot certain national systems; now.. preeminently the ,

America.n. now they are able simultaneously to perfarm contra-

dicto. ry and even irreconcilable operations, part of the answer is

found in extensive vertical differentiation. Different- interests?

Tha, different levels.

C. Dificrotiation Amonp hisrirmions: ilorizirntal

Hdrizontal differentiatic.ri ..rnong institutions mainly takes the

torM of sectors. We can note empirically three, arrangements. One

is the sinale scetor found when a nationalized set of universities

monopolizes higher education in a cOuntry. The second is a binary.

o'r multitype differentiation . of institutions----the university, the

teacher-training college, the 'technological institutionwith .all

types under the public pur'Se and serving as major parts of a na-

-tional system. The.thild is .a mix of sectors that includes 'one or

more private oncs together with tate:sponsored ones. Italy isan

example'of the first, England of the second, and thc United States

of the think
In eomparative perspective, die differentiation of institutional

types in the Atherican systeM, thc niost eottreme in the world, is

staggering.,The simplest mapping still produces five or six types:

the private university, the public university,.The priiiate college, the

state college,, the.two-year community 'college, and "all.others''
a melange of detached theological' schobis, medical schools; art

schools, and others. ,An effort of the Carnegie E;ommission' in the

early 1970s, to be.a little 'more precise, produCgd over ten irn-

portant categQries, even leaving the public-private distinction

aside.7 And with some 2,800 to 3,000 institutions to be encom-
\ 4

A Classification of Institions of Higher Education: A Technical Report

.sponsored by Thc Carneg ,e Commission on Higher Education: nightgown,

New Jersey: McGraw7Hill. Book Co., 1973..
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passed, most primary categories contain great variation. For ex-
ample, the "private university" sector contains not only the high- .
endowment research universities 'to which .we typically point, but
also, in greater nurner. both secUlar and Catholic institutions thnt
have little or no income from endowment, do little or no research,
and, mut. h as in the .Japanese. private institutions. operate with
high' student-teacrAtios that allow most costs.to-be covered
by income f..oni studert tuition.

J:zpan also' exhibits considerable differentiation of sectors: the
imperial universitieP,other public insiitutions; private *universities;
private colleges..Thc Japanese paVe astonished all 'Of us who have
assumed that nias higher education will:naturaflY fafl upon the ..

public, purse by having moved 'into mass iiighr education mainly
.by expansion. of the private sector. They wcnt More "mass" by
going. more "private," so that now. some 75 to 80 percent of stu-
dent enrollment .is a the private- sectdi, financd by the tuition

'payments of thc Japanese middle class. however, the Japanese
have worried.inereas;ngly abont low quality in this sectdrappar-
ently a case of "more rneanitig'worse"and inithe 1970s the na-
tional government has''inereased the flow of public monies to it.
with, of course, some "guidelines" to raise standards. But even
as the private institutions become mofe quasi-public than.ever be-
idre-thcy retain meaningful differentiation from thc several' types
of' public institutians,-especially the imperial iuniversities in which
highstatus has been imbedded.

Whatever their problems,: the U.S. and Japanese systems have
found sectoral differentiation advantageous in helping to plunge
so -far into .masS higher education; The moSt difficult problems
occur whcn -differentiation .of sectors is minimal. When countries
haye largelya single sector; the-nationally supported public uni-
versity, that sector must handld. all the heterogeneity of modern
mass higher education. It must absorb all the studetits, whatever

'their diverse interests ..and capacities, perform all the functions,
and respond, to all the expectations that are laid on- modern sys-
tems. Our ..E:uropean- ,colleagues \find sF)- Many of their central
universities -plagued with overload..The Universities are whipsawed
by -contradictOry functions,' with a gain in one function producing
high costs, high negative effects; in anotner function. For cqtainple:.
Torsten Husen has expressed deep -^4em about the fate: of the
research function within the, Swedis university, as the attention

I

5
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of government and its central educational ministry becomes heav-

ily concentrated on another function, that of preparation of the

undergraduate.
What, then, are the "solutions" to probleths of mass access in ..

the Systems with little or no differentiation of sectors? One is to

go on calling everything a university'', but to :allow .and encourage

the variation that already exists Inder that label to widen. Anyone

who knows the halinn or French scene knows thal under the same

label and official stamp of institutional equality there are signifi-

cant institutional differences: atiending a hilltown university. in

Italy that has Only a facUlty of pharmacy and a faculty of law is

not the same thing as gf,illg to the Uni7ersity of Milan or the

tiniVersity of Rome. Such de facto differentiation can be manipu-

lated by public Policy, and, indeed, .by local ambition and entre-
preneurship. Different mixtures of programs at different places,

with even some universities becoming III 7.e. specialized .while

others become more comprehensive; cai- hc .: partial counterpart .

to explicit separation, of sectors and iS very likely to occur iri sys-

tems where tradition and politics dictate the use of essentially one

label for units that educate beyotfd" the secondary level.
A second solution is to move some of the traditional university

functions to the outside as the new ones croWd in. Sweden niight

well decide to move research increasingly outside ,the university,
"managing" research in a separate structure of Tesearch institutes.

After all, there has been mtich experience with this form of' dif-

.ferentiation in France, Eastern.'Europe, and the U.S.S.R., .with

great variation in the sPecific patterns. Specialized, training can
also be more assumed by industry, enlarging the educational...sector

;...composed of classrooms in'the faCtory and the firm. Or, special-
ized training may bc more `assumed by`sehools supported by min-

istries other than the ministry of education, units of government

that have different mis'tions, constituencies, and responses .than
those of the mainline educational bureau. One need not be'cynical

t8
1

assurfie that various governments have, and will, consider these

ways of protecting valuable operations, when ;participation and

politics come to abiorb the energies of- university faculties and

i ./ point their developwrit in directions not desired bythose occupy-

/. ing Positions of centra !. governmental. pow?er. The response 'is:

"Let '\..them have. their playpensbut we will . funnel research

ti :monies into separate institutes isolatecHrom the madding crowd
i

"7
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and rain for top grades in the .civil service by means of special
schools."

The handling of contradictions between open and limited access
.is easiest in the multisector.systems since differential access among
sectors can be eStablished, maintained, and legitimated more read-
ily than visible differentials- within a singlt: system. Here again;
however, the key to viability may be the ease of transferring from
one sector to another, the systematic provision of some avenues
of lateral movement..Some years. ago Warrcin Willingham referred,
tO transferring as thc number two access problem in the. American
system.n The movement of students from:one college to. another,
we may note; is largely movement from one. sector to another,
frorn two-year places to four-year places. from four-year _places to
Universities, and so on. That movement, in the 1960s. amlunted
to over 500,000 students a year. Tbis interseetor mobility abates
.some of the tensions of differential access, sinee it off..i-s later .

alterations in the sorting occasioned in the first cut of entry..

d. Digerentiation Among Institutions:. Vertical
The question of vertical differentiation anione institutions within
national s.stems brings us to thc difficult .and sensitiveproblem of
a prestige hierarchy of institutions. Official or not, there will
usuall be some such prestige-:differentialusually heavily tradi-
tionalized and deeply embl dded.in the social structure and culture
of a nation. With the difkrences in prestige, there arc commonly
also difference, in amount of financial, supportThis is the most
.difficult kind of differentiation .to &apple with, especially as .we
attempt to reconcile it with egalitarian interests.

The'vertical differentiation initially comes, from the hóriiontal.
If there is only one sector in horizontol differentiation, then there
is a. possibility of having rclatively little vertical hierarchy .in the
system. If a country works for a century or century and A half at
trying to equate institutions, and has a national degree instead ,of
an institutional degree, and elaborates an ideology that the state-
awarded degree .has the same valire for' professional emph)yinent
no matter where.one studies, then the hierarchical tendency can

.bd diminisheLL If a country .has multiple 'sectors of horizont4 dif-
ferentiation, a steeper hierarchy is more likely. 'Why must this
'Warren W. Williogham and Nurhan Findiyan, Patterns of Admission for"lransfer Students.NCw York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1969.
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occur? Because the different sectors will be handling different
functions and those ftinctions will vary in sociiil esteem. A unit
that leads to high-status occupations will be ranked liy the general
populatiori.above tr: unit that leads to- lower-status occupations. A

.unit that dots reseAtch will, ill-, most countries, rank above a unit

.thai does not do research. %
.. Diffe-fential prestige among institutional sectors has received

some attention in research, particularly in the work of English

.sociologists, who, in studying the traditional secondary .level of"the

British system, have made the Point that a parity, of esteem cannot'

.be aehieved among institulions that perform different functiOns.4

So long as different schools perform. different .functions, :with

some routes.voe:ational and .terminal while otliL:rS lead on to the
university; there will be a major degree of' institutional hierarchy.
The :move ,toward the comprehensive school in England has been
an effort lo reduce the hierarchy of sectors..

Thus, horizontal lifferentiation will lead to some vertical rank-

ing or placeMent. The questions become how much hierarchy ex-
ists in eadi system, what are the functions and dysfunctionS of the
vertical ranking, what can p)licy do to effect changes, ;Ind what
will be the benefits and costs of Proposed changes? Official. Policy

can work to reduce a high degree of vertical ranking and demo-

cratie doctrine can be used, in education' to blur and soften sharp
edges of invidious distinction. But il is not t'o be supposed that
hictarchy can be elimin lied, a search that is on a par with the

'W,eal of 4 classless sOcit ty. No soCiety has figured out ,a way to

.effect equal status for alltoecupations, or for the training institu-
tions that, above the level of common.. education, must provide
specialfzi'd routes to occupations that requireildvaneed prepara-
tion. Even if we c, gild equate all colleges wiruniVersities in their
social ranking in wi advanced industrial society, the price in dys-
function' would probably' be too. high. For there is so much that
highetcducation is involved in and .does that apparently is well-

served by some hierarchy'of institutionabd especially the:free-
dom of institutions, like individuals, to try to better themselves,

even if this means asserting a persistent claim that in regard to a.-2.

.. certain' functionliberal education. a Scientific research, commu-

nity servicewe do it betterthan others.

' Oli've li.Ink. Parity and Preffiin Engli.ch Sccondary Education. London:
Routled,,ze &'1:egan Patil. 1955.
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Purpotes and functions are indrdinately complexiand cannotbe
.redUced to only one, which is the basic mistake of the paper.,by
Astin that appeared in the baekground'reading of the first w.c-&-
of this conference. Astin's logic makes the simplifying assumption
that the purpose -of public systems. of higher-education is to im-
prove the.performance of the individual., which then allows a value-
added approach .to how much institutions improve irformancc,
which then can show as much gain for a year of ;tuc'y by medio-
cre students mediocre places as by outstanding students in out-
standirig places. Heimplies filar differential prestige is simply self-
Serving and mischievous, and policy should move- to eradicate.h.
But all the many functions, of higher education connOt he sub-
sumed under tliat simplified version of what higher edUcation is
about. It does not spec to the ,evermore elaUorate institutional
arrangements construct( in modern society for researchthe cul-
tivation of _Iew knowledge as a means of social_progress and even,
within thc disciplines, as ary.cna -in itself. Nor does it speak to the.,
institutionalized:arrangements in higher .education for protecting:
and disSeminating the historically received knowledge component
of a society's eulturc. Similarly, community services are nof read7
ily subsumed under the single purpose of improving the perform-
ance. of the
.. The point is to keep the .multipurpose nature of higher education

ut mind in considering various recommended access policies. since
somany tend to focus .on equal access and treatment for all in-
dividuals in very large systems and exelude consideration of effects
of those policies- on othcr -basic features. Simple trproaches that
assume a sithple reality lcad to Majorunanticipated and unwonted
eff4rts. For .example, it is unrealistic in considering. chtinges in ac-
cess policies not to_consider effects on scientific reset cch..Certain.
aspects of that function are highly esoteric and expensive, and are
served by a concentration of resources, "licitly selective aceess, and
merit-based prestige-7-rather than equal distribution of resources,
unselective access, and a democratization of prestige in which we
are equally good because we .arc alh;C and ,attempting to fulfill

. individual-potential. And thc grcittzimplification of issues so often
performed by analysts.has almost nothing to do with the way deci- "-
Mons are actually made, as described by Boyer earlier in this con-

'Alexander W,. Astin, "The Myth'of Equal Access in Ptiblic Higher Edu-
cation.(A 1976 undatej, unpublished paper):

6 0
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fcrence as. :o depicted thc hell-fire of pressures, some legitimate,
some.not, !fiat red upon a state chancellor each day and the.
.way, tint officlals. have to adjust their priorities from one wt:ek zo
thc next and from one year to the next. At a mininnithat--isc
wrth a clear headthe official has to_work-wirtril-Er profile of

ucS and 'fuu a need 'to be kerit in some reagonable
ance.

The vertical.differentiation of sectors must he researched for its
effects not only on open and limited access hilt ri'lso on such values

us scientific progress., the transmission of traditional culture, par-
ticuiarly in its more esoteric and sophisticated aspects, and differ=

ential .training for advanced lines of si.ecialization. A number of
Tmportant functions seem to be protected and seryed by vertical
differentiation. In the;,United. States, a limited number of essen-
aly research universities.group certain highly advanced activities

in their graduate schools, while two-year collego and four-year
colleges.have otherIoles that attend to other demands and activi-

ties. The logic of the analysis developed eariier in discussing tiers
within institutions applies even more to ticrs among institutions.
Not onljr, can different purposes and functions be given due.,pro-
tection and development at the different tiers In a, hierarchy of
institutions but also, open and limited access can be mOre readily
combined. In the United States, the first ticr is open, and has been

open for a long time in some States. The Callornia mode of °open

access via the two-year junior or community college was devel-
oped in the 1920s and 1930s, tiaeked. by important presidents at
the University of California and Stanford Univerity; and Was well-

in place by World War II. But. ttv higher tiers are selective.and in
fact have become More selective in the last 'quarter of a century.
Thc .vertical placement .of institutions in the California iode- has
worked relativel,y wellcompared not only to European systems

but also to "open admissions in New York City of the post-1970.
period where,.political pressures permitted less vertical differentia-
tion, and the okf noted tour-year colleges became.more directly
invotved in mass 'entry. There the backihg and filling on,differen-
tial access to two-year and four-year units llas been great.

*. * *.

.*ThOse who attend to problems of access and offer 41vice on solu-,
tions cannot responsibly escape thc four 'aspects .of differentiation

on 'winch I have concentrated.. Complexity of task and differentia-

_
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tion of structure 'interact in a fundamental i.vdy. A few systems that
are already quite diffeientiated may ?Ind their main drift in reform
is to tighten a loosely integrated intional.systeM, toward a happy
middle ground of autonomy and coordination.. But .most national
systems; possessing little difterentiat1/2n relative to modern task
complexity, will be facing-.:.ncreasingly heavy pressure to loosen
their integration and in that way sea a new balance letween
autonomy of parts, and coordination of wholes: Questions of access'
must be located in these broader matrices of differentiated national.
structures. If we must have a key pr.,blem. -differentiation is it.

Evolved .strucuiral solutions to increased task complexity will be
the substructures on which -innovations". in access will succeed or.
flounder:



HIGHER EDUCATION:
LIMITED OR OPEN ACCESS

Ernest L !toyer t

Introduction

I ',lave been asked to talk about the problem of open access versus

limited access to higher education. To assure a common reference

point, I'd Mat to accepc'Jan,Szczepanski's definition: Open access

means a Place in higher education for all graduates Of secondary

schools having the required credentia1 s:4 Limited access means a

selection among such applicants.
Tnadd iome-viyidness to the topic, I'd like each of you to pre-

- tend that you are.in charge of a large public university in America.

To reduce the pain, let's limit the role playing to just one day,

from the time yeti get out of bcd until you, hurry home at night::

Your d4y bsings 'at 7 a.m. when you read in the morning fia-per

that the State legislatuie, in a late night Session; approved what i

described, as an "open aCcess" higher educatiOn' bill,. The legisla-

tion calls for increased funding at every cOmmunity college which

agrees to admit all high schoolgraduates. This is a social break-

throughl . .

In exPlaining his support of this landmark legislation, one Senator

declares in the news release that this new "Open accesrbUI re-

flects his conviction that every qualified young person has a right

to higher education. "In.America," he says, "it is socially unac-

ceptable for one student to,have.an opportunity to go on to_college:

while another is xtenied, "After all," he says, young 'PeOple

have parents: wl*c) 'pay taxes and have an equal 'right: to c&c?ge

for their children just as they haye an equal irAtto use the

. public highways."
Another senator defends his suPport of tne fUll opportunity bill

becauselligi.u!r education is a "right"7-but because it is a

necessity. "Atier,.41,'" he says, "you can't land a gOod job without

a college education, and I believe eVeryone should have access to

.

6 3
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.some college beyond high school:" Reading on, you disCover that 'a'third senator.says that hes:alighted to suPport the .higher education
bill because "it will be popular with the voters back home."

You leave for the office:buoyed by the morning headlines, andconvinced that thc goat of open .aceess' to higher education hasbeen firMly fixed. The state in which you work now believes thatevery able high school graduate should have the opportunity togo to college.
Your day is further brightened -about midn'torning When youlearn that the Federal government has just passed a student aidbill, which will provide grants, and loans to.

vantaged:students. Thcsc two legislative actions suggestto you .thatin America a higher education framework is being erected at bottilthe state and Federal levets which affirms the concept of full op-porthnity, Motivations may vary, as the legislative .quotations ..elearly indicate, but_ it .seeros quite cicar-the state's and nation'spolicymakers are affirming open.. aCeess.
Pleased, yoa go to lunch. While dining, a key legislator ap-proaches your table and .aSi:s, half kiddingly, "Why are there somany kith in college these days who have neither the' ability northe motivation to gor You_ don't want to-semind him that thisquery is not fully consistent with what has just become state policy,but you tivoid a confrontation and hurry back to the office.Soon after yourreturn, a legislative staff 'aide calls to ask if you,

as chancellor, could look into the case of .Mary. Jones, who wasrejected for admission t the university, She -comes from an im-portant family,: you are 'told.. It is your, obligation to enlain thewisdom of that rejection .to the Jegislator.
.By midafternoon the open access vs. selectivity question be-conies more blurred when .you receive a letter from .a fiscal officerih the state, who reminds you that next years budget should'be"basedUpon a 'no growth",,ehrollment. This is a. bit :discouraging becauSe

your. admissions directOr has inforMed you. that 'student 'applica-
tioas for admiSsion are currently 5 percent, higher than last. year,and youalso know that at that moment the.foretasts are.for the
largest-number of high school graduates in .your.s.tate's history.,The day comes to a climactic close when you receive -a letterfrom the statewide coordinator of education who says that. he 'hasdecided to cloe down- three uncle/graduate programs within. the..university since students .graduating from these programs will not

°
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be able to find a job. Your day finally ends. You go home a bit(
confused..

I have asked you tO imagine such a daya comp
days to be 'sure, and in several different statcsto

; fact that in the United States we have no clear-tut p
to -public higher education. We hiwe a whole ran
that.differ from state to state and occasiOnally from
depending 'on the shifting fiscal and social circuM
nation and the sevagral. states: and those directing U.
cation's instituti-oMmust steer their way throligh t
signals about the role of higher education.

There are those, of coursc, who .firmlY believe t at access to
higher education should be open and unrestfained. Educhtion is

a human right, they say, and no one should be deni'd.an oppor,
tunity which is av4rable to someone else. It is a s cial fairness

doctrine which is hard to* deny.
A Change magazine essay on open admissions in the summer

of.'1973 put the case this way: "We court social haos, if not
revolution, if we follow policies that condemn larg numbers of
people to a cramped and ugly life, one that must e acted out
in full view of those Whose access to the things. A ericans have
been taught to want is substantively greater. A m re glance at
protest literature like \John Steinbeck's The Gr2pes #1 Wrath and
Tlie A utobiogiaphy of M.:Icohn X sugge% how itItense is the
anger-and how overwhelming the frustration of people so

Those whO support open access sayas did the senator I quoted
earlierthat it is quite impossible for most persons to cope in a
complex industrialized world Without"some education beyond the
secondary school. And they note that histcirically our nation has
tried to match the formal education opportunities in America
with the skills one needs to* cope. From the earliest* colonial days
7before we were a. nationyoung people were given a free edu-
cation so that they could learn to read and write. Reading and
writing were essential. Then came universal primary school educaL
tion, and later secondary 'education for everyzone:

Teday, many.argue, at least' two years beyond' high sci:.,,,) are
I

now required in order to cope in the 21st century. This is con1

site of many
dramatize the
licy of access
e of policies
year to year,
tances in the

. higher edu-
ese changing

.3.
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sistent with our .tradition in which the level of formal education
provided was linked 'to the skills needed to get along.' That's a
practical utilitarian argument.

. The third argument in support of open access is political: the
recognition that the:support of education is popular with the-
voters. Now, unless I . have missed something, most of what is
argued to justify open admission falls one or atiother of these
categories.

On, the other hand, I also hear talk increasingly in the United
.StateS about limiting access to higher education.. There was
gre"wr .enthusiasth about open access, ten yezjrs ago -than there
is today. Currently there is- a sense of confusion about .the value
of colleec and how it relates: to die social and econOmic needs .
of this nation.

These limited access argumcntS fall usually into Qne of three.
calegorics. FirSt, Some argue that access should be limited becauSe

, a considerable number of students have neither the motivation
nor, .the ability to_ finish .college. Frequently it is suggested that
the ability pool is restrict4d, only 20 percent, -25 percent, or 30
percent of all young persons 4.1.6. bOth .th u.. ability and interest
to handle the rigOrous. Work: of: higher education. Even Thomas
JefIrson; a ,supreme'democrat, supported this notion. And they

. note that at many public .celleges'ahit6st half Of all students who,
are admitted eltop out before completing their degree requirements.;

On a more practical level others ..argtid, secondly, .that. access
should be limitedTheCause that state just doesn't have the money
to .build the buildings or pay the costs of edueating every person
who,wouid like to go to cellege. Few public officials will say publicly

. that access should be liMited because students'don't have ability.
They canand often -domove 1.o restrct aceess to higher edu-

' cation becausc of limited physical.space or limited .funds.
The third argument-in support of, reStricted access, or selective

admissions,:- relates to the job market: There arc those whO insist
that there arc siThply not enough jobs for highly. educated .1;cople,
or that the eeeinoMY .has no need for so many.well-trained, bright
young People. The solution, they suggest, is to, turn off the.'inpiit"
spigot bedan-se we don't want to flood the job market later on.
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So,we have a choice: an open, full access university or a selective, -
limited access uaiversity. What are the conseqtences that flow
from whatever way we choose?

. If the decision is to limit access, then the oxer.rjAng question- is:
how is access to be limited? Who is to be kept away, and. what
criteria should be used?

If one opts for the open access decision, then the'issue becomes
access to what?

In the United States we have drifted toward an open access
conCept. In the State of New York, for example, we havetried to
Make g'cline form of higher education available to every student
eager toigc;- on learning. And it seems to have encouraged greater
education. During the '1950s about 45. percent of hi:gh school
.graduates in the state went on to higher education; during the
'60s it was up 55 percent; and now we are up to 64 percent.

Increasingly our basic problem has been to provide a collegiate
program that is as diversified and broad ranging as the students
who come to study with.us. Having bpted in New York for open
access, our concern becomes access to what?

In Nevi York we have a six-parhublic higher education net,
wOrk, grouped together as a single state university. We have the
community colleges, two-year technical colleges, the four-year arts
and sqesnce institutions, several university centers, professional
schools, and a neW noncampus institution, Empire State College,
to serve primarily the nontraditional student.

As we have moved toward greater access the problem we have
faced is not how students are to be rejected but rather how they
are to be distributed. -This, Of course, is not easymatching stu-
dents and institutionsand'in llew York there has been some
trial and error as well as careful and constant analysis of student
interests,-emerging econoMic needs, changing state patterns.

I would like to :stress one point. Some cdusational theorists
argue that baause we have, diversity aMong colleges, we therefore
have inequality. This; in mY opinion, is just not trueJr ,,at least
it does not have to folic:0K. Iri fact, I am inclined to turn the

ment on end, and say that equality of inStitutions (if such a
cireumitance was possible) means for the 'Student inequality of
opportunity.
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In U.S. hider education, we :have a femarkable variety and °

range of colleges, making- it possible .for students to .study., for
example, molecular chemistry, agriculture, poetry, or urban affairs.
To argue that unless everjjne can have access to the equivalent

. of; say, an Ivy League college, we don't have .equality, is, in my
opinion, a position which ignores diversity among _students, di-
versity of,work, and diVersity of knowled2e itself. It ig, of course,
true that some colleges have more prestige than others. And it
is also true that some students land in the wronc kind of .college..Bitt
open access means that we have Moved from a settetive, somewhat
homoceneous student groyp to a student. 2roup with many different
skills, al;ileitig.. and academic interests: This requires a broad range
of institutional optiops if the new, broader group of students are
to be well *served.

To establish full opOrtunity of 'learning aS well as fall oppor-
tunity of admission each of the several kinds 'of colleees needs to.
be excellent in its, own way. A technical college does not have
to be Harvard, but it can have a Haryiird-like excellence in its:
own special field Of .offerings.

I: do. not mean to be facile about this 'crucial .iseue. Sometimes*
the academic options are not 'well described to the. students. Low

, income Q r educationally disadvantagedstudents may not be able
to take advan4e of the full range of options available to them.
It is also true that on the "outpue.': side, graduates.froM less pres-
tigious. colleges- generally may not move into leiing positions as
qdickly as do graduates of noted. universities. That might, .of
course, be, a function of the jobs to which they go, or their own
abilities at times, but the status of thaticollege may be a factor too.

Even so, I believ., these are ''refinemen( problems. and our
fundamental.job in public hicher education is to develop a nctw)rl:
of higher education instdutions in which the .'si.>ectrurn of oppor-... .

tunities is as broad aS the -. students to he served. And the .kinds
. of institutions one develops relates directly to the, access policy

One uses. _

IV
. -

This brings *me.to..m.y final point. It relates.to outcomes. One miy
accept.the open accesS view pflilosophically and provide a broad
range of options which matches t,he educalional interests and '
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abjlittes of the students. Bu -whether an increase in the collegiate
'student population through open access it. well linked to society's \

social anq economic needs is another, matter. And this is where
the debate in America has now focused.

I tend ,to be less frightened by this issue than some others.
Nonetht!less, I wouldn't turn off the issite lightly. For open access
:calls for an act o faitha belief that education is a worthy end
in and Of itself ahd that in the L:nd tudents will be able to sort
themselves out, that graduates will be able to live satisfying lives

and also find satisfying jobs.
Occasionally we are assaulted by stories of outstanding college

graduates who.are not employed or underemployed. Not long ago

one of our national magazirm,,.featured a story about a university
graduate with a Ph.D. who had started ,a taxicab service in New

York City. He was hiring othergraduates and was calling his
operation the PhD Taxi: Company. .Well, some people find this

'slightly scandalousand from one pOint of view it is.

After all, everyone, including college graduates. should, live, up

to his potential. But, to argue that college fails unless our graduates
get only s-ertain kinds of jobs or get wealthier than other people
is to limit our .goals to a single pne; it justifies 'college oh the

. basis of the perpetuation of class distinctions. This is a position
I would hesitate to espouse. We should rejoice if in fact both
gollege Aind noncollege graduates are moving into productive work
and if the income gap is not as great as it used to be. So I find
'a shaky thesis in the argument that college study is no longer
worthwhile because the average incomc of the college and non-
college gap is closing.

Similarly. I happen to gain 'satisfaction from the trend to employ

college graduates in fields other than the traditional ones. Such a
trend can be.viewed as an enrichment of work of all kinds in our
society. We have sometimes 'had a notion that there are only
certain legitimate jobs for degree holders. However, we need .tO

encourage -our students to consider all sorts of options. We must
give greater legitimacy to th..: notion that work and liberal learning

can, be fused in a more authentic way; and this move is a respon-
sibility of the colleges themselvesas., we counsel students, reor-
ganize the curriculum, and build more work-study arrangements
with industries beyond the campus.

So we come full.cirele. To accept open. access to higher educa-

.
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tion introduces the central' questio& "ac;:ess" to what? Then, upon
graduation the, student faces a s4ond access questionhow to
move into society to engage in prtluctive and socially satisfying
work. These ,questions are nerplexing,, to be sure. But they otTer
a greater challenge and sp;.:Ig froM a larger vision than i a de-
:isior, co excludt3 large numbers/of students from the opportunities
of eduCation before their talents il'ake been tested and their dreams
fulfilled.



SOCIAL jUSTI
AND THE -PROB M 'OF ACCESS

John W. Nason

.The problems of access to higher education, to which the seminar
pariicipants addressed themselves throughout the first week, reflect
the increasingly strident demands for social justice. As one 'mem-

.. , ber put it, the worldespecially the Western world-has recently
been obsessed by a de rSire foequality-L-not just equality of oppor-..:,. .

tinity, but equality Of sesultS. Since education has Come-to be rec-
ognized as a powerful, perhaps the most powerful, social device

o for imprOving the condition of mankind and the status of individ-:
ual men aiit'Wonien, the demand for More education has grown
to overwheking PxdportionS, especially in the .last two decades.
In some parts of:the world the demand has .been for .elementary
and secondary education. In Europe and North America, it has
been mainly or higher. or perhaps more properly,. postsecondary
education.

The de and for postsecondary education may have peaked In
the United States five years ago. Demographic factors plus some
disillusionment with the Material rewards of a college or university
degree threaten to_ reduce the number of the 17.-24 ne cohort
demanding admission to full:time conventional programs. In' Eu-
rope, however, the explosion in enrollments.started later, and
while enrollment demand is now increasing more slowly, the
enormous pressures created in the 1960s are still having an im-
portant impact. In percentage terms the increase, starting from a
smaller numeriCal base, has been much greater than in the United
States. On one side of the Atlantic the supply of educational serv-
ices and places is threatening to exceed the demand. American
higher education is facing the problems of static, if not declining,
enrollments and resources On the other side many .universities
are bulging with Students and are strugeline, desperately to accom-
modate their facilities and their philosop3-ies to a "learning
explosion."

61
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Access can be limited or unlimited, i.e., open: But what does
open access really mean? Is itthe same as equal access? And what
does tquality of educational opportunity really require? The.semi..
nar participants generally agreed that equality of access to higher
education, like perfect equality of opportunity, does not exist and
never. will. Access is a social, cultural, economic, and polit;cai
problem, not merely one of educational techhiques. The earlier
in the life of the ..choolchild that a decision is made respecting
the kind of.. education he or she should have ( the academic or
vocational or technicel "track" he should travel), the more his ac-
ctss to higher eduCation is limited. The less freedom he has to
switch tracks,.the more restricted are:his educational opportunities.

EY n counrries. like the United States, with comprehensive
seco dary educational programs: the equality of schooling varies
from suite to state, city to country, public to privzite indeed, .from
one school to another. Objective testing; sueh as that, conducted by
the Educational Testing Service for the Colleze. Entrance Exami- .
nation Board and by the American College Testing Program, is
supposed to offset such inequalities, of schoOling, but it has long
been dear that family background, economic conditions, cultural
opportunities ot duprivations, . the social conditions of urban, sub-
urban or rural life zifect the test results. For example, While in the
United States 47 percent of the third (next to highest) quartile
in ability and lowest quartile in income g6 to college, the same
percentage ,of those in the bottom quartffe in ability and highest'
quartile in income attend colleges. European participants ,pointed
out that these and related figures indicate that the United States
is far ahead of most EurOpean countries.with respect to social and
economic barriers. However, the fact remains that socioeconomic..

:barriers do exist.

Equality oU Educational Opportunity

Granted that we live in an imperfect world, by what sstem or by
what deviCeS will we maximize equality of opportunity? Is social
justice better achieved through a uniform educiffional program, a.s
in France, or through diversity of prog4-ams and institutions, as in
the United States? The European traditional educational philos-
ophy has led to (1) early segregation by type ol ability or interest,
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.(2) a uniform pi-6gram of 'schooling for those headed, for the
university, and (3) a high correlation between university 'success
and professional temployment: The North American pattern has
developed along opposite lines: comprehensive elem. ,tary and
secondary schooling, Wide diversity -Of, postsecondary institutions
and programs,.and with,the exception.of relatively few occupations
such as medicine, law, and certain branches' of engineering, a wide.
open market for the gr.aduates.

Members of the seminar concluded that equality of educational
oppoitunity is better served by diversity ratherthan by uni'formitY..
Granted individual differences, whether innate .or induced by en-
vironment, any approach to truly equal educational opportunity can
only mean That each individual .should .haVe access to some kind
of institution which will serVe his or her particular needs. Further-
more, it means that there should be great freedom or flexibility
for tife individual to change his course and, as he crows, to move
from one type or level of institutkm to another. Whether' the
choice of program will be made by the individual or by the state
will depend on the extent to which a society correlates hieher
education with manpower needs.

Diversity must be carried even further if genuine equality of
opportunity is to be approaChed. There are other Ways of learning
besides formal. schooling. Social justice requires recognition of
these alternatiVes along with diversity of institutions. At present
Western societies place too much emphasis on the formal aspects
and institutions 'of learning, thereby creating a social bias detri-
thental to those who learn better or who are compelled by circum-
stances to learn in other ways.

Self-Fulfillment

Two questions kept recurring throughout the discussion. One is
the proPer balance between education as the cultural and intellec-
tual enrichment of the individual (self7fulfillrnent) and education
as vocational-or professional training. How to balance the self-
centered with the society-oriented aspect Of education? To be sure,

_every system of education includes both, but in what proportions?
In the United States self-fulfillment is a dominant phase of many,
if -not most, undergraduate programs. In Continental Europe pro-

-
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fessional competence becomes the central theme. Neither, how-
ever, excludes the other completely, and with burg:oning enroll-
ments composed of students from diverse backgrounds, with di-
verse interests, and with greater needs for self-discovery, a better
balance between the two needs- to be foimd. Should this take the
form of community colleges and two- Or four4ear progrants in the

.arts and .seiences before entdrieg upon: what many Eu--
ropeans would call serious University study? Should it be a...com-
prehensiVe university, comparable to .the Gesamthochschulen in
-6-eniiziny, offering diverse programs of differing lengths and levels?

Or are there bcttcr solutions?
Related to this' is the influx of students "without conspicuous

intelleCtual interest," as one member of the seminar aptly de-
scribed them. This is a phenomenon in' all countries today.. What
kind of education will provide a .kind .of holding pattern for stu-
dent5_as. yet uncertain of their future careers? Along with them
'are the new breed of oler students. some of whom return to the

university for professional ,advancement through recurrent educa-
tion, but many'of whom are taking advantage of its "redemptive".
function to make up for lack of opportunity earlier in their lives:

' histruction/ Research

The second question is the proper balance between instruction
and research. Ought all higher education be intimately tied in with
intellectual research, as is. the :casein theory at leastin Eu-
ropean university systems; or 'should there be some separation
between teaching as <the transmission of knowledge 'and research
as the discovery of truth? The European members of the seminar,
struggling, with the conflict between a tradition of elitism and the'
importunate demands of mass education, tended to support the

former, whereas the American:members were inclined to distin-
guish between the two functions, restricting research for the most
part to colleges of academic distinction. graduate programs and a

few special institutes.
.A close correlation between higher education and subsequent

professional opportunities, it was noted, inevitably it-Aroduces a
high degree of selectivity. It limitsilexibility and .therefore oppor-

."
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tunity. With an expanding enrollment it creates problems largely

avoided by more diverse and flexible systems.

Access Dffemmas ,

Aceess depends not mezely on availability of suitable places, but

the means to Occupy these plaCes. Who pays for education? What

dOes social justice require? If education primarily serves the needs

of society _by providing the right kind and amount of educated

manpower, then the proposition that sotiety should . pay the cost

of education becomes persuasive. If, however, education is viewed

primarily as value-added to the individual, it would seein reason-

able to argue that he or his family should bear the cost. Is educa-

tion, like the highway system, a necessary obligation of the state;

or is it, like the automobile, an individual, choice and enjoyment?

National traditions have led to different answers. n Italy higher

education is free, and stu,dents receive "salaries"' o alloWances to

coyer living costs and foregone earnings. In Sweden they receive

state loans ultimately to be repaid. Why, however, it was asked,

should low income People whok children rarely go to the univer-

sity pay taxes to support children of the rich who do? In Holland

tuition is being introduced as a matter of social justice. In the

United States the mixed economy of public and private institutions

with a wide range of charges and with a widespread federal, state

_and private scholarship systems presents another way of meeting

the financial issue.
.

Are we facing the prospect of educating too many students?

Ts there soch a thing as too much education? The seminar reached

no cle:sr and unanimous conclusion. In times of unemployment

individuals take' jobr, foi: which they are overqualified by cor.-

ventional standards, thereby raising levels of performance ..r d

ultimaiely the employers' and employees' expectations oi

But, as oneSmenaher pointed out; th4 value of education is

than job , :raining and over or underqualification is lart,:ly -a

matter of what employers consicci desirable.
Two issues were raised in Passing and left Without full discus7

sion. One was the extent to which educatiOnal systems seek out

talent SO that it is not wasted. it was genclally agreed that this is

desirable, but ,not adequately done. The other was tbe :inggestion
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that, as in China and Tanzania, service, lo kiciety rather than
talent should be a major criterion for access to further:education.
Some question was raised whether this would actually work in
modem industrial sodieties.

8
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HIGHER EDIfCATION SYSTEMS:
MYTH AND REALITY

Ernest L. Boyer

I have been asked to talk abdut the gap that exists between what
higher education systems say they do .and what actually, goes on.
The assignment is difficult, not because there is no such gap, but
because I do not know which "system" to describe. We have no
national higher education structure in America, and there are dra-
matic differences in the way higher education is organized from
state to state. /

As a solution I shall try to present a composite picture describing
a "typical-hypothetical" state system of higher education, and fOr
this shall draw not only upon my own experiencebut also upon the
experiences of colleagues in other states. Twice each 3ear I meet
informally with the heads of the nation's seven largest multicampus
public universities. In these sessions, we expose our administrative
warts to each other, and today I shall try to pass along, but on an
anmymous' basis, -some of the confessions I have learned..

Myth and Reality: The Structure of the System

First, a word about the gap that exists between the real and the ideal
in the structure of our higher education system. There is a widely
held notion in the United States that we can have a system of higher
education which, while it coordinates and plans, will, at the same
dine, remain detached from the administrative and accountability
functions. We are now beginning to discover that this dichotomy
will not work. The reality is that those who coordinate higher edu-
cation must also have the power to execute their plans, and they
must be held accountable for what the system does or does not do.

In carlier days when higher education was expanding on every
front, and we haiLlots of money, super boards were created, and
they carried on the "illusion of coordination." It now is becoming
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clear that it is quite impossible to coordinate and hot implement.
In reality, all coordination did waS to speak, abstractly of collabora-
tion and to stimmarize and comment on the want list of the scPa-
rate hiher.edueation sectors. Bin now, we face not expansion but
consolidation, and the mask of coordination has been peeled away.
We are beginning to understand that if hard clioices and trade-offs
must be made, the,y must be made by those who. will be held ac-..
countable for.the decisions and have the legal and administrative
responsibility to make t\ltem work.. .

The point is this:. We must create systeMS in which the coordi-
nating functions and the accountability \functions art interloCked..
To separate these two obligations in our pigher edUcation structure
is to spread confusion and create the worst of all worlds. Myth and
reality must be brought together.

There is another myththe belief-that ii is possible to have a
higher education network; without clarifYing .the rble of the sep-
arate institutions within the system. In my opinion, sucii an arrange-
ment will not work. A syStem almost, by definition requires a
network of separate, complementary institutions each withseparate
missions; without such clarification, confusion wilt prevail.

There will be some overlapping functions, to be sure, and some
interinstitutional confusion, will persist. But the goal must 1)e to
discriminate among the institutions and to assign to each one, a
special role. If this is not achieved, resources 'will be allocated on
th e. basis of political infighting, power struggles or cooky-cutter
formulae rather than on the .basis pf diffri.rential formulae to sup-
port differential missions...Confu§ion about missions will poison a
higher education system. and campuses very.soon will discover that
their survival is tied not to the system but to their own political
clout. That is the reality.

This brings me to another myth about structu, L... Some higher
education systems assume they can carry on without mutual respect
among the units locked-within the system. I am convinced again
that this distquilibrium will .not work. Of course, some campuses
within a syst-3n- are larger than others. Of course, some campuses
have more czimplex missions. Of course, some campuses require.
special resources to carry on their work. I believe such differences
can exist and that the integrity of the system can be sustained. If
one unit has too much power or if there is too much favoritism or
,if one or two overpowering institutions dominate thej sYstem and
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Carry special avoi, then the higher edifcation structure;will begin
to fly apart much as a flywheel does when it. lacks even balance.

\It is a myth to assurnu that a system exists just because a group
of 'institulons have been brought together- by a legislativc at)t-e
prdper plan. Unless there is also a sense of equity and balance, the
sYstern may have form but no integrity.

. Myth and Reality: the Planning Process

Second, \higher' education .systems often have,a-eap\between what
they say chey do and what actually goes on in the planning process.
Most systbms, .for exarnelt_l_prepare long-range plans. These plans
assupte th: tlid7fiTttire projections can be made .and higher educa=

tidn's future can, with confidence', be predicted.
This; of ourse, is not the way it is. Increasingly, colleges and

universities, in 'the United States oat least, are forced to plan, not'
from decade \to decade: but from day to day. This is no.'i to say that

..eaucators sbo\dd not- look ahead. Rather it means that stable plan-
ning cannot be carried on in a context of unstable resources and
increasingly higher education is being shaped, not by future project
tiOns, but by fical crises.

Here is another point. Most higher education-systems talk about
planning as if it applies uniformly to all functions. The truth is that
considerable coMrol of planning and administration shifts from

function to functitin....
Let me illustrate the point. In the State University of New York,

enrollment projections and construction planning are prirnarily the'
responsibility of the statewide offite.. Canipuses are involved only
secondarily. Budgeting, on the other hand, is a. more evenly shared
function. A single stAtewide budget is required, to be sure, but each
campus is expected'tV6-epare recommendations and participate in
active consultation. Moving along the spectrum, the appointment of .
faculty and the develdpment of curriculum are eampus-based, and
*the system's statewidd office becomes the secondary partner. A
higher c...ducalion systenr is strengthened as it moves from a simpli-
fled pattern of decision,making and, recognizes that the process is

complex,' with the_focus, of decision making in the system varYing

considerably, depending \an the function.

8 0
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Myth and Reality: The dovernment Process

One final note: There is a belief amOng those who lead hither edu-.
cation systems_that systemwide interests will overshadow parochisl
concerns..Well, this is not quite true. In our. own university system,
for eX'ample, we have tried to develop "a governance mechanism
Which makes it possible for representatives from local campuses to
share in decision making, stateWide. This strategy makes sense. /
since the system does have its own agenda and people from Ihe/
campuses should help shape.polic.ii which will affect 1iem. 7

But the reality of statewide governance isTomething else- again.
It has been our experience that campus presidentsthe heads Of our
separate unitsundersGd the impOrtance of the system and partici-
pate aCtively in statewide i)limning. On the other hand, faculty are
less interested in the governance of the siitem, focusing -most of
their political activity on the campus. And so it is with stUdents.
The system is for therti remote, qhite unrelated to the Saturday
night dance or the exams to be completed before they graduate. -

Alt of this should.keep syslernwide administrators very humble.
While they may perceive the higher eduCation system they direct'
as crucial, those being "coordinthed7.' may hate other concerns, for
instance, their An academic department, their discipline or the
local institution. This, then, is the realityparticipation 'in a system
is taken more seriously by those who run the system than it is. by
those who try to function within it. And from my perspective this
built-in inconvenience, while it may frustrate the system managers,
is not all bad.

z5 1
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ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Main Bienaymé

Yesterday TOrsten Hush inVites senfmar participants to speak not
with %ruts," but with written documents. My written sources are;
first, a report prepared by a committee I chaired 'last year on the
problem of ,financing French universities,' and, second, an article
I wrote after last year's' Aspen. Seminar.= I ,will also draw .on an.
interview I had with the official mainly responsible last year for the
allocation process in France..

Also, Ernest Boyer said that we aught to distinguish between.
myth 41-.1d reality. A myth is a kind of lu..tury which is rather widely
shared.by z relevant population. However, the myth of .deal plan-
ningis not at present within thereach of. the Frenth igher educa-
tion-eystem. Although my final comments will urge th the myth
be at least.introduced, hoping 'that tha reality:will follo , I must
give a fair descriptlon of the French approach to fu allocation.
Firstit may be useful fo outline the consequences the, fact that
universities are nonpr ofit o ia nizat ions.

I. Universities and the higher education system as whole are a
OrifOrip-fo fit gz nsFroth thitiaxiorn follov,, -sevenchar-_

acteristics to keep in Mind.
The. first is that the uniyersity is a sector of activity which does

not sell its output other than part of its applied research and adult
,recurrom educatioq: The corollary is that the. consumer does not

abuy the services he receives.
The-second characteristic is that the uniVersity therefore strongly-

relies for the bulk of Its resourcesfund, Physical faciEties, human
resourdeson state authorities..

' Le Finaacernen't des Universités. RapPort de le Commission Chargée de-
Proposer tine Meilleure Repartition des Credits de rEtat, La Documentation
Frangaise, 19,76.

"L'Application de la Théorie des Organisations aux Unh,ersités:' Revue
Economique, March 1976.
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74 Allocation of Resources

The third characteristic is ceniered on the fact that the main
reason why universitieg ,are classified as nonprofit organizations is
that the Market is not sufficiently and consistently informed on the
quality of its output .to accurately determine its value:3

Fourth, in the present state of our knowiedge in the field of arts
and sciences, public authorities are no more able tian the rnarket
to tell the exact value of the output of the .university. and to act as
a perfect market substitute.

Fifth, it follows that public authorities are mostly induceft to use
uniform aBd overly simple criteria for allocating resources. These

. criteria are, at least in France, input-oriented; they tre centered on
the number of students enrolled, square ineters of buildings , teach-
ing staff, and so on.

Sixth, in the budgetary bargaining which every year occupies the
presidents of the universities and the Ministry of Higher Education,
neither the faculty nor the universities are impelled to show how
efficient and how innovative they are.

And seventh, the probability of a waste of resources is all the,
more important baIntse, as Adam Smith stated in the Wealth of
Nations, every human being (and members of faculties are also
human beings) is motivated by the urge for self-satisfaction. This
pessimistic view can, however, be somewhat mitigated by the rple
of.that hidden force, professional ethics. But in countries where
trade unionism in the faculty is subject to ideological contest and
vested corporate interests, I fear that the residual professional ethics
bebz)me tho weak to operate as a counterWeight.

So, we must erth this set of pi elirninary rewarks by assuming that
universities,: as nonprofit organizations and perhaps more than big
corporations, still spurred by a residual competition, breed what the
Americans call a slack,4 that is to say, are able to allocate resources
to discretionary purposes. Whenever the State tries to reduce this
slack,. for example, to urge economies or stimulate innovations and
productivity, this action 12emains ineffective because the criteria
remain input-, mit output-oriented. The system of inducements and
penalties is either nonexiStent or weak. When; for example, a part

30n this principle see K. I; Arrow: "Les Limiles de l'Orgai4a.tion," 1976.
See also Bélanger: "L'université organ;sation non lucratiye," Universild de
Laval, Canada.

' Richard M. Cyert and I. G: March, A Behavioral Theory of the Firm,
New York: Prentice HiJ., 1963.
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cf the teaching staff is on strike, the pres;-lent of a \university in

France is unable, to reduce their salaries proportionately because no

striker will admit to being on -.rike.. When onc expresses surprise

at this fact in a session of the university'board, \one is charged,911

ignorance and disloyaltyignorance because the nonstrikers are

benefitting from the strike;' disloyalty'. because any reduction Of

strikers' salaries would be considered' in4itous and information On

who is striking can only be collected by .a systetn of state control,

and this is,flatly rejected. I

How, then, is the geneial principle that universities are non-.

profit organizations aPplied id France? I will describe the set of

criteria used in France for allocating resources 1972-1975, be-

cause before 1972 the process was very obscure\ I will also then

descnibe the new transitional system used last year which probably

will be used this year. f.
II. The French case, 197-1975. When we talk f allocating re-

sources in an industrial corporation, we mean humai resources and

task structures, technical equipment and plants, building facilities,

tools, land, and financial resources. Indeed, capital quipment and

human resourcestnre in a corporation less fluid t1+ money, but,

on the whole, the allocating process assumes a minitnum mobility:

minimum func4onal,fluidity, and minimum geograPhical mobility

in the plant structure°. However in the case, of higher education
systems, at least in France, the public authorities do not even
know the amount of -Capital alletcated to universities, nor the cxact

cost of annual depretiation. Even it.the public authorities knew ,
what those costs were, the tenure system and p tterns of profes-
sional*.litie greatly hinder the, geographical mo ility of teaching

staff. Also, technical and psychological considera ions Jimit a per-
1

son's capacity to change his specialty-during his working life.

,France,has 00 explicit, rational policy for allocating capital and

teaching staff. /We rely only on retirements and -the recruitment of

replacements. ;When a professor refireg, his colleagues in his dis-

cipline . claim thelir right tu r1ace him with a new colleague,
rathcr than having the position allocated to another discipline. The

s Th.,s point could be 6niested whenever ideological issues are at stake

, ins e ad of economic demands.
'See for example/ A. 13ienaymé, La Croissance des Enterprises, 2 volumes,
Ed., Bordas, 1972, 1973.
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main instrument for affecting the universities thus consists of those
public funds annually allocated to the universities for operating
expenses and research. This involves about 18.5% of the overall
higher, education budget, including equipment and the salaries of
teaching staff. In 1975, this Share was about 1 billion francs ($210
million) Out of a total Of S billion francs ($1.7 billion).

Before 1975-76, these flexible fundS for operating- expenses
wcrc divided into tWo parts, roughly 50-50. One part was allo-
cated to each university in proportion to its size, based son the
number of square meters of buildings and grounds, and at a rate
in 1974 of abOut S10.00 per square meter. This criterion was
maintained last year, but the rate was increhsed slightly on politi-

i cal grounds. The other-half, of the funds was sub-divided into two
headings. The first item was a general subsidy allocated per stu-
dent at the rate of aochtt $28.00 per ,student in Paris and about
$23.0C 7or those in the provinces. The second heading, also based

. on student numbers, involved asset of coefficients for thc different
disciplines, ranging from 1 for law to 15 for the "hard" scienceis.

Attacks on this simplistic F ys tem prompted the establishment ,of
the comniittee,.mentioned earlier, which I chaired\ The committee
summarized the criticisms ,Of the old funding in its report, stating
"that although the criteria were clear, they were based on a pro-
found ignorance of real operating costs. In the committee's view,
the student numbers criterion was inadequate because it induced
a wasteful competition in enrollments. Also, the fixed ratio of pu
student subsidies failed to take into account the fact that there is a
discontinuity in the growth function of total costs because when the
number of students increases, the additional students do not nec-
essarily increase the number of semi:mrs needed. Thus, it.is not
appropriate from an economic point of view to rely on the student
numbers criterion for allocating funds.

The span of coefficients was considered as too wide from one
discipline to another and a deterrent to mgltidisciplinary innova-
tions. Other criticisms were that Paris was thought to be unduly
favored, that the proportion of funds -allocated on the basis of
square meters of space covIred only two-thirds of actual fixed
costs, and that the system failed to encourage better methods of
management.

Last, but not least, the committee felt that the fund allocation
system was not in conformity with the Law of 1968. Article 27
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of this law states that resources shOUld bc allocated to.the univer-
sities "in view of the programs and according to national. criteria."
This formula excludes criteria according td which funds are allo-
cated to .cach geographic region .on a purely demographic basis.
Criteria so far used were primarily output-oriented rather than
based on prograrns or on national criteria by which they might be
cvaluated,as implied by Article 27 of the 1968 Law.

The difficulty is that stillin 1976. the &caw is ignorant of the real
content of programs, although in 1975 it.urged the universities to
construct five year plans (and Within two months!). The,se were
then discussed .half.a day per university witli the senior govern-
ment official responsible for the fund allocating provss. Little
analysis was devoted, to the problem of criteria. HoWever, even
though some short-term recommendations proposed by the com-
mittee have now been applied, I hope that iis Medium and long-
term recommendations will. be' seriously implemented. Meanwhile,
on the basis'of a sample costs study, the Ministry has chosen to
refornf-the allocation system in a. difrerent way.

III. Thf: French case:1975-197k Every university president, that
is to :say. almost 80.. was interviewed by the ministry official in .

connection with the request ftir five year plans mentioned ab,ove,
and his plan washastily 4pprais;x1. Such meetings were considered.,
necessary because autonomy has created a great need to centralize.
information. However, the exercise was deceptive in that notwith-
standing the emphasis in principiCon,innoyation, the ministry only
allocated 5% of funds for operating.expenses to promote .sp..cific
undertaking, and these were mainly to meet the Major deficits of
certain universities, as at the Unb..ersity cf Vincennes.

'The stud,2nt number criterion was managed in a different way.
The mcthod tried was intended.to.reflect the fact that the universities
have been divided and subdivided into a series of homogeneous
subsets. The criteria used for ,splitting tilt; whole ..vstem were the
following. Multidisciplinary, bidisciplinary, .and single .discipline.

. universities were categorized separately. Within these categories,
the universities were classified in terms of size: under 3,000 stu-.0,
dents, between 3,000 and 10,000, anemore than 10,000. Finally,
thesubsets Were again subdivided on the basis of ,disciplines: law
and economics, hard seiences, medicine; fine arts and human sci-
ences, pharmacy, and so on. Having thus isolated homogeneous
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clu,gers. of universities, the ministry then calculated for each uni-
ver4ify the teaching Staff ratio per student. The same was dohe for

the. administration/staff ratio. In each family of universities, a
frequ:nt distribution of the ratios was calculated, and- the modal

rate was chosen as the theoretical ratio for the relevant category,.
Applying the, ratio to the actual number of students in the corre-
sponding category (in 1974-75), one obtains -a number of units
of account.. After adding up all-the units of account for each cate

gory, a grand total of units of account is obtained. All the funds,

to be allocated were then divided by the total nuMbej- of units of
account to determine the -allocation of funds for the range of cate-
gories andper unit of account. In 1975-76 this came to $981.

The rationale of thiS method lies in thefact that the major part
of operating expenseS have been found to be fixed costs. They are
less dependent on student enrollments than on the efferki.ve num-

ber of faculties, both senior and junior. Obviously the .,o has

evened up some undue previous inequalities. It has bar La.:her
favorable to the provincial universities to the tiCtriment of

in l'aris. Twocorrections have beenalready instituted t'o mtt z

the effects of this evening-up.'process:TriaTr-St is called in Fri.
the "regle butoir,7 that is to say the "buffer stop"
stipulates that.every university has a right to receive each.'ye:,,..i.

least the same subsidy as in the preceding4ear. Unless it ,exy.s...-

ences a sharp decline in its enrollment. The bUffer stop is a
conservative rule tha71 it might seem. It is current policy. Thanks

to inflation, for once, with an inflation 'rate of .10% it is possible

to shift allocations bY.hidden ways: It. is interesting to note that
7 Paris univerlities.out of 13 and .2 provincial universities were

thus protected by this buffer stop Tule.
The second correction applied was that 5% of the, total funds'

were reserved for 'specific undertakings 1,y the ministry. These
:sums were allocated on politica'. more than scientific ga-Junds and
helped to 'alleviate the.deficits of some uniVeL.:ties. Next year, and

that is to say in '76-77, the same system prikabi:. will be applied,

but the procedure by whiCh the ministry interviews presithnt

every year is' conSidered ail-early as both too intensive and too
superficial to be cOntinued. t",.':ad, every year, a three-day visit

on the spot should be organ: i by the ministry official !.:o a cer-

,tain proportion of universilicA. Although t1..is would be a .good

procedure, it has not yet bLe,ii adopted. Th.; mechanical criteria

,7
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described ncee also to be refined. For example, the clusters of
disciplines arc :Ill too rough because they correspond to the pre-

1968 faculty -divisions. This system is also inadequate in the sense

that oper:;.:4 funds do not actually grolv linearly with the 7:c.1.mber

of students enrolled: the cost of an incremental student is not the

same, if he is, for-example; the 30th or the. 3.1st in a university
where like Dauphine the entire teaching activity is organized by
seminars -of 30 students. These criteria will be revised so as to
take into account seminar modules instead of individual students

in the future.
Let us now end with the following concluding .remarks. The

new systern is an improvement.. Equity.and realism a:re its Main

merits. The new procedure for allocating funds has Obliged every

partner to become more aware of its constraints. This has given
much .new information to .the ministry on how the mionomons
"black boxes" within universities operate. But we arc .fa i. from an

optimal solution.. .

The criteria arc still based on input considerations only, pt

time' when a. growing proportion of the annual budget should be
devoted to improving management, pedagogy, and the quality of
Iesearch. Special awards or recognition should be accorded for th,e'

quality of programs offered and delivered, the quality of scientific
publiqatiotv and the number- of Ph.D. theses produced. the r.te

of success in national.competitions the number of scientific awards
given to teaching staff, and so on. A problem in France is that
these .kinds.of recognition involve political and ideolOgical factors.

and 'competition. In France the higher education .system is noz yet

seen as a coherent system; both complementary and competitive
(complementarity and competition imply at least a common share
of values). However, sot* : byroads -could hopefully be found to

advise the ministry on the quality of teaching and research.activi-

ties at ilte- universities. If a solution like the University Grants

Committee is .not.now approprtate in France, it s interest;ng to
note that for the first time this year a private "hit parade" of uni .

versities was published by magazines like Monde de rEddcation:

The methods are still very superficial and in embryo, but I
recommend the setting upof a scientific advisory committee in

Indeed, the teaching-staff ratio device gives'an overview of the system, and
fund allocation is largely predetermined by 'the pres;:fit staff structure

situation.
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whici:, perhaps some foreign teaChing staff and researchers might
be nominated. It cht to haVe the following mission: to carefully.
Andy and assess the program; and their real iniplementatiOn, The

committee should give its adVice publiclY. This advice should not
bear directly upon funds allocation, but only provide 4 public
critique of the respective qualities of each university. Its criteria
shoUld be based on a prospectiVe and planning view of society and
bz left to public appraisal.

In our societies, which are more reluctant today than ten years'
ago to devote a gr(Aving part of the GNçto finance the Higher
Education budget; an effort shoula be nade to rationalize fund
allocating procedures and criteria. The outpui. assessment shou!d
be cornbined with the input-cOnstraint appraisal.. New Methodo-
logical tools are required jn this particular field .of the perforMance
of nonprofit organizations.

a.



ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
IN THE° UNITED STATES

Lyman Glenny

Political influence in the allocation of resources to higher educa-
tion, an issue confronted in France, Germany, Italy and
where, is also a major isSue in the various-stater-of the United
States. The_strueture-shothe diagram below depicts the pos-
sible links in politic'al relationships between the various agencies
involved in the total process of allocating resources, to public
higher education in this country. Howev1r, the amount, intensity
and quality, of information and data passing among them differ
substantially fmm one state to ,another.

higher education
institutfons

coordinating agency or
statewidt. Roverning

board

legislature

executive

Particularly puzzling to foreigners is the vast difference among
the states in this country in the organizational arrangements be-
tween state governments and their colleges and universities. All
50 states have a governor and legislature, but that is about the

\ broadest generalization one can make. Our differences are almost
s as great as the range of differences among the 1 countries rep-\
resented in this seminar in terms of actual practice in the budget-
ing \process.

0
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The higher education institutiOns generally prepare their own

budgets following instructions issued by the governor's budget

office. These offices have prbfessional staff .nUmbering (Om 5 or .

10 in the smallest ot the states to .150 or 200 in the larger states.

Some of these instrOtions will contain formulas on staff-student

'ratios and the like; they will' indicate the kinds of data to be fur-

nished in the budget. This is important because most of the nu-

merous state agency budget reviews that occur use only the data

subinitted in the budget and not datajhat are collected separately

for other purposes or for operatons.
NormallY the bUdgets go first to the higher education agency

in the state, and there are a great many varieties here also. In 29

states a coordinating board stands between the universities and

collgges and thcir gov9-ning boards, and the state government.

It repor6'both to the governor and to the legislature.and also 'gives

advice and recommendations to the institutions...It is an in-between

'kind of agency,..between the institutions and the two branches of

government. As its functions are taainly to review and coordinate.

the systeth is characterized by considerable decentralization. The

personnel who staff the coordinating boards arc considered to be:

state employees, and about 80% of them.arc hired away from the

institution Wthere they were typically in institutional administration

Or in the faulties.
'n states have a single governing .board for all of the

1

public institutions in these states, although in a few caSes the

two-year community Colleges do,not fall under fhe single govern-

in but have a separate arrangement. The State University of

New York, Wisconsin, and North Carolina are typical of 'the sin-

gle board category, and act as if a single unikrsity' exists" when in

fact it may involve many virtually independent institutions of a

greAvariety whose presidents report to a super president or chan-

cc:ior. This contrasts with the coordinating boards discussed

earlier which have no direct .control over the government of the

institutions:

Budget Review

The budgets prepared by the various campusi:s or institutions

come to the higher education agencies 'of both types andare re-

viewed in great detail. A formula or a seris of formulas may ac-'
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count. for up to about 80% of the base of the budget. Even so, all.

the data in relation- to those formulas are validated dnd checked

and Tochecked and the computations are corrected at tirn4 so the

agency review process may take as kmg as three- months. Most of

the:coordinating agencies conduct reviews not only Milt data in

the budget documents themselves; but also with a wide .variety of

operational data which they collect:computerize, and use in the

ri.wiew process.
After this review the budget goes directly to the executive btanch

where it is again reviewed in great detail. However, .the executive

branch pays a great deal of attention to the recommendations of

the higher education agency. lit our studies We found that 'at least

79% of the concern of the governor's budget office is with the
recommendations by this vgency rather than with the recommen-

dations of the institutions.
If the executive office has insufficient information about some.

subject or program at an institution, it will go back through the

higher educatiôn agency to the institution to obtain inforiiiation or

it may go direnly.. to the institution. However, while there is .a

moderate amount of infoiniation gathering by this political office

directly from the institutiOns, very few visits to the institutions,

such as.those of the University Grants Committee in Britain, oc-

cur in tliis country.
Once the execotive budget is complete and submitted to the

legislature, i is the . document around which .all debate in ,the

legislature takes. place. Moreover, in this 'country, the budgets

contain a great deal of substantive legislation, in. contrast to the"

federal level, that is, they set a great many policies that one Wmild

think would be set with independent laws generated throu6

cialized committees or conunivions. State governments in setting
policy..normally do so throug, the budget. About 38 states have

annual sessions, that is, a budget is approved every year. A dozen

states have two-year bildgets,%but their number is dropping very
rapidly. The tendency ,s toward a one-year budget..

Role of Legislature

The exetcutive budget is sent f.rom the governor's office to the leg-

islature and contains the recommendations of the governor'. It may

contain the initial requests of the institutions and it may also con.
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tain the recommendations of the higher education agency. In some
caseshoweyer, it contains practically nothing.except a line item
for each agency and an amount of money, without any justifica-
tion or supporting .narrative to argue for the budget requested.
That .argumentation takes place irf hearino and que,hions.ancl,in
relationships between the legislative stairs and the executive stiff,

. and those representing .higlier education. -
Except for the state of Nebraska, which is unicameral, all the

state leijslatures have tWo 'louses, with the upper house usually
being much smaller than the loWer house: For some 30 years and
up to tbc 'present time, the two houses have formed a joint com-

W mince which reviews the execuMe.buraget. In the last 15 to 20
years this practice, has gradually givca way to separate review by
th'e two houses so that the appropriations committee of each house
arid thein staffs, each review the budget, but, usually only: in part
and. not in toto. They tend to look at 'Selected, highly salient pol-
itical issues, such as increase in tuition, or the construction of
a new medical school. or Iyhich institution should get a neW en-
gineering corhplex with nuclear reactors. They scrutinize the very
expensive programs and orvs that arouse attention:

To summarize the process. an institution suggests its budget
accOrding to rules and regulatiohs and a series of instructions that
come to it from .the coordinating agency and executive branch,
.and the institutional .budget hers at least one full rev)ew usually
by the coordinating agency, but ,tit the legislative stage there are
two or more partial reviews. Thus, even though a dikument might
be composed primarily of dollar requests generated by formulas,
becauSe. of the many different political reviews, political intrusion

is possible throughout the whole process, regardless of what the
fOrmulas marldate. Indeed .in some.states, the legislature or the
executive may say, "We will only fund 90(.', of the lormula this
year, because we lack the income." A Characterist ie. of our state-
governments is that most of them may .not incur debt for any 'op-
erational phrposes*(they can for thc conAsiction of eapit41 facil-
ities). They therefore niust have a balanced budget which means
adjusting the budgets of all agencies..on.the basis of estimated
revenuesthe higher education budget along with those for wel-
fare and other public serviceS..1f, estimated revenue is 0c.;7

than projected expenditures, the state. tovernment -is likely to re-
quire an heross-the-bOard 10% reduction of all government aged-

4
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cies including highei education .and so..of the various budg. :3 of
.the- institutions. However, the more sophisticated and: advanced
agencies, for -example Ernest foyer's (State .University of New
York), .would'inwlement these reductions or changes very selec-
tively by prOgram, with a series of priorities for progrpi survival
or growth, and some for extinction.

/ .

Planning

What is the connection .between the bndget process I have outlined
and planning? To me, plans are beneficial primarily.to determine
and publicize objectives, goals and values for higher education.
If in a continuous plannine mode,i one forever .keeps goalscin mind.
and before the public eye as represented by government, so that it
Understands the priorities. Some Specifics should be in 'plans, bu.,
plans ought to be quite general. Plans all too Often tend to be
sporadic. Although soMe states .have periodic re:quirement that

'planning be done every Three, five or seven years; most planning
occurs when some big emergency haniens or when vast change;
in the matrix of the societal pressures on the collcces and univer-
sities result:in a public decision to have another,look at the whole
of the higher educzition systent. A commission is established or
else some higher education agency and its 'staff begin thcA)Panning
process, which may last kir several years. Eventually they produce
a plan. A

I do not approVe of such periodic plans; they are riot .apt to be
good, nor *is Much attention paid to them.

One can safely say that the executive offiCe and the legklaiive
office rarely arc aware of any extant plan, or if they are, they.
.assume that, the coordinating agen4 which reviewed the budget
and either prepared .or knew of th e. plait has nikeri-intO' eonsidera-
tion its . priorities and values. Hence they assume little need for

. concern about matching programs o'r changes.of direction in edu-.
cation with a master Plan That supposedly has already occurred.

.It should be,..noted that coordinating agencies have' a' program
review_function extremely important to the planning process. Typ-
ically rio new programs go intb effect in ,any;of the institutions'
without the approval of this nency. And Increasingly, during the
major depression of .the last few years, these agencies have insisled

9 4
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upon institutions reporting to them their 'lowest priority prdgraMs
as. well as their high priority Ones, and -if an institution requests a
.new program it informs_ the agency of the progi-ams to bediscon-
tinued as a direct offset.

Tha-e has been considerable pressure in this direction- in tb:
-last two years. If We return to normal financing. that pressure may
diminish, but demographic projections in. the U.S. indicate that,
higher education is going to be on a level Or downward trend
during the 19S0s ,and.into the middle of the 1990s. Furthermore,
the people who could replace the-18- to 22-year olds in- college,
namely, the adult population, are the ones that are well enough off
financially and well enoult educated to pay. their own way. Hence
one of the quickest and biggest budget cuts in the recent recession was
the discontinuartate :funding for adult and continuing edu-
cation. That was One of. the lirst.things that -the governors' thought
to cut because of .the clear correlation betAreen,:income and du-
cation- and the demand for coritinuing education. Those seeking
continuing education can pay for it. .

The progtam review function_Tacilitates special scrutiny of.new-L---
progratils. While budget forniulas may generate 50 to 70 and even .

up to SO% of the total budgetz. the remainder of the operatNins
budget is made tfp of rettuests :for new programs ormajor changes . -
in existifig ones, new, or differka items that are seldopl buried in
the budget. There aie a few 1:;tates where major changes' are un-
identified:but that is a rarity. !Incremental changes above the basic
budget are'almost always iden;tified, becoming tile real base -for the.

H-evieWs conducted by the political branches.*If the base budget is.
r /

by rormula, it remains pretty statie from-one year to-the next With
changes rarely made, in sthe iformulas...However this is balanced
off by the lact that prOposed changes by the itiStitutions are sub-
jected to intensive scrutiny; ; whatever\ the direction that change
may take, SuPpartictjarly if 4inds are- requested for new programs.

.

Base Budgets

A. word. :,tit -the formulaS tised in determining base budget.::. for
higher 'education. Three different'means are used, -and the'se cover
90% of The cases. One is .th i. simpie student-faculty ratio; this is
frequently a studat-faculty rbtio by discipline, or- by clusters of
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:disciplines, where it iS thought that the costs'are roughly the sam0.0
The more popular method or base is that of 'using the student.
credil. hour or student cothaet hour, i.e., counting 'one credit for
each,one of the hours that thc student.is in a class with a professor.

.ThuS, if a student s in class forthree hours ,Yith the professor of
'ecOnomics and there are 20 'students in a class, that profesSor is
generining 60 student credit hours (three hours timLN 20 students
is 60). A second means is the differentiated student ,credit hour

/for which separate base numbers are used for faculty who teach
' in the first two years of colleee, in the jukiior-senior yoars, and .in

. -graduate level.education.
The t4i-ird aniI most 'recently developed basis for a formula

volves unit costs. The operating costs of -departments and com-
parties are combined to provide *a Unit cost 'per student icredit or

'contact. hour. *Unit costs are taken 'from normative deka; using
"data definitions and Procedures developed by the Nation 1 Center
for 'Management Systems at Bourder and widely accept4l in the
country. The Ccnter,also has .,.1 program elassilicastion kructure
wh:ch lists some 30 different programs in which various disciplines
are clustered presumably,' .ccording to their having similar .unitt
posts. Unit-Cost studies./ ails expensive, and Often involye annual
data gathering. Unit cots more and more become the bask for
budaet formulas.- A.,4.r, . .

The unit-cost forn1Ula
t ot underway in the 1950s with a Ford

Foundation grant to 'the ig Teri universities and the Univer;hy
.of California. When in 1962 we started the coordi...iting agency in
Illinois, we used . the Basic unit-cost system . developed ten years

. eadier by. this Ford project, modified it for state level instead of
; ".institutional operational; purposes, and determined unit-costs for
- eachtbur-year and graduate institution.:To arrive at unix coSts, the

. d011ars ;allocated for cxpenditure for operations by a given 'disci- .
plille and level of. stUdy are 'divided hy the number of student
credit hours ptoduCed within the discipline. To these- credit hours
costs .)3 :_../el arCadded..the disciPline's share of ov&Ticads (Ii-
biaries, ,.central- administration, maintenanCe of buildines and

-.grounds) based---on--the proportioR' that the particular diseipline
7 has of the total budget of,tho institution. B'y this kind of aggrega-

.' tion one diriVes at a uni,t-costfigure-that CM/ers. all the costs.of the.
. institution, except for new:vtdidifferent progr4ms. In.most states

an hillation factor.is also .. .::ulated and added to the formula.
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This factor varies for different geographical regions because of the

differing rates of inflation among them.
With the increased emphasis on unit costs, the new state "tech-

nocrats" noyi play an increasing role in decisions on the financing

of higher education. Competition and rivalry befween the "unit-cost
boys" among the professional staffs of the legislative and executive
isincreasingly keen. At the same time, crucial budget decisions
commonly hinge not on issues of unit costs but on political eon-
siderations-.what state legislators think "will fly at home." While
unit-cost formulas are necessarily producing more centralization
in higher education planning and management and may be substi-
tuting new rigidines for. old, political forces and entrepreneurial
initiatives may have no less scopeand pethaps morethan in
the pre-unit cost era when it was often more difficult to move higher
education systems in new directions because one could not easily
get a handle on thd system.



INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE
STUDIESTHE STATE -OF THE ART

. ILLUSTRATED BY IEA SURVEY-

Torsten Husén
. ,

In the Foreword to an ICED Occasional Paper (Cerych a d
McGurn, 19.74),* James A. Perkins raised the question commo
to everyone involved in comparative studies of education: 'WhAt
can wc really learn from the experience in other countries?" -In
the 19th century Europe a new discipline referred_to in Germany
as A uslandspiidagogik emerged. It was then inspired by very prag-
matic needs in countries that had built up colonial empires, such
as Britain and France. In administering -these.empires they en-
tountered educational problems different from :hose at home. This
applied particularly to Britain. The main-rationale for beginning
to collect information and to teach courses in Auslandspadagogik
was, however, .not to learn from nations in Africa or Asia but to
find out how the educational models of the home countries whose.
superiority and high qualities were beyond any doubt could be
employed abroad.

Comparative education has only recently developed its proper
conceptual framework and methodology. One can7in this context
refer to Bereday (1964). and Noah and Eckstein (1969). As a
matter of fact, a strong impetus for a Coheient and rigorous disci-
pline of comparative education came in thc 1950s and 1960s when
-various international bodies, such as Unesco, Council of Europe,
and OECD, began to launch international programs in education.

As Andcrson (1961) haS pointed out, comparative studies. in
education can be confined either to the educational subsysteMs as
suck, as if they were autonomous, or can relate 'the educational
phenomena studicd to society at large. Self-evidently,, an educa-
tional system does not operate in a historic andjor sociocultural
vacuum. If wc want to understand various national or regional

*References are listed at the end of the article.
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systems of education we must study the histotic, social, economic
and other factors that have shaped them. In an attempt to analyze
how research has becOme institutionalized in various countries,
Germany, France, Russia anethe United States for instance, cm--
tain pivotal °historical as well as social circumstances have to be

taken into account (Husén; in press).
Methodologically three stages in the development of compara- .

five studies in education have been distinguished:
(1) The first stage is characterized by a mere description of

.various educational systems or parts of them.. .

(2) The second stage consists of attempts to analyze histori-
cally and socially how each of the educational systems has devel-
oped and to identify factors which have bccn instrumental in the
development of the various systems.

(3) The third, and more sophisticated, stage is represented by
attempts to juxtapose the outcomes of the stage 2. analyses and to
arrive at conclusions that could claim general validity.

When we say that the purpose of the exercise of, comparing
educational systems is to learn from other countries, we are faced
with certain tough methodological problems, which I shall only
hint at here. For instance, what kinds Of countries should be
studied in order to enrich our knowledge and perspective with
regard to the country or countries intended to gain neW insights
from such a study? It would seem rather self-evident that compar-
ative studies relevant to highly industrialized countries should be
confined to other industrialized countries. But we then forget the
historic dimension. I submit, and actual studies support this, that
the best way to arrive at an understanding of the forces behind
alphabetization in the Third World is to study how it was brought

.
about in Western Europe and the United.States in the 18th and
19th centuries. Such a perspective would have helped us to avoid
the spectacular mistakes of the last 25 years committed by inter-
national technical assistance agencies and others in the developing
countries.

But the mOst thorny methodological problems are those asso-
ciated with data collection. We cannot be satisfied with impres-
sionistic data and a general "gue! feeling of how things are. 'A
social science approach complementary to the historic one has to
rely on facts that in one way or anothei can be quantified. Stich

data are hard to collect. National statistics are often either faulty
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or even faked. In many cases thne-stries statistics that would allow
a s'tudy of the development of selected aspects of the educational
systems do pot exist. Students and tzachers vary between, countries
in bow seasoned they are in providing information by means of
questionnaires and interviews.

IE roach

As c example I shall try to present briefly an inter-
natt arch endeavor in which I have closely beep invOlved
over more than ten years as a coordinator and researcher. It is 'a
comparative survey of student achievements and their determinants
in: some 20 countries conducted by the .1nternationat Association
for the Evaluation of .Educational Achievements (known as lEA)..
The'survey goes under the name of the IEA-project. It.is a com-
prehensive attempt to quantify student competence in certain sub-
ject areas as well as various social, economic and f3edagogical
input factors.into the educational systems.

The lEA-project employed the 'third methodological strategy
mentioned above, the juxtaposition of systems and subsequent at-
tempts to arrive at generalizations. The national systems of educa-
tion were studies according to a strictly uniform methodology. The
relationships between inputs and outcomes in each country were
them analyzed. Thus, the same procedure was replicated in all the
20 countries and at three different levels of the system. Instead of
referring to this 'as cross-national comparisons it wOuld be more
apPropriate to talk about multinational comparisons. Apparently,
the more frequently a certain relationship, say between teacher
competence and student competence, can be established, the higher
the likelihood that it holds true in other countries not-included in
the study.

The lEA-project has internationally been reported in 1,1 yol-
umes, published in 4 installments. The mathematics study was
reported in 1967 (Husén, I-11, 1967). After the completion of this
venture, lEA ernbarked upon what it refers to as the Six-Subject
Survey, which was conducted in 1967 through 1973 nnd reported
in Coniberand Keeves. (1973), Purves (1973), and Thorndike..
(1973) presenting the results in Science, Literature, and Reading
Comprehension resPectively. The surveys of English as' a foreign
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language and French as a foreign language werepublished in 1975
(Lewis and Massad, 1975, and Carroll, 1975). In 1976 compre-
hensive case studies of the participating countries were presented
by Passow. Noah and Eckstein (1976). In the same year the Civic
Education survey, perhaps the most difficult of them all, was pre-
sented (Torney, Oppenheim and Farnen, 1976). Finally, also in
1976, IEA turned out a volume written by David Walker (1976)
which gives an overall picture of the entire project.

It would not be feasible within the confines of this paper to
present a faceted picture of how this massive international venture
was launchedlet alone its major findings. I shall here confine
myself to mentioning what countries, what stages in the educational
systems, and what instruments were used to provide us with the
data we needed. I shall also say something about the, machinery
established to run the survey and mention some findings with
far-reaching policy implications.

Six-Subject Survey

Briefly, the following countries were participating: Australia,
Belgium (Flemish-speaking and French-speaking), Chile, England,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Hungary,
Iudia (Hindi-speaking states), Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Rumania, Scotland, Sweden, Thai-
land, and the United States. Every country did not participate in
the survey of all subject areas and at all three levels of the educa-
tional system. The subject areas were Science, Reading,Literature,
English and French as foreign languages, and Civic Education.
The target populations were 10-year-olds (Population 1), 14-year-
olds (Population II), tind students in the pre-university grade of
secondary school aged 17-19 (Population IV). Those who were
about to complete mandatory schooling (most of them at the age
of 15-16) made up Population III, which was optional and in-
vestigated only in a few countries. -

The development of achievement tests in the six areas was a
research endeavor in its own right that took about thr.te years to
complete and was conducted by international committees cooper-

ating with "natioaal.committees in each subject. The result was a
set of international examinations of great valne, for instance, to

1 1
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those who want to assess the competence achieved by upper sec-
ondarydschool leavers.

In order to collect relevant information on a student home back-
ground, teaching practices, and school resources, questionnaires
were administered to students, teachers, and school principals. In
all some 500-600 input factors were measured..A student home
background in4ex was developed on the basis of father's and
mother's education, father's occupation, number of books at home,and number of siblings ,at home. The Six-Subject Survey included
some 250,000 students; 50,000 teachers, and 9,500 schools. Fi-'nally, Aie also &Coped a series of inventories by means of which
we arrived at scales theasuring school attitudes, school motivation
and attitudes toward specific subject areas.

Findings Illustrating the Utility of the Comparative Approach

One of the most striking findings is the tremendous variabilityboth within (something we already are aware of) and between
countries (something we have not been aware of simply becauseof lack of empirical evidence). National means tend to fall into
two clusters, one consisting of developed and one of developing
countries. The variability between the highly industrialized coun-
tries is remarkably small. The 'same applies to the four developing
countries. By and large the top 5-10 percent in the developing
countries perfornvt the level of the average student in Europe orthe United State,

The between-scbool variability differed widely from one cotintry
to another. The variance between school means at the 14-year-old
level was some 10% of that between students in Sweden, 20-25%
in England and the United States but almost 80% in India. This
irni3lies Loncretely that if two Swedish sehools are picked at ran-dom, the likelihood is high that the distributions of student
achievements very closely overlap, whereas in India there is a high
likelihood that the two' distributions would have no overlap at
all, that is to say that the worst studenj in school A would be
better than the best student in school B.

Regional differences, of which one was cognizant in the respec-
tive countries, were highlighted by the IEA findings. Thus the big
gap not only in student performance but in school resources as

1
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well between northern and southern Italy was brought into focus

and .made headlines in Italian newSpapers. The then Minister of

Education, Malfatti told me that we bad administered an "electri-

cal shock" to the Italjans when bringing these facts out.

The next question then .became: how do we account for these

variations between countries,,regions, scho:-!3, and students? The

technique employed by lEA in explaining between-student, be-

tween-school, and between-country differences was that of step-

wise.multiple regression analysis, a method uscd by JaraegC'ole-

man in his U.S. Office of Education study of equality of Tduca-

tional opportunity for thc U.S. Federal Government (Coleman

et al, 1966). The mist powerful cluster of factors are those asso-

.ciated wiih social background. All the school factors combined did

not account for more of thc between-student differences than the

home background factors. This applied with particular forre to a

subject arca such as reading, which explains the enormous gap in

mean reading scores between developed and developing countries.

If parental education and the verbal culture at home defined by

availability of reading materials, such' as newspapers, magazines

and books were taken into account, we could explain the major

portion of thc gap between developed and less develciped countries.

Sex differences in scholastic achievements as well as attitudes

cannot successfully be studicd unless it is done on a multinational

basis. Otherwise one cannot test hypotheses related to cultural

differences. The uniformity within countries is too pronounced to

allow us to arrive at findings on sex differetccs that can be gener-

alized to oter cultures or countries.
By comparing the standards achieved by thc terminal secondary

school students, effects of -the structure of the school system can'be

assessed. In order to make such comparisons meaningful, we had

to consider equal proportions of the relevant age groups. It would,

for instance, have been pointless to .compare all the high school

seniors of the United States (making up about 75% of the 17-18-

year-olds) with.the 10-20% of that 'age group sitting for bacca-

laureat, abitur, .,qr. equivalent in Europc. Comparisons between

equal proportions of the age groups tell us that the top 5 or 10%

of students it,:qhe industrialized countries, reach. pretty much the

same levels of performance. Thus, in terms of the standard of

comparable elites, more does not necessarily mean worse. In ad,

ition, we find that the more, comprehensive the secondary school

3 3
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the more balanced the social composition of the enrollment in the
terminal classes. Furthermore, thc earlier selection takes place for
academic programs or tracks, the morc pronounced thc social bias
in the system.

An important by-product of the IEA exercise has been that
international matriculation examinations in key subjcct areas have
been devised. This is no doubt of great importance at a timc whcn
the numbcr of foreign students at universities and colleges in
North America and Europc lias reached almost the half-million
mark. The IEA evaluation instrumcnts could be used for two
purposes:

(1) to provide internationally valid norms of achievement;
(2) as formulae to facilitate college admissions procedures and

decisions on allocating foreign pplicants to adequate courses, in-
eluding remedial ones.

New Survey Proposed

Finally, I would like to suggest another international survey which
could draw upon the administrative and methodological experiences
gained in multinational evaluation of student competence and its
det,:rminants of primary and secondary school outcomcs. At a time
of increasing student mobility between countries, an international
evaluation Of undergraduates during their third and/or fourth year,
of study could serve the following major purposes:

(1) It could provide information for mapping out "the compe-
tence achieved in various types of countrics in kcy areas, such as
mathematics, critical reading, literature,. and scicncc.

(2) It could give us a picturc of how achieved compctcncc is
related to various input factors that would have to bc identified
and measurcd in the survey, such as amount. of instruction, teach-
er competence, home background, and quality of secondary school

'preparation.
Such a survcy would be particularly profitable if it included

three or four industrialized countries in the northern hemisphere
and an equal number of developing countries, one from Asia,
Africa, and South America.
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COORDINATING AGENCIiS:
- A NEGESSAVY EVIL

OR ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRESS?

Hans Leussink

Do coordinating agencies represent a necessary evil eg administra-

tive progress? My short answer is: of course these agencies are
necessary, or at least some of them are. There can be no funda-

mental opposition to some kind of coordination. But, of course
they are also an evil, especially for those of us 7lu:lcy enough to

have had personal knowledge and experience with the previous
state of affairs. However, .coordination does invcilve administra-
tive prOgress, particularly to the professional administrators and

for the sake of administration.'
Higher education coordination should be developed cautiously.

Certain aspects of space science may illustrate this. To be specific,

the first section of the Space Shuttle and the Space Lab is clearly

a highly complex and delicate system. Its design and control

dictated by or dependent upon.well:known laws and relationshi.)s

in the field of natural ,-.cience (physics, chemistry, and biology).
The human factor has only a modest role in that system. It is a
well-defined project, neither very large nor very expensive. The

basic data necessary to it are available from the earlier Apollo
Program. However, when one considers the enormous amount of
work involved on both sides of the Atlantic for this project in

analysis and coordinating parallel efforts, one can imagine how
much data and coordination must be involved in analyzing the

much more complicated, larger and more expensive higher cdu-
cation sxstemS we have to deal with.

More important is the.fact that higher education as part of the

overall social system has mainly to do with structures of human
design and the iniatence of hum,an beings on human beings. Nor
do theyat least not very oftenbehave according to predictable,
scianific laws. It is a moot point if the average human is motivated "

more by reason or by emotion, even by his animal heritage.
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Acceptance of this dilernma, at least in principle, should nake.
us N./try. cautious in imposing plans and setting up coordinating
agencies which bY their n5ture have to be mechanical..,It was thisA

AO which Henri Janne was pro6ably referring in v.rning against
techriocracy and technocratization. And also Alain Dienaymé
his-statement said "The application of the theory of organizations
ithin thb university admits that it is not desirable or even tech-
nically possible to subject ,it to structures, norms, ra o-types.

will not dwell upon .Whetherpladning arid coordi ting agen-
cies are neccelssary ini4her education. Clearly they are. ]1e real
question is how to ktructure them so that the "evil" is.miniMized
as muelyas possible. the ansWer 'cif course is very very`cpeplex..
Let me try a rathei.general one. *:

In systenils analysis we know tile importance of "the so-called

!if

"critical path.7.. It 'describes those- points 'crr th cOnnections of
those points in any schcrne -which are of critical ihmO-rtancc for
the wholp. If they fail or turn out quito different from thlr'assuMp-
lions; the whole feonsttuction is a failure and collapses. The same
occurs in higher education sy,stems if critical points have been
overlooked due to a lack of information, anunderestimation of
historiCal influences and traditions and . vested interdis; or the
shortsightedness of future projections.

Burton Clark has presented an impressive picture of `.`the state
of the art" in comparative higher education. According to him 'we -

a
are functioning here in a prescientific, if not pre-prescientific dci-
Inc n. So the prospects for applying the tools of systems analysis
are extremely dim. Moreover, I have serious reservations about
the consequences of moving this field- tc, a really scientific level
and of the application Of all the norms that would then be in-

. volved.

Germany's Experience
0

The consequences of shortsightedness and of not seeing even the
most -trivial critical pointS in the critical path were dramatically,
demonstrated in Germany in the last few years. We changed our
secondary-and tertiary educational systems from elite to mass, but
did nothing to reform the éonaitions of recruitment to the profes-
sions and our professional. structure at the upper levels. Conse-

lu7
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quently, we have continued high job expectations on the part of

.-,..university graduates and the almost unsolvable numerus clausus

problem in Germany. Considerations of this kind, I think; should

sharpen the senses of the lawmakers, planners, and system con-

structors, who all too often. take on the missionary approach of

high priests or mess' ..hs, without sufficient,regard for the consc-

(quences; immediate and mediate, of innovations.

The quality of new syStäms for planning and coordinatlag

higher educatiOn may well correlate negatively with thc extent to

which these delve into details. An example is thc so-called capac-

.ity-formula, developed in Germany, which defines how many stu-

dents an academic department or other unit can accommodate,

and which by now have become so complex as to' be 'ridiculous.

Tile liCk of information about the basic facts of 'existing systems

should engender an attitude of restraint andrinodeity-:toward

changing existing systems or creating new. ones. One should seek

to regulate only, the necessary few points of real importance and

pay much morc attention to the "critical path." In this connection

we tried inGennpny to implement such an approach in our 15

year -Education Plan of 1973 in identifying those points in ertain

fields where if decisions were not made, catastrophe would \even-

tually result. Jmplementing this was Dile of the contributions of

Klaus von Dohnanyi.
0 .

.
,

These rcrnarks are not to suggest that in my earlier inlio1ve7

ments in higher education policies f developed a resigned and ..

hopeless mood. For several years I was the hairman of a typical

'coordinating agency, the Wissenschaftsrat or Science Council,

which represents the federal and state (I I) governmenis on the

..ciae-,side, and the scientific community on the other side, e.g., the

universities, the Max-Planck Society, the Deutsche Forscht,ngs- e,

gemeinschaft, and the AcadeMies'of Science. For the Federal Gov-

, ernment I also organized another intergovernmental coordinating

agency, namely, .the Bund-Länder Kommission fru Bildungs-

, planung (the Federal-State Commission for Educational 'Planning):

I thought then and still think that theSe two organizations are

i necessary evils which along with some others did much more

/ good than harm for German higher education. I only regret that

1
Some of my suecessors in thc Wissenichaftsrat did'not resist the

.. temptation of 60 much perfectionism in some of their undertakings.

Overall it is my conviction and experience that 90% of plan-
.
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ning -and cootifinating efforts should be devoted to assemblingbasic data, evaluating them critically, and trying to identify the,:.ritical issues, including those likely to arise as a consequence ofsystem reform. The remaining 10% should focus on designing in-novations in such a way that they will be ts flexible as possible.This latter is especially difficult in a legalistic country like Ger-Many, -Where all new regulations are potentially subject to lawsuits in the courts.
I also wish to stress that the expectations ;;roused by newformulas and systems always should be moderate. This was co-gently stated by Ernest Boyer, among others, in his discussion ofmyth and reality in which he pointed up so convincingly thecontplexity. of higher education systems. Considering how impor-tant the human factor is and"tvill be in 1-stems management forhe coming decades, we cln at best aspire only to rather imperfectFstems.

Appeal for Moderation

A few more points. It is relatively easier to introduce new systems,for example, coordinating agencies, when new developments in- -education and research emerge, because not many vested interestsare then threatened or affected.. The same seems true when circum-
- stances permit the allocation of increased resources to higher edu-cation, although this in fact may be very questionable. It maysvell be that,-on the contrary, situations of resource shortages helpmore in the introduction of new coordinating systems.I-have heard and myself commented much on the imperfectionof coordination efforts. The results of systems reforms are ofteninadeqAte and all too frequently call for more change. This beingso, I wonder if it is not wiser to limit change because each changeautomatically creates a loss of energy by frictioll. It depends, of. course, on the Specific situation. However, given that the-degreeof imperfection of-the'neW arrangement will pEobably not be verymuch less than that of the preceding,- and knowing by eiperience-that not only can qualified, decent, and clever individuals or teamsof such persons produce fairly good results with imperfect meas-urement, but that the reverse is also irue, in principle I advocate
a moderate sequence of reforms.
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The paper outlining our study stated that its first purpose is
."to learn how different cduntries deal with important features of
educational planning and operations." Td that I -respond that if
we could leant from the study not only how different the solutions
for the same problem can be, but also a litde about the facts and
why the solutions are so different, _this would be of enormous
value.

The sezond purpose of the study is to learn from each other.
For this I would roughly summarize the university systems of the
world, at least of the so-called Western World, under the three
headings of the Latin university, the middle-European and the
Anglo-Saxon university. In this context I think thatafter the
middle-European system having had great influence for about 100
years, until the thirtiesthe system which has had. the most influ7
euce over the last decades is the .Anglo-Saxon system, eSpecially
as developed in thc United Statcs. It has preserved rnorg-4 the
structure of the university of the Middle Ages than thc others.
Therefore, I think it of great importance for the study to stress the
sPecial conditions and circumstances in tike environment of this
system. ,

Let me close by summarizing very briefly-49y' main points on
higher education coOrdination as follows:

The importance of 'having basic data cannot be
underestimated.

z Try hard to detect the critical points in the critical.
path of a system.

--Regulate only the absolutely necessary items and then
with maximum nexibility. -

Abstain from mechanical perfectionism.
Be always aware of the often proforma differences

between myth and reality.
Do not hasten in the initiation of reforms .and the

further changes these reforms may indicate.

1 LU



ORGANIZATION FOR THE
COORDINATION AND CONTROL
OF SYSTEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Edward F. Sheffield

When public financial support is given to institutions of higher

education (IHEs) within a nation or state, the government has

more than a benign interest in thc systcm. So, to a greater arlesser

extent, it exercises control over such expenditure. What form 'of
organization it devises for this purpose will depend on a complex

Of factors, most of theni indigenous, many of thorn historical.

What I hope to do here is to suggest what are the principal alter-.

natives opcn to gevernments in this situation, and thc main issues

to be considered.
I understand coordination and control of a system of higher

education to comprise:
Fiscal managementincluding c'stimating, budgeting, allocating

operating funds, approving capital budgets, accounting, and audit-

ing;
Program managementsuch as approving, reviewing, rational-

izing, and articula'ting; and
Planning -for the systemincluding the comp'.Iation of system

data, analysis, the setting of goals, and evaluation.

It is not uncommon to think of forms of governmental organi-
zation for these activities in terms of bo(yes such as,Britain's Uni-

versity Grants Committee and the statutory coordinating agencies

_for pOstsecondary- education which -are to be found in the majority

of the United States. These arc 'relevant and I propose to discuss

them, but not until aftcr drawing attention to aspects Of coordina-

tion at the-political or cabinet level, and the level inimediately be-

low. I shall point also to the coordinating roles of voluntary
collectivities of IHEs.

103
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Coordination at the Political Level'

At the political or cabinet level, the choice to be made is essen-
tially that between assigning higher education to a ministry or
department which has other responsibilities, usually for the other
levels of education, or to a separate ministry or department of
higher education, perhaps linked with scientific research. Examples
of :he former are to be found in Brazil and Japan, each of which
has an overarching Ministry of Education; examples of the latter
are the U.S.S.R. with its Ministry of Higher and Specialized Sec-
ondary Education, and the Canadian Province of Manitoba which
has a Department of Colleges and Universities Affairs.

In favor of an all-embracing ministry of education is the likeli-
hood that the head of a large, comprehensive ministry or depart-
ment will have more power in the government than the head of a
small one; and also it is desirable, at the cabinet level at least to
tfeat all.education as a single system. In favor of assigning iiiiher
education to a separate department, concerned eAi.hively or
primarily with that realm, is the assuranCe that that part of the
whole &Id of education would get special atteution and not be
swamped by school education. It.might therefore be spared what
Lord Robbins referred to as the "administrative style" of the'-
school education bureaucracy.i (His arguments in favor of a sepa-
rate ministry, therUgh not successful in Britain, persuaded the gov-
ernment of the province. of Ontario which in 1964 established a
Department of University Affairs with its own Minister.)

Coordination at the Level Below That of the Cnbinet

Whether or not higher education has its own minister or member
of cabinet concerned exclusively with that segment of the total
field of education, a choice must be made between managing Uni-
versity and nonuniversity institutions -as two (or more). separate
subsystems, or as one-eomprehensive system of postsecondary
education. Examples of the former are the so-called binary system
of autonomous and public IHEs in Britain, and the subsystems of
universities, and colleges of general and vocational education
(CEGEPs), in the province of Quebec. The latter paitern is.illu-
strated.bythe new comprehensive arrangement for higher. educa-
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tion (Hogskola) planned for implementation in Sweden in 1977.

If there is bifurcation it is likely to be reflected in the organiza-

tion of the ministry or department responsible for higher education

and from there on down the chain of command. Where inter-

mediary bodies exist there tends to be one for each subsystem,

but umbrella (U together with non-U) intermediary bodies are

'becoming more common, especially in the United States.

The chief argument in favor of a binary system is that U and

non-U institutions tend to differhistorically, legally, and in terms

of goals and programs. It may well be asked, therefore, whether

they can be dealt with together. On the other hand, an integrated

system'.has appeal if the object is to treat it as one, and to assure

easy mobility from one part to another.

Coordination at the Administra,-ve Level

We come now to what are usually referred to as coordinating

agencies. It may be helpful to think of three principal organiza-

tional patterns among which ctioice may be made. They differ
basically in accordance with theIocation of the advisory and

executive functions performed:
Bureaucratic. When this form of organization is in effect,.both

advisory and executive functions arejocated in the bureaucracy of

the respdnsible rn, dstry or department. There is no intermediary

body; administration is direct.
Advisory. In this instance, the advisory function is performed

by an agency or agencies appointed fOr the purpose, while the

executi Vs? function is retained by the bureaucracy.'
Delegated Authority.-In this model, some (more or less) of

each of the advisory and executive. functions 'are located in an

agency with authority delegated., by the goverrunent, the bureau-

cracy retaining, however, at least some reSponsibility for the exec-

---ittive function. The key-power identifying a body ai having dele-,

gated authority is the power ,to allocate government funds to the

IHEs in the system.
A recent example of the bureaucratic model is to be found in

the province of Alberta which, in 19,73, gave up the Delegated

Authority form (with a Universities Commission and a Colleges
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Commission) in favor of centralized control within the govern-
ment's Department of Advanced Education and Manpower, which
assumed jurisdiction over both U and nonrU institutions. The ad-
visory pattern is to be found in many countries, e.g., Australia,
with its advisory Australian Universities Commission concerned
with the senior institutions, and its Cominission on Advanted
Education advising the gbveinthent with respect to the other class
of degree-conferring institutions, the colleges of advanced educa-
tion. In this category, toO, could be put the U.S. coordinating
boards which have advisory functions only. (More than a dozen
are in this group.)

The other two main types of coordinating agencies to be found
in Ahe United States, namely statewide goyerning boards (roughly

score) and state coordinating boards with some regulatory pow-
ers (about equal in number to those with advisory functions)
could be said to belong to the delegated authority fOrm of organiza-.
tion, although only half a dozen of them have more than review add
advisory powers with respect to institutional budgets. So also does
the UniVersity Grants Commgsion of India and the UMversity Grants
Committee of Britain. Legally, the British UGC is an advisory
body, but it allocates grants to universities and gives them "guid-
ance" with respect tb- develogment and expenditures:De facto,
therefore, it exercises delegated authority, including the key power
of resource allocation.

This choice, among the bureaucratic, advisory and delegated
authority models is, in principal, the same _as is faced in many
fields of government. Essentially, it is whether to deaf with opera-
tions at arm's length; and, if so, how long the arm should be.

The, bureaucratic forth is characterized by what Burton Clatk
and Ted Youn call "complete governmental embrace."2 It deal§
directly with operations in the. field of higher education. Both the
advisory and delegated authority forms of Organization may oper-
ate as if with arms of varying length. In the case of the advisory
model, no responsibility is_ forfeited by the government; it seeks
advice but makes ail the major decisions itself. In some examples'._
of the delegated authority form, the government keally does leave

'the task, and the respoasibility, with its appointed agency. The
government surrenders some of its sovereignty, although never
for, an indefinite periocE of time. There are 'instances, however, ,
when it is extremely difficult to distinguish between an agency
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with delegated authority and a government department: they may

behaire in much the same way.
. Arguments in favor of the bureaucratic model are that it pro-
vides for the possibility of close control, and more complete inte-

: gration of the system, and it allows the legislators to have a greater

sense that they are discharging their responsibility to the ptihlic..

Sam Smith and .Hugh Arnold suggest that it has the added ad-
vantage of prOviding for direct communication between IHEs and

government:

. . . we- suggest that the most critical structural attribute

of the government-university communication or interac-
tion mechanism is the opportunity for direct, non-filtered
communication. We baldly reject government-created-
and-owned universities' council or commission mecha-
nisms and propose instead provincial legislation that
necessitates an annual contact between each university

in a' province and the appropriate agency of government.3

Arguments in- favor of either the advisory or the delegated
authority model, in preference to the bureaucratic, include these.

If (as,is often the case in a small jurisdiction) the bureaucracy
were lacking in expertise, the government could create a speCial-

ized agency with expert staff and an especially appropriate form
of organization. Or it might be that the advisory or delegated
authority form would be chosen because of an awarrehess by the
government of the need to draw on the views of the interested
communities. Another reason might be the desire of government
to shift, or seem to shift, responsibility to a nongovernmental body.

, The best reason would be belief (by government and the IHEs)

in the desirability of protecting institutional autonomy from:direct
political and bureaucratic interference. Hence the notion of the
"buffer."

advisory--patteramight he chosen over the bureaucratic or,

the delegated authority pattern because ,of the argument, which

makes a good deal of 'sense, that it is the more appropriate for
.planning because it is not engaged in da:'-to-day administration.

The advisory model might be,found to be preferable to that
characterized by delegated authority in, the case where the govern-
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Inent wants to keep, not delegate, authority. An example is to be
foundin the province of Ontario where, in 1972, an ad hoc Con17
mission- on Post-Secondary Education recommended that the ad-
visory Committee on University Affairs, which had been acting
as the. intermediary between the universities and the government
for some years, Should be replaced by a Council on University
Affairs with considerable executive authority'. The government
chose not to aceept that part of the recommendation which would
have delegated executive power to the new Council.

Whatever,the considerations and arguments in favor of . ene of
the three i,odels or some modification of one of them, the choice
rests with e government, for it has the power. Its decision will
be made on.1 e basis of a mixture of adthinistrative
factois. These ay favor an 'habitual goverimental style, e.g., the
use of national b ards in Sweden, or the centralization of authority-

he neiv adVisOry bodies. seem not to have di-
r's key role). And it is not unusual-for one.

for the university subsystem and another
ct or bureaucratic control) for the non-U

in Fran= (where
minished the Minis
model to be chosen
(probably closer to di
subsystem.

Writing in -1969, He:4y Mayo felt that, whatever the choice,
governmental control we u121-increase:-

The conclusion seems t me tO be inescapable. Govern-
ments will probd more a d more into university affairs,
before and after grantin them money. It will not be
long before legislatures or heir cOMmittees will,demand
an accounting; and the unt ersity budgets will be pub-

_
licly examined in some detail
Some may retort that the "b er" scheme of a university
grants committee May be considered as a possible pro.,
tection for universj,ty "autonomy." But this is to rely.
on 'a hutch of striV to give firotectlion from the hurri-
cane. If the grants committee;has had to give way to
Parliamentary scrutiny in the Ilnited Kingdom, it is not
likely to be resurrected and...0en itew life in Canada.
(This is not to say that it niaY not be tried-..-Old world
superstitions have a habit of'. springing up in the new
world.) 4

Assuming, for the moment, that a government chooses either

6
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the advisory or the delegated authority form of organization, there
are still many important questions tso be considered. Here are some:

Should the agency be eStablished by statute or by administrative
decision?

What should be its functions and powers?
Should it administer student aid? Research grants? Grants from

authoritres other than that to inch it reports'?
Should it be concerned with public IllEs only? Or private IHEsas well?
HoW should it be 'cornposed?' Of laymen? Academics? Heads of1HEs? Civil, servants? Jantes Perkins, speaking of the membershipof a coordinating agency,., nce made this perceptive observation:"To tht_extent that it is co cerned with university autonomy,. thecoordinating body will be ma e up of acadcmic personnel; to the..extent that it leans to public thority, politicians and state offi--dials will appear."3
Staffchairman or director ti'd other professionals: WhoAshould name thent? Should the aggitfy have its Own secretariat orshould it he served bY a secretariat s'efonded from government?What should'be the extent of openness? Should the agency'srecoriunendations or interim decisions 'Ike publislled?
To illustrate hoW one political Unit bealt With these questionsand chose among the postible alternativs over a period of a dec-ade, there follows in brief form the sto4 of the development ofcoordination of postseeondary education in Canada's province ofAlberta..

. -

Progressive Centralization in Alberta: A Cast History
In this record there is an entry for -almOstevery year in the pastten. Prior to 1966, there was in the prevince one provincial uni-versity with two_campuses, but with a single governing-be:ad. Itwas a monopoly. In addition, there were puplic and private junior

. colleges with their own governing bodies, ;Ind there were publictechnical and vocational training institutioni which were adminis-tered directly by the provincial Departmenti of Education.
In 19.66,_tlia one_ provincial -university--was -divided .:nte -two(later a third and a fourth were created) and at the same time anintermediary body of the delegated authority type, the Alberta

Universities Commission (composed of laymen), together with ,an
S,
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advisory Universities .Co-ordinating Council (composed of aca-

demics representing thc universities), were established. A year

later, a Provincial Board of Post-Secondary Education was.formed

in order to. advise the government regarding the organiiation and ^

coordination of nonuniversity institutions. After two year', it was

replaCed by an intermediary body much like that which had been

established in 1966 for the universities. This was called the

Alberta Colleges Commission and, like the Universities Commis-

sion, it was of the delegated authority pattern.
There was 'a 'ehange of government in 1971, and later in that

year the proVincial Department of Education was divided into two

departments: a Department of Education continuing to be con-

cerned with public elementary and secondary schooling, and -d

Department of Advance&Education which had jurisdiction over,

formal postsecondary, and also informal adult, education. In

1969 the previous government had !attuned an ad hoc inquiry

into education at all levels by a Comm.sion on Educational Plan-

ning. It reported in 1972; recommending that the Alberta Uni-

versities Commission and the Alberta Colleges Coinmission be

taken over by the prov:ncial Department of Advanced Education:

`Continued maintenance of thc Alberta Colleges crommOsion and

the AliSerta Universities Commissici. will only splinter and distort

the efforts of the Department of Advanced Etht.ation. It iS pro-

posed, therefore, that the two commissions be d;ssolved and-that

their responsibilities and employees be taken over by the Depart-

ment."
Consistent_with that recommendation, in 1973 the two com-

miSsions were dissolved and the coordination of hieller education

in Alberta was taken over oy the gov4rm11ent Department of

Advanced Eduaation. Not io.-4 after that, Carly in 1974, there was

a series of lectures on "The Politics of Higher Education" spon-.

sored by the University of Lethbridge. Walter- Worth, Deputy

Minister of the Depar40 nt of Advanced Education, spoke in the

series on "Prom Autonomy to System: A Provincial Perspective."

A few exceprts will reveal the thrust of his comments:

The DePartment of AdVanced Education is "the cul-

mination.of an evolutionary,process since World War It

in which we moved frorn an institutional through a sub7

system to a system focus ..."

I I 8
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. the pressure for change historically stems Om
the outside .."

". . the opportunity for nomy within higher edu-
Cation dims not seem to produce new services or curricu-

lar change, despite its potential benefit for intellectual
freedom of the facultji. Instead it seems to_ perpetuate

ritualism and privilege "
"Will.the eXercise:of the province's authority encroach

upon the autonomy of our four universities and six com-
munity Colleges? The answer is perhaps. . . . There is no
denying, howcArt..r, that we are faccd with the emergence

of a new ord:r of authority."
". . it ghould be possible to achieve the benefits:1 c.

both a Jilt) my and system."7
:!3k3

In 1975, the government 'departments of Advanced Education

and Manpower were merged. Also in ffiat year the process of
planning the integration of, the system of higher education in the
province reached the point where a draft. censolidated "Adult
Education Act". had been prep;,red. It was circulated widely for
discussion. :.Persons associated with nonuniversity IHEs and a
variety of other agencies and interest groups tended on the whitle

to be favorably inclined to the draft. However, reaction from the

univerSity community and from the Ivess was generally negaticre,

indeed in some instances fiercely negative, because 'it began 't',9

look to them as if system were to .supersede autonomy. A neW

man succeeded to the role of Minister of Advanced Education and

Manpower in 1975. With the endorsation of Cabinet, he withdrew,

the controvettial draft Aet, but Alberta Still has the fitireaucraic
v.7------model-ef-coonicontrol which it introduced in 1973.

IS this the direction in whicli most systems are likely to move?
'We have considered some of th-e. organizational choices Open to

government at three levels of coordination, and offered one Rita-
trative (though not representative) case history. Before mention-

ing some of the special problems faced by federal states aild offer-
ing some commeniz on the evaluation of coordinating agencies and
the adoption of foreign models, we must recognize the roles in
coordination of voluntary association-; within the higher education

community.

L
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Voluntary Collectivities

When power resides in the state and funds come from the state,
the state .establishes machinery for the exercise of its functions.
When this is the situation for- higher education, it frequentlYtoc -
curs to the affected groups that they would be wise to associate
. . . to create a forum and to compile sand share information; to

cooperate in joint projects; to try to influence the public and the
state agencies in their field to favor what they deem to be priorities,
i.e., to lobby; or to undertake themselves some of the coordinatiOn
they have reason to believe !he stat : will initiate irtheY do not.

Types of voluntary collectivities include:
Associations, councils or committees of IHEs or their executive

heads, e.g., .the West German Rectors' Conference- in the Federal
Repuhlit- of Germany, and the Council of OntariO Universities..
Sometimes these are made official advisors or agents of govern-
ment (could one say they are co-opted?), but the divided loyalty
of institutional heads (first to their own institutions,, second to the
c'ollectivity, third to the government) makes it difficult for them as
a group to deal with hard decisions affecting institutional members
(especially the larger ones). The Most sophisticated of these col-
lectivities have .their own secretariat, including research staff, but
the problem of divided loyalties, the reluctance to surrender
sovereignty, limits their effectiveness as coordinating bodies..

AssOciations or unions of teaching staff, e.g., in`Nigeria the
National Association of University Teachers, in the United States
the American Association of University Professors, in Canada the
Canadian Association' of University. Teachers. Such associations or
unions, are most likely, to be coterminous with the /range of the
governmental fiscal authority (the nation, the state', or the prov-
ince) when their -salaries are negotiated at that level rather than
at the institutipnal level.

Unions of. support staff, which are often affiliated with national
trade unions, e.g., the Ontario Public Se-tvice Employees Union
which represents the support staff in the colleges of applied arts
and technology-in the pluvince of Ontario.

Associations or unions of students. Examples here are the
Swedish National Union of Students (SFS), aad the Australian
Union of University Students.
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Associetons of institutions or their heads, imd of teaching staff,
are fikelji to he confined to the U or the non-U sector, whereas
unions of suppOrt-staff and of students are mon: often systemwide,
embracing both U and non-U sectors.

Speciill Problems in a Federal State

4' Most of us who live in federal states tend to be unaware of the
large number of societies which are so governed. They include, of
.course, the U.S.A., the Federal Republic of G:rmany, Mexico,
Brazil, Nigeria, India, Australia, Switzerland, and Canada. Even
Britain is flirting with a modified federal system. Some of the char-
acteristics of 'the complex federal way are noted here.

When the central government attempts to shape national policy
for higher education, it cannot ignore tile interests and jurisdiction
of the lbcal (state, provincial) governments;_ nor can a national
P-olity-be-irnplemented_without their cooperation. In* this connec-
tion, it is interesting to note ih-Ffederal-attempts to facilitate dia-
logue- between states and the federal governmentin West Ger-

- many since 1969, when the Council on Science and Education
(Nissenschaftsrat) was created, and la Canada, especially in 1974!
when in connectior . the renegoqation of federal-provinc:ai
fiscal relations, thc einment proposed a "forum" for
discusi:: with the provinces of' goals for her education. The
U.S. Education Commission of the States states' rather than
a federal government, initiative; bui it does iacilitate some coop-
eration.

Like the instithtional.members of voluntary collectivities, repre-
_

sentatives *of local govermiients have divided loyalty: first to the
local scene, second to the,national, the collectivity. Effective na-
tional.,initiatives may dePend on the surrendeo of some local sov-
ereigntywhich tends to be resisted.

So natibnal coordination and control of higher education is
complex and incomplete. It is most feasible in .those areas where
funds and constitution.d authority coincide, bin is still possible Ly
negotiation in areas fo: which federal hinds are available, even if
the constitution stipulates local jurisdiction.
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Evaluating Coordinating Agencies

,- :When it coMps, to valuating coordinating agencies, it is not a
question oi whet er Coordination and control are necessary but

, Taber of whether a particular arrangement for theSe purposes is

Suited to, and wisely;'sensitively and effectively administered in,

la parCcular setting. .
A r articular arrangement will bc successful if it helps to achieve

the gc als of the interested parties (thiefly governments and the
IHEcila the system) at a price theyN

are willing to pay. Such goals

include adequacy of financial support for IHEs, clear lines of
authority, efficiency, accountability to the public,' articuiStion and
rationalizatiorr Of the system, planning and facilitation oP develop-'

raent, and interpretation of the ebjectives of the interested parties
to 'each other:

Regarding price '(in terms more fundarnenzal than financial

costs), the more control is exercised by the government the less
antoncmy is left to institutions. (.though some, e.g., Walter ,Worths 't-- ,

and Ernet boyer,9 argne,that system assure; autonomy). The
. .

questions then are: .

How, finch control must goVernment cxercisit in order tha't it
!nay 'assure the people that ,the pnblic interest is being served?
0...How much autonomy must an IHE ictain in order that it .may
play its proper roles? Enough to a:stire academie freedom?

The 'result it, °any onc time will be an 'unstable equilibriuma
,

r,

. . balance of:the forces of authority und autonomy-L'ana'Success will
depend to 'a lame extent on the quality of clic people in leadership

-

roles.

I.
Models for Export?

'Some models of arrang( ments for coordination have had such
sucdess at home /hat they h'ave been wirdely achipted elsewhere.
This lias .been true of thc U.S: statewide coordinating, board.'It
has beenevin more true of the British .University Grants Com-

.1 mince. Indeed I 'sometimes wonder whether there is not %Oar find

might'call a UGC cult.. In Canada, too, w,e ten'd to 'coPy from elach

other. The Universiiics Grants Commission of the province or.
, .

-

>1. 9 . 1
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Manitoba, a UGC-,type, body-, has provided the pattern followed by
most of the western proVinces.

-We ha ve much to learn from each other, but every society is
different and, consequently, a most critical approach to the adop-
tion of other peoples' Models seems appropriate.
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HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEMS:
SOME SOCIAL IMPERATIVES

Francis X. Sutton

A system of higher education is significant for the society in which
it occurs from two broad and interrelated points of view: the point
of, view of the society in which the system exists, and-The point of
view of individual fulfillment or opportunity. The latter becomes c
kind Of ultimate imperative because it involves the degree to which
the system makes possible indiVidual opportunity or fulfillment,
quite withOut.regard to the larger significance in the social syStem
of such fulfillment or Opportunity.

At, the International Associatior of Universities meeting in
Moscow last-summer, nothing impressed me more than the differ-
ence in the weights of these two points of view, betwr,en Eastern

-Europe and Western Europe, between the socialist countries and
the western countries. It showed up most clearly in discussion of-.
manpower planning ,and its relevance to decision making in a
higher education sysiem. The difference was so striking that there
was rather .poOr und.mstanding betvieen east and west on these
issues. I remember a Hungarian piesenting a very finely iii-fiedN
system in which they were going to be a few lawyers short, but \-
hardly anything else would come out wrong, in the total system.
He was then followed by a. Dutch rector, who despaired of any
Correspondence between the output of universities in Holland and
the manpower demands of the society, and went on to discuss
other functions of higher eduCation. Such statements accumulated
until a rather pedantic fellow, from Rostock I believe, thought
there was a failure of understanding on technical points; he of-
fered "information," as he put it, on how you conducted man;
power planning. I took all this to be evidence of, a really funda,
Mental difference in cbnceptions of the purposes of a higher edu-
cational system.

My main focus is on the soCial system point a view and its
implications for the functions of systems of higher education. First

117
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are selection and supply functions and then, of course, the,research

function. Also, there is something that I will call the integrativ'e

function, and finally the service function although where it fits in

the taxonomy is not totally clear.

Selection and Supply

First as to the supply and selection function. As Lyman Glenny

noted, dissatisfaction with manpower planning is today virtually

universal. This contrasts starkly with the enthusiasm for it 15

years ago in relation tO the developing conntries when Eric Ashby

and -others urged that the development of higher education sys=

tems be based on clear-cut manpower demands. Now, according

to Mark Blaug, one finds complete disillusionment with the man-

power planning that has been carried out.
In my view the ,change has gone too far. There is a kind of

perfectionist criticism -that has demanded too much precision and

led to throwing out indispensable guides. Judgments of scale occur

everywhere, and Must be made somehow. Somctimcs gross orders

of magnitude become very important for planning. For cxample,

in some recent years in the United States, we have turned otn: as

many as 1,300 Ph.D:s in niathematics-while' life fOieceable de-

rnand, according to the mathematicians, is no more than 400 or

500 a year. When such gross disparities turn up, it does seem

prudent to try to (10 something about them, and this requires some

sense Of the manpower, demand. Incidentally, one of the striking

differences that one sees between the Soviet and Western systems

is the extraordinary enthusgarm for mathematics' in the Soviet

Union. There the'allocatiOn of university places is not by student

demand, but by judgments of the national need kr the training

in the various fields.. Some of thc results are astonishing from our

point of view. I was told last r:.!nmer at the University of Lenin-

grad that they intended to adinit 500 people in mathematics that

fall and, I think, 60 in history, with of coursc enormous disparities.

between the number of applicants per place in those ,two broad

fields.
Whatever the character Of thc system it must have, some kind

of relevance to the manpower needs of the society, though not

necessarily, in specific professional respects.

f 1
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Related to this is the importance of the general quality of peo-
ple trained through higher education, an element in the selection
function characterized until relatively recently by the concern for
liberal education as a background for managerial functions in
public administration and related fields. Universities and higher

"----education systems are a way of selecting talent for a whole range
of poiitions_in a society where subsequent means of selection have
.all kinds or imperfectioms. The use of parts of universities or spe-

: cializdd'agencies in higher-education as a means of selecting peo-
ple for public service or corporations is,00f course, a very familiar
sort of thing and a social device with o6iious merit both from an
equity point of view and as a means of assuring gond-performance.

One.sees distressing situations around the world where the peo-
ple just are not good enough, where at the top of the system that
superior quality or performance so essential to coping with the
modem world is lacking. 1 knOw of a couple of African countries,
for example, that do not have an economist sufficiently competent
in monetary problems to advise on when they .should devaluate,
or how they should tie themselves to some other currency. Such
questions are inescapable in the modern world, and require a se-
lection arrangement which assures that people with superior quali-
fications, whether sPecialized or generalized, get up to the top of
the system. Some higher edue4tion systems in the world serve this
function very well, and the content of what people learn in the
system may be less iMportant 'than that the selection be rigorous.
and ;ood.

There is now a great deal of pressure against the maintenance
of such selection. Some countries are bedeviled by the fact. that
they dare not make any rigorous selection at all, and consequently
have completely indismiminate public hiring of university gradu-
ates irrespective of the quality of their performance in their uni-
versity careers. Countries like Indomia or the Sudan are plagued
bi this phenomenon; selection by t lent must be subsequent to
ent4 into public service bccause thç university does not perform
a useful selection function. By co trast, the grandes ecoles in
France constitute one of the world's test systems for making sure
that the people who get a clear tracl. to the top are intellectually
superior. Even the cadres, now mile criticized, seem to me an-
other defensible effort based upon t1ie presumption that delicate
levels of selection are needed for the ighest levels of performance
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in the management of a complicated modern society. Finally, .

although the selection function of a university is very important
in many soCieties, it.is not something that the higher education
system can maintain by itself, as it must obviouSly have eoopera-
tion on the part of lairing agencies to be effective.

Research

My remarks about the research function will be limited because it
has already prompted much discussion in the seminar, and is un-
questionably an important function in modern society. It differs
significantly by the scale of the society in which the university
system exists and by its level Of development. There is a tremen-:
dous amount of talk now about the need for developing countries
to have better scientific and technological capacities. Related to
this is a kind of international ideology according to which the rich
countries maintain their advantages chiefly through knowledge,
and the developing countries are being held back because there is

imperfect transfer .of scientific -and technological competences.
This is, of course, ideological exaggeration, but it raises interesting
questions as to the reseafch function, or, more broadly, the scien-

tific function of universities in developing socidties.

Integrative Function

- .

It is in connection with.the integrative function of higher education
that one sees the social system iMplications of questions of indi-
vidual opportunity and fulfillment. My own judgment is that every
sociay probably has a bigger and more expensive system of higher
edocation than it ought to have, in some rational sense, either in
actuality or in prospect. It is now coMrnonplace to denounce the
excesSive development of higher education in te poor countries.
In my view this is uselPls rhetoric aS all these systems are bound
to be somewhat bigge- than they ,ought to be from a manpower
point of view, and possibly also from the research point of view.
However, one must look at this ,matter of scale from the point of
vie,* of the integrative functins of higher education systems. By
:integrative I mean in the first place that university experience does
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something other than train people in, specialized. knowledge. As
Burton Clark remarked, the fact Of being a college graduate as
distinttyroin a high school, graduate is an extremely important so-
cial variable in the United States. h is even more imPortant in
:other societies where graduate status is inescapably noted: and
prized, so that restricting access to such highly prized statuS can

.Produce very severe tensions in the society.
The integrative functionS,of higher education also connect.with

problems of national identhY. There is a sense in which univer-
'skies mtist.becomecathedrals of the national culture; and the role
of these institutions in exposing people to the national culture is
something of consequence. As someone who for a ntimber ofyears
:has hired. people to go overseas, I know that4e worst prospects
are those With children in thelupper classes of hrgh school or their
first years of university. People want:their 'Children to-be at home.
in that period, a desire that has_to.I4o. *with the transition from
yoUth to adulthood. It also hat., somethingto do with the national
identity function of the school sYstern.,4%.

Unresolved Functions

Several other points could be made \on all the functions of higher
education. Arnorig these the political function should not be ig-
nored, and the,. political importance of universities is greatin. all
sorts of societies, typically more so in states other than the United
States. Also, we need to judge how Much sheer dissenSion and
division a society can bear. ThiS fact is very important for Societies
that cannot hove to have universal ac 'ss to higher education.
Many will be left out, and one has to cons.der the meaning of that
exclusion for the integration- of society. Even in very affluent
societies, this 'can be a serious problem as can involve a signifi-
cant fraction of the population that has, as it were, opted out from
the main track, say to beceme Wallace, vote s and emphasize the
good life with the barbecue in the backya d and none of this
nonsense abott keeping up with The New Y :lc Times.] That sort
of adjustment can happen on a class basis or on some other ba'sis.

In any case it is a very important consideration to bear in mind
in connection with the integrative functions of higher education.

Finally, what are the cost-benefit implications of all this? If one
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accepts ak reabstic the assumption that.. higher educati9n_systems
are alwayslOing to be relatively large in relation to-tizeir ojiWiral

size on manpower or other clehr functional grounds, then one
must ask how large dare they be without damaging other,fuliction
in society. This very serious question, especially for poor coun- \
tries, calls for better guidance than we now have on the relation- \
shifiof the cOsi of university education to GNP fier head, although
this, I fear, may net result in a very defensible ideblogy. It is
embarrassing to think of the scales that external experts pro-'
pose to some countries for their educational systems. For exam*,
'how can Tanzania justify a university or university system -With
more than, say, 6,600 students in it? Even that promises to pro-
duce an excess of university graduates at great cost to a poor
eountry with some 1,4 or 15 million people. And yet Verniont, a
state of only 40,0,000 people, haS a university tliat big, and there
are other universities in that state. So, it is embarrassing, but still
I fear we cannot avoid raising cost considerations.

Clearly a great deal more research must be undertaken before
defensible judgments can be made on the optimum size,of higher
education systems in countries at different stages of development,
judgments which strike the right balance between- demands for
individual fulfillment and thc imperatives of the social system.



SYSTEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

John W. Nasci;n

: J

The surge in recent-years from.elite to mass higher education has
disrupted traditional patterns .on both sides of- the Atlantic. The
impact of the new studentsnew in numbers and new in diversity
of backgrounds, needs and expectationson systems relatively in-

flexible in program and design has created the problems and
agonies which both developed, and developing ntions face. In the
United States the trend is away from the institonal individualism
of the past toward -Jener Coordination and control. In many
European countries the more tightly centralized_systems are mov-

ing toward greatet decentralization, although the relatively decen-
tralized system in 3ermany is shifting in the opposite direction.
The need for flexibl'ity points -to decentralization; the .demand for ;
aCcountability leads ,to more central control. The problems and
-tensions are probably greater in Europe where .the explosion in
eniollments, though numerically smaller than in the United States,

has been . greater in percentage terms and where deeply rooted
traditional patterns of education have made accOmmodation to the

changed demands of the past two decades more. difficult.
-The countries represented by the participants in the seminar .

. covered a bewildering range. of- systems coordination and control

or .of noncoordination. France with a national Office of the Sec-
retary of State fin- the. Universities, and- Germany with a federal
system, are eZamples of strong bureaucratic systems combined with

:considerable faculty autonomy respecting staff and curricula. Both

are struggling with mixed success to bring about more effective
participation in decisions by presidents,. faculty and. students, and
greater-diversity of programs. Poland, perhaps less'rigid thaft other

. 'East European sOcialist,..states, lias a state-controlled educational
system in which the goals are clearly defined by .an ideology in-
volving service to the state as well as intelleCtual groWth and

'scholarship.
Sweden would appear to occupy, a middle ground.. The reforms

1 A
12,
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contemplated in the 1975 legislation allow for several levels of
coordination and autonomy. While it remains to be seen how
influential the six regional bureaus will become, their control 'over
allocation of some funds for higher education and potential influ-
ence over educational decisions constitute an attempt to4ecentral--
ize in part What:has been a highly centralized system.

The United States exhibits the whole spectrum of coordination
short of Unitary,federal control. Beginning with independent and
autonomous institutions, the."system" now, includes loose and vol-
untary associations -organized arOund types of institution or re-
gional concerns, religious affiliations or common purposes; stpte
coordinating boards for public and private institutions, with ad-
visory functions Ohly, but functions which can in certain circum-
stances border on constraint; statewide governing boards for -all'
public institutions or -for one type of institution sudh "as senior
universities or community colleges; and single state systems sueh

as SUNY with its 74 campus units.
In Canada each province provides sOme coordination of higher;

education, the degree-of coordination .varying almost as much as
in the United Statei, in Spite of the fact that the federal govern-
ment.pays Over half of the cost of Postsecondary education. ",

At the other extreme are countries such aS Iran Where e'ach
national university is responsible to its o*n governing bOard
(composed of certain ex-officio memters such as the Minister of
Science and Education, and members appointed by the Shah in-
cluding a few laymenusually wealthy, donors). Such coordina-
tion as exists is facilitated by the personal, interest and influence
of the monarch and from an annual conference of representatives

of both, higher and secondary education.
With the exCeption of Peru, 'Patin American countries exhibit -

little coordination4 Although state supported (with the exception
Of a handful of private institutions); Latin American universities
have a long tradition of institutional autonomy. Associations of
universities are beginning to provide platforms for tbe discussion
of ccinmon concerns and the comlation of programs; but such
coOrdination as exists is informal rather than formal, political
raiher than constitutional. The one exception is..Peru when the
Pertivian Association of:Universities, itself antonomous, exercises
anthority over its members with respect to various programs. ,

From this diversity it is obvious that every system of higher

.1 .
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education is, in important respects, a reflection of the social, eco-
nomiC, poh ical and cultural milieu in which it oper:tes. National
traditions udes :shape its character. The socialist philos-,,

ophy of Po lan etermines the high emphasis onr,civic responsi-
bility nf the Nish system. The federal nature, of Germany and the
United States set limits on unitary control. The strong emphasis
on individnalism in the American political scene led to the origi-
nal proliferation of independent inititutions. German respect for
constitutional and legal authority and regulations is a cultural and
political factor which any changes in the Gerthan educational sys-
tem must take into account. Coordination is the product of mord
than formal agencies. It depends on the role of political partieS;
of the Monarchy (Iran); of the courts (Germany and increasingly

in the United States); of extra-governmental agencies and associa-

tions (such as unions and professional sodieties); of the degree
of participation of administrators, faculty and students; of the
training and outlook of the bureaucratic stal exercising poWer of
decision in, executive offices,. in legislative halls, in coordinating
and regulatory. bodies. All these in 'turn are shaped by the cultural
context and history of the country.

Objectives of Systems ,;

A few examples will illustrate the point. Higher education ha-s an
integrative function in terms of -transmitting and nurturing a sense

of national values and heritage.,It confers social status in nddition
to Orindeed quite apart from greater intellectual competence. And
this sociat status will vary with the national Context. Take man-

power, needSto be coLsidered in mord detail anon. Sharp dif-
ferences emerge between Eastern and Western Europe. One nine-.

. tion of postsecondary education is to provide the cadres nicessary
to maintain and improve the national well-being. The thrndes
EColes ofilFrance do an effective job in guaranteeing profes 'or al

and civil service positions for virtually all their graduates... Sqnie
developing countries, on the other hand, must calculate very c re=

fully the relative costs in total social benefits of higher educa On
in. relation to other social needs.

HoW effective are systems in dealing with the, problems
fade? In countries like the United States which are moving towa d
greater coordination and control, hive-, clear objectives ase-to-creatd,
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.order out of near chaos and to provide qualitatively and quanti-
tatively the most education for the money available. -rids becomes
particularly important in a period of steady or declining resources
for higher education, which, at least at the state level, is a poor
third on the list of US. social services-The problems Created by:
more coordination and control are how tb _proteet fnstitutional
autonomy within the system, how to maintain mininial diversity,
and how to encourage innovation.

Theory vs Practice

Again and again 'in the seminar the distinction was emphasized
between myth and reality, between the theory of coordination and
control and the way it operates in actual practice. In theory, a
state ,university system such as, SUNY is a hierarchy composed of
diverse Units with overall central control and statewide planning.
In actuality decisions are made at different levels according to the
nature of the issues, with local institutions retaining primary au-
thority over curriculum and:faculty appointments while the chan-
cellor's office decides such matters as budgets, enrollment levels,
future projectionS, and building programs. One-year budgets and
short:term pressures make nieless .most efforts by the central of-
fice at long-term planning. In most states, the public colleges and
universities submit budget estimates for review by the agency-for

.. higher education for the state. This agency in turn submits its
.recommendations to the, governor's office Or budget office which
in turn makes recommendations to the legiilature..The legislature
takes action after its educational committee staffs have reviewed
the figures. This progress leaves much room tor political interven-
tion in reaching the final decision; and while the technicians have
great influence at each of the stages,' personal and political con:
nection and influence may have even more. The heads of univer-
;sides and systems are turning to political lobbying in the governor's
office and the legislaturewhich is' precisely what the coordinating
agent), was supposed to preVent.

In Europe on the other hand, the effectiveness of the educational
system is (or should be) judged in part on the degree, of flexibility
and /responsiveness it introduces intO the traditional framework.
How well &es it allow higher edueation to adjust to the growing
demand not only for postsecondary education.for More and diverse
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/'individuals, but also for a wider range of programs and--greater
freedoni in hoosing among them? Here, too,/ there are discrep-
ancies.betw d myth and reality. Laws reforming the structnre and-
operations f higher education in France, Germany, Belgium,
Sweden,and elsewherelaws enacted as a result ol. the tumultuous

., demands OP. the 1960shave brought about change. There is more
participation in making decisiOns in France. The allocation of
funds is more explicit than it was. In Germany the paths to post-
secondary education are less narrow and tightly ccintrolled than
they were. In Germany, .however, the existing legal structure and
th e position of the universh s within it have preventedrthe devel-'
opine,* of new structures o cope with new demands, and the

-problem of numerus clausus is a nightmare to the system. In
France the Council of Presidents, nonexistent before 1968, was
formed shortly after that date and has become more and more
influential; but. traditional prerogatives of senior faculty, political
considerations, lack of sufficient data and lack of adequate funds
combine to thwart many of the desired reforms.

One measure/ of the effectiveness of educational syitems is their
capacity to allow for and indeed to encourageinnovation. Change
for its own sake has little to recommend it, as one participant in-
the seminar vigorously argued. But changing student demands and
changing-social conditions require nontraditional responses. The
replacement of senior professor.; is a case in point.. In France

: senior professors m.aintain a firm hold over senior appointments
through traditional machinery by which a committee of academic

_

specialists in the discipline recommends the appointment .of Pro-
fessor X who, with the subsequent approval (largely formal) of
the University Council, is then appointed by the Minister of 'Edu-
cation. In Germany the Minister normally apPoints one of the
three candidates recommended by 'the university, although he is
free to name a fourth outside tilt recommended list and recently

l' has done so. This, liowever, is rare. Changes in the number and
discipline of senior professors can be made only by action of the

. budget committees and state ministries of education in allocating
funds. Relative to the American system, where administration has
more freedom in 'appointments, it is a cumbersome process for
bringing about change. .

The crean of new institutions is another example. All systems
maintain in some kind of precarious tension the demands of stu-

j 4
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dents for courses and proems, faculty convictions of preferenees
for what should be taught, and the 'expectations . of the society
which supports the whole enterprise. At different times and in
different countries one or another of these forces will predominate.

In recent years, for example, student demands have been a major
factor in changing the curriculum in the United States. In England

what faculty, are prepared to teach*is still the decisive Iroice. In
Poland and other Eastern European countries demands and expec- .

tations of the State or of the Party dominate.
Another condition of the effectiveness of educational syptems is

the degree to which its goals are deal and its structure understood.
It was suggested that a Major weakness of all Western education
wis the lack of clarity regarding goals and the ainbivalence be-
tween formally stated goala and the goals that emerge from actual
Operations a.nd decisions. Goals, it was suggested, cannot be
proved. They are convictions intuitively arrived at. Coordinating
agencies have a rcal and importariqunction in making those pur-
poies clear. And so also with structure:. One criterion for appraising

a systern-is the extent to which it is well articulated and the articu-
lation lin erstood. Too great a discrepancy between myth and
reality is isastrous.

Valtie 01 Comparative &tidies

one ide of the Atlanrc is mo4toward tighter coordination
and th other toward a 1 5oser and more flexible system, are there

any g neraliptions to het drawn from comparative studies in

higherj educatiOn? 'Several* emerged from the seminar discussions.

1) JAs 'already noted, educational systems are colored and

shape by the cultur'al context in which they develop. We can,
there4ore, expect -no uniformity among the sytems which will
embciy common goals and copcems in different national forms.
Whil we cad learn from one aniother, we must be sensitive to the

dan r of tr5ring to export one country's model into an,\allen

: situ hon. ..- , -

2) International comparatiVeAdies in education are more an
.-

a...a:than a science. They need and deseiie a great deal more attdh-

tion than they have so far been accordell, and there are litany
methods for investigating similarities and diffetences. The seminar
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spent'one entire sessimi on the subject:- reviewing studies aiready
made And debating the merits of different methodologies. The need

for appropriate projections, for concdpt-guided and problem
oriented approaches, for careful analytic' frameworks was noted,

as wgs also the unc9mfortable fact that comparative educational

studies as yet have no rec§ssnized disciplinary hopie. One conclu-
sion to thich all agreed was the 'need for more empirical data.

, The OECD'has made significant,contributions in the past 15 years

to a better understanding# both secondary and tertiary education.
The time has come, .however, for a frontal attack on higher edu-
cation, and for that wes need more data, more information, more

funding, and more precise measures of effectiveness.

3) People are more important than systems. The best structure
for cooriiination will not work if the people managing it are in-
adequate. The worst system will 'Suffice if it is run IN first-raM
people. The value of the -system, in short, depends on the ability
and intentions of those who administer, it.

4) Ivlany criteria can and should be used in evaluating an edu-
cational systemits goals, its structure, its flexibility in encourag-
ing'innovation, its external relations, its governance. Participants

agreed that its capacity for self-evaluation should be high on the
list. A candid appraisal of one's own performance is a major guar- '
antee of the health and viabildy of the system.

5)' And finally, in the modern world, some coordination of
highor education,'indeed of all edutation, is inevitable. The expan-

Sion in numbers of postsecondary studentS and the diversity' of
educational demandsin short, the pressure of social justice for
greater'educational opportunity--create the need for hroad social
Controls. So alSt do the need te*allocate limited funds so as, to
maximize the.results and 'the need to re ruit the best talent f6r
service to society. Accountability endils ome form of supervision,
whichin turn requires some agency o mechanism apart from the

institutions held accountg.ble. NT$, hen gher education was genu-
inely ,higher or at least when it was;restrieted to a limited elite,
universities could be left largely to their, own devices with lipited

control by outside governing boar& ,or:,Alinistries of Education.

. The bureauciacy of coordinating agencies and state offices of con-

trol may b 'obnoxibus.and frustrating. Nevertheless, such agencies
ng, inevitable and necessary part fbf our educationalare a gro

systems.
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EDUCATION AND THE -WORLD OF '
WORNAN ANALYTICAL SR:ETCH

Clark Kerr

My comments focus on three general questions: What is the fun-
damental source of out current problerns? Is there such a thing as
the youth problem? If there is, what might be its possiMe solutions?

On the first question, I believe that our current problems stern
from the basic change in the economic structure bi industrial so-
ciety with the heavy dependence of economic structure on the
neW technology. With the new technology has come a system of
management' which makes most people into employees, subject
to the rules of others.
. Going beyond the economic structure but associated with it are

two crucial factors: the increasing longevity of the population and. the enlarging roletof the media. Longevity isa result of the new
economic syStem, and has fundamentai iniplications in sociological
ahd psycholôcal terms quite beyond the economic. But from an
economic point of view, longeVity has at lest.these impacts. First,

.it-plys people to invest a lot more in 'their human capital. They
have a much longer payoff perio,l, ihan when the average person's'
life expectancy, was 35 years. Whqn one's working life can be 45
or 50 years, the payoff period is very long, and' it pays to invest
a great deal more'in our human productive capital. It also pays
to invest much more in what the economists call a durable con-
sumer good. That usually Means stich things as refrigerators, bin
the individual has within him durable consumer goods in suoh
ways as appreciation of muSic, art, and literature. These two con-
siderations have, of course, big impacts on education. If you are
going to be living a king time, the choice of your life-style-and
occupation is a much more important choice than if you have only
a short period to look forward to. li,mce ti.e importance of
longevity.

Turning to the media, Daniel Lerner's The. Passing of-Tradi-
tional Society, which essentially discusses six Middle East coun-

8
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tries, categorizes people as traditional, transitional, or modern on

the basis of their reliance upon the mass media to gain their
knowledge and expectations of life. Bringing in radio communica-

tion even ;before there are' newspapers makes an impact upon
people's lives that is'fundamental. However, the role of the media

and the impact of longevity are still subsidiaiy to economic struc-

ture in determining what happens in the world of work..
'In analyzing the world of work, I set five mainstreams of life.

The new industrial system changes the proportions of people in
these different streams, changes the, content of them, and creates
new.ones. People can cross over from one stream to another, but
there are siilne people who* live in one stream all their lives. Four

_strewth are preindustrial, but today take somewhat new. ;ormS.

The first preindustrial stream of life includes established occu-
pations entered 'through one's family: fanning, the crafts, and .the

anciew professions of medicine, law, and theology. People typi-
cally entered these occupations as apprentices to their father or
another relative. As late as 1870 about 80 percent of AMericans

were in that strearn of life, and today the number is still about

20 percent. In most of these occdpations formal education how- -

ever_ is now mite important than formerly.

, The second preindustrial stream is the stream of the aiistocracy,

a stream based not upon occupation but upon wealth: That stream
continues and probably with more people in it, although the chain

gets broken more rapidly with inheritance taxes and the like.

fa the aristocratic stream, one's life pattern is determined by
inherited wealth radier than by inherited occupation'.

'The third stream is that of stractureless employment. In it
pekole are not committed ,to one employer or to one job. The
craftsman is committcd to one job and the industrial worker to

one emplwer, although he may do many different tasks for that

employer. For' those in structureles employmentand there are
manylife is not organized around a single occupation or single
employer. Whereas "iimne time ago these were the many people
who, did odd jobs in rural communities, now this structureless
employment is largely urban. It involves the people who work in

restaurants, in car washes, and in gas stations. They go from one

ype of work to another; from one employer to another. They

tend to be lo.w7skilled, high-mobility people, and there are sub-
.

stantial numbers of them.
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The fourth stream, the culture of poverty, used to involve
mainly the subsistence farmer, of whom we still have some in the
United States. Now subsistence livieg tends to take place either
on public or private welfarethe public welfare through all kinds
of 'relief; the private welfare through the family supporting the
young person in the culture of poverty. Some people now chcose
the cultur e. of poverty voluntarily because they want it, but many
more are propelled into it by industrial society. Today in the
United States we have a third generation of young people in a
culture of poverty:, Their" families have been in this culture of.
poverty, and they too are in it. Partly it is because the jobs that
many such people used to have_have been abolished in the indus-
trial system. Instead of newspaper boys, a machine dispenses pa-
pers. People selling flowers on street corners or.people vsning
elevators have disappeared or arc diSappearing. We have abol-
ished Many'OccuPations which Used to absorb people of low abil-
ity, either physical or mental. We not only abolished their jobs
with machinery, but also in part by the high standard of minimum
wages. We can no longer afford to pay people to do these kinds
of Work.

On top of these four preindustrial streams, each of them now
changed somewhat, there is a fifth, the industrial stream with its
established new occupations, whether private or ppblic. One enters
is no:. out of inherited Occupation or inherited wealth or from tne
lack of such inheritance (the structureless seement) or from .the
eUlture of poVerty. One enters it through school and competition.
For the first time in the history of our planet a very large number
of people get into their stream.ef life predominantly throuth edu-
cation and competition within it. This has created three basic
problems.

-Basic Problems Caused by.Education
-

The first Of these is that in developing the industrial' system we,
have bue in excessive rigidities. The Webbs wrote, with .great
approval and fervor, about .the eStablishment of the -common
rule." Put into effect by employers, trade unions, and government,
it was considered a great thing because it eliminated prejudice and
the traditic.nal personal way of running society on the basis of
preferment and.discrimination.

i 4
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Developing the "commin rule" was a great theme of reform in
the last century, but now may bring rigidities which handicap '

society. We have lost the flexibility Characteristic of more primi-
tive societies, rand to some extent of agricultural society today,
where each day you decide what to do that day, depending on the
weather, the season of the year, yourinclinations, and so forth.
In industrial society this is not possible-because we have put every-
thing under rigid rules,,and this has had a very big impact upon
Youth.

ThpJiasin g of education, of work and leisure is subject to of
roduct of these rigidities. With respect to formal education,

we start with none at alt for the young child. Then all of a sudden
we put him into full-time formal schooling for a certain period of
his life, and then drop it altogether again. Formal education as
the focus of a person's life goes from zero to essentially 100 per-.
cent to zero again. Then comes work. All of a,sudden, we tell
people "you are now going into work," and they then are im-
mersed in work until at a certain age they are out of it 100 per-
cent. It is a traumatic experience, both going in and getting out.
Now in more primitive societies and in agricultural society today,
you keep on working as long-as you can, less per day, but you
still keep working.

Leisure is another element in the pattern. The preschool child
can be said to have a great deal of leisure. Then you put him in
school and reduce the leisure to a lower level, and then into work -

and reduce it still more. When all of a sudden you retire, it is, as
_with the preschooler, full-time leisure again. Thes:: changes hap-
pen to people' in a single day, in 24 hours. In terms of earnings
(not income) we start people out with nothing at all. We then all
of a sudden give them earnings, generally increasing thesel through
-seniority or skill, and then all of a sudden- we drop their eiEnings
again to zero.

To summarize, I. would therefore say that the first basic prob-
lem for ,the people Who are in the industrial stream in society is
that a variety of forces, including government, employers, and
trade unions, create various kinds of rigid tules and patterns and
that these rigidities then come to govern people's lives.

The second,basic prc,blem, which is closely related,to the iirst,
is the fact that as compared with preindustrial society, we have
two extremely difficult transitions built into industrial life. One is

1 4
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the transition trom school to work, and the second, which can be
just as difficult, is the traithition out of work and into full-Sime
leisure again at the end of life. These are tWo very traumatie,
experiences of youth and age:.

The third basic prOblem in this fifth industrial stream is that to
do well you have to have an institution watching out and-caring
for you. The people inside the "care system" are very well taken
care. of, compared with anybody in past history. If you get inside
General Mt:dors or inside the University of California, for example,
somebody is looking outtaking care of your health, providing
you your income, and so on. Those left outside are in a mily
difficult' situation, especially the youtb.

Institutional Coverage in the industrial stream is inadequate for
youth as nobOdy, has a residual responsibility, for it. The family
and the school watch out for Children and adolescents, hut then
there is a largely uhcovered Period. Then one goes into the cor-
poration or trade union, or government agency. When one comes

-.out again, he Or she may be covered by some form of income,
usually depending, in the U.S. system, uppn the employer, not the
government; but nobody is watching out for onc as a total human
beilg. So I would say that our industrial stream has these three
basic problems to it: the rigidity of the rules, the difficult transition
points, and the inadequate institutional coverage at some points
in life.

Problems of YOuth

. In ifiscussing the problems of youth and employment, I have a
question about terminology. The 'word youth, does not 'seem ex-
actly appropriate, or do the traditional terms of ChildhOod,

'adolescence and adulthood. I think we are seeing the development
of an in-betiveen,stage for which I suegest as a possible name the
one used by John R. Gillis in his study, Youth and History, namely
"young adulthood." It suggests an in-between period which is dif-
ferent from adolescence and adulthood and for which the term
youth does not fit because' it carrics the impression Of being young
and.not in charge of oneself. When we are talking about young
adults, in the sense that they have responsibility for themselves,
I :wonder if we do not need a term which is different from the

1 4 2
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-concept of youth and more in the direction of ,"you adultho d."

On my second point: the problem of youth. irst, 1, do not th

one can talk about "Phe youth problem" becattleit.nipkes a maor
difference which of my five streams a youhg p rson i int:, to t4lk

about youth in toto ignores basic factors; such zs whiOP.stream i is

the Person in and to what stream doeslie want o go.1
SeConfl, and related to the first, the nature f youth Proble s

depends on the characteristic& by whieh one defi es yohng pers ns
and the different cells into which one puts th m. One way of
looking at people is by age. If you take .16- tc 24-year-olds, in
1970 the chance of a 16-year-old being unem loyed ,was 14.5
percent and of a 24-year-bld, 5.2 percent. So ea4h year thke an
enormous difference. To talk about the 16 to 2I age group can
obscure major differences within it. /

If one looks at youth and employment-from thet pj oint of iiiew of

education, in 1973 those with less than 12 years f educaticin had

a 15 percent unemployment rate, those with 14i yearS or more

under. 5 perceht. Race is another important factor in the United

States: in 1970 white unemployment for ages 16. to 24 was 8.6
percent, compared to 10:6 percent for Hispanie-speaking and 13.5

percent for blaela"These rates differ little by seX but do by loca-

tion. It is better for young males.-to be in a rural sithation, and
for young females to-be in an urban situation, from the employ-
ment point of view. To look at several chara'cteristics together,.

white 'males with 16 years or more of education had an unemploy-

ment rate of 3.1 percent in 1973 when the overall rate was 8 or
9 percent, Or onp third thc average rate. At the other extreme, in

the fall of 1975, for black youth who had dropped out of school

in 1974775, the unemployment rate was 61.4 peicent. Because the

youth problem from the point of view of unemployment goes from

3 perceni16 60 percent, I question if we can talk about the prob-

lem of youth. It,breaks down into a whole lot.of different situations

which need someWhat different solutions.

Trow's Categories

Martin Trow, a sociologist at the University of California, Berke-

ley, is preparing a paper on the subject of youth which also goes

into the plurality of problems. He has a schematic presentation ac-

404P.
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Cording tO which he categorizes youth in foin compartments, as
shown in Chart 1 below, on the basis of their financiaL iesources
and their preparation for industrial life which involves their family
situation, personar qualities, schooling, and career motivation.

First are "The Acl,rantaged," those that have both tbe resources
and the prepkation for life .to fit into the meritocricy,- and for
than one could say there is no problem.

Ii the.second group are "The Alienated," the Young people
who are nOt being prepared 'for life, either because of' family
circumstances, personal circumstances, or sChooling,, but who have
financial reSources.

The _third group compriSes "The Disadvantaged," _those: who
_ lack the .resources, but are being prep.-.red, for exaMple, qut of
what we call "ethnic*families, to take their place in the .Merit-
ocracy. The problem for them; which the Carnegie Connell and
the -Commission before it largely had addressed, is how. . to get
them the funds nes)..led to do what they want to do.

Finally, there are "The Deprived," those Who have neither the
Wealth nor the regotirces, the ghetto youth.

For the United States, I would say about 80 percent of Ameri-
can youth is now in category one. The second category, where
there are the resources but not the preparation for life, i.e., some
of the children of the well-to-do and the wealthy, I would estimate
at less ihan 5 percent.

CHART I
Prepa-ation for Life

Early Education and Socialization

Family
Financial
Resources

Adcquate

Adequate

The Advantaged

Inadequate
II

The Alienated

Inadequate
III

The Disadvantaged
Iv

The Deprived

Martin TrOw, "Reflections on Policies for Youth," paper prepared .for the
Conference on Young People in Contemporary Industrial Society, Ditealcy
Park, England, October 1976.

Another 5 percent have adequate preparation for life, but not yet
enough resources from either private or public sources; this Cate-
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gory is a residual and disappearing one. The fourth-categorythe
ghetto youth with no resources and no preparation I estimate at

<> maybe 10 Percent or more.
i'Vhen one considers sclAons to the so-called youth problem,

they clearly are 'much pore compler than the term "youth" im-
plies, whether you take the five streams or the numerous statistical
cells or Martin Trow's four categories.

Haying said that there is no such thing as the youth problem, I
shall be quite inconsistent and discuss solutions to it. For this I
return to the concept of transition point's, and these are. depicted
in Chart II below. The bottom triangle depicts childhood in which
the individual is initially almost totally dependent for enyironment
on the parental family and the school, at first riminly the family.
As one goes further through childhood, the peer group becomes
more important as do the media, and then in young adulthood the
experience of work increasingly takes over along with the creation
of a neW family structure.

When you iook for solutionsand some of the problems may
have no solutionsI would say that you ought to look first of 'all
at the family, because it is the family that gets people into the
streams of life and gives them the motivation to move. on. The
Coleman study anti many others confirm that the way people get
started in life makes an enormous difference in what happens later.
Second, the combination of work and education through part-time
courses and work, and through apprenticiship jobs is the second
crucial area to explore. And third is how to get some kind of an
institutional structure _that will be a residual base for youth and
enable it 40 be covered by institutional care. In the U.S. context
that means looking particularly at two, places: first, higher educa-
f.on in its totality and the community colleges in particular, and
second, some kind of a service corps; /of a combination of the two.
I am convinced that we have to start building in some institutional
base for young people, some institution in between the .parental
famili- and ccmpulsory schooling and the work institutions, and
the best I can see are community colleges and a 7:hid of service
corps. -

Rigidities

So far we have been talking about capitalism, western capitalism,
particirlarly the American version. I would suggest that the prob-

,
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CHAILT II

. Own family. Work

Peer group Adolescence Media

Parental faMily School
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lem of the tendency toward rigid ü1es is universal in industrial
societies and bile rent in their logic/ whatever kind of industrialism
it may be, whether capitalism oy eastern communism or western
communism. The colonial induStrial societies put in their rigid
rules; too. Technology is the :basis of rigidities for all kinds of
industrial societies.

In terms of the institutional coverage of youth, both eastern and
Western communism have it, although we might.not approve of the
particular institutiOnal coverage. A lack of institutional coverage
is not inherent in industrialism, but tends to be the case in capital-
ism with its emphasis upon individualism. A society 1-esed more
upon state than private initiative is more likely to have institutional
coverage of yoUth and age. In comparing systems, if one divides
the more developed industrial world into capitalism, of which there

k-;
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are many, many varieties, and eastern and western communism, and
there are also many varieties of them, I would say that China prob-
ably handles the transition problems, both of youth and age, better .

than other industrial societies. It is impressive how the Chinese have
put work and education.together. At the age oc three, the young
people start working in the garden and also in the factory, and
they do more work with more responsibility as time' goes on. So
there never is the diChotomy of schooling veisus work. The two
go together the whole way along. Also, in terms of the aged, the
Chinese make good use o4 them. Block committees see to it that
the older people are given something that they On keep on doing.
There are, of course, howeVer, heavy human costs in term§ of loss
of personal liberty within ti.! Chinese system.

So I would say that while 'the problem of rigidity is inherent in
all industrial systems, the problem of lack of institutional coverage

more inherent in capitalism than in socialism or communism.
But the problem of the transition .depends not so much upon

O wlts.her it is capitalism or communism, but upon the particular
'policies of the system.

One\hbal word, and this is just a suggestion. Th-:re is a tendency
in all industrial societies to create a class of oufsidtrs. The insiders
are the people in the well-cared-for system, the productive people
inside the big agencies of production and government. Unless it is
deliberately cOmbatted, there is a tenJency to turn the youth and
.aged people into\ outsiders because both are outlide the economic
process. It is beini inside the economic process that makes one an
insider, wht:ther a Worker, a manager, owner, or something else.

Unless one does something about it, the many people in the ;
undesirable jobs in the structureless market and in the culture of
poverty are outsiders. And would estimate for the United States
today, assuming one third of 'youth as being put outside by choice
or necessity, most of the ?ged, and all the people in the structuie-
less market and the culture of' poverty, that about one-third of our
people would have to be put in.\ the outsider category. One third
of the nation. One of the great tasks is how to reduce that one
'third of outsideis and not just the\youth component within it. It
takes an attitude toward man and toWard society, not just to-lve
the youth problem, but to solve what itis a larger part bf, and that
is the outsider problem: pedple outside Or..not fully integrated into
the organized productive proce§s.

_
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SOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF YOUTH:
PRESSURES, REACTIONS, EXPECTATIONS

Henri Janne

We are faced today with what is called a "crisis of civilization?!
SOme aspetts of this crisis were outlined hY Harlan Cleveland in
his excellent essay, A inerica's not-so-Manifest Destiny, presented
at the Library of Congress Symposium on the American Revolution
last May. Today among all age groups there is a lack of agreement
and deep .concern about the basic values of society. Even when
some consensus exists, "there are discrepancies between the. state-
ment of values,anthhow they arc implemented, between principles
and action. This" situation contributes to the generation . gap. Th
young people, riot yet involved in the compromises of societal life,
and observing these dicrepangies, mistrust our democratic institu-
tions or, at least. come to expect little of them: Under the circum-
stances and given also the rapidity of change in the advanced
societies, no wonder we see such a flourishing of countercultures,
cynicism, withdrawal, violence and permissiveness aniong today's
youth. .

Thesc"circumstances have produced an ominously yide genera-
tionlap not only within the family but manifested also in education,

-eultuie, the `Chtireh; econornichfe, and trade unions. In this connec-
tion two phenomena must be noted. First, many .adults, especially
"teachers and parents, have a sense of guilt, and therefore got along
with and even support the new youth:culture. Secondly,. a sociologi-
cal Theorem, the self-fultIlling prophety; has an important impact;
the youth become riiolded by. others' perceptions of them. This iS
not to Suggest that th youth phenomenon is not real, bi.14 that
perception helps to shape reality or to accelerate existing trcnds.

Youth Shapes ew Culture

Mally observers c Acterize the "generation gap" as a ievoit or,
at least, as an antago tic behavior on the part.of the youth against
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the older generation. It sfiould,be stressed that this is true only fOr :-

small minorities of activists. Most young.people..are notable for their
kindness and their thoughtful ,relationship with oldt people. 'The 4,
generation gap should not be considered as ii..striggle. betWeen
generations, as a new version in our cOnstimer society of.the
struggle, as aileged by many writers, i winch youthiS considered'
as a new class. This is a sodological rn sapprehension. Instead, the ,:

generation gap consists essentially in th fact that the young people, -
while typically contiderate in their wo k aiid family relations'hips;
at the same time are going quictly.their own war', building un_new
cultural values and patterns. These involve dew roles ror men and
women in sexual relations, family life,.and -work 'relations. This is
,the quiet revolution; it, is a, revolution because the process is rapid-
It is influencing an increasing number of adults because- orthei:-
own disenchantment with the traditional values anti ftoals .of life.
Youth is shaping-a new culture for the future.

Critieal to the new culture is a redefinition of the concepts of
work, success, and happiness. The notion of a successftil career as
continuing advancement and promotien through a-competitive pro-
cess is.losing ground. Much more value is being placed on leisure
time, security, and self-fulfillment in Ark, and less on individual
advancement and a high income. Moreover, success in life slfould
not be judged mainly by professional accomplishMent, but on the
basisof broad personal growth and experience in tna4 fields of
life. This new approach toward work, success and happiness reflects

yckth's concern with equality; they oppose ali unjustifiable inequali-

ties" and discrimination, a cultural value- with important political

consequences. -
Youth's view that_werk sltould bc regarded as a fuhction and

not.as,a competitive process-which defines social status, is changing
the quality of-life; It implies 'Significant consequences pert,4ing to
the problems of yi:ith and education:

young people are diiinclined to itudy for vocational
goals only;

education should also prepare a person for the fruitful-

use of leisure time ana satisfying interpersonal rela-
tionships; \

curricula should have a balance between general;
humanistic education and iiractical, *ocational training;
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--youth aspires to an education linking theoretical knowl-
edge and action...,

'imother consequenCe oU the ne* attitude of youth is that they
are tndre open to global problems, as Harlan Cleveland has stressed.
They are concerned about peacee the conservation of natural re-

_ sources, the preservation of the biosphere, and the needs of the
: po , thul underscoring the importance of including such "global

,

prob rli,' as new "dimensions" in educational curricula.
The lew youth culture , and _world situation also require that

youth be educated to cope with uncertainty. We live in a changing
world where aCcurate forecasting is imPossible.. People should
therefore be educated to make reasonable and responsible choices,
to be inner-directed and open-minded in a pluralistic society. What

called for is self-directed learning rather than traditional trans-
missida of knowledge. Such an approach requires true democracy
in eduCation. .Q

Employment

Turning to the problem of employment, a-major reason for youth's
, dissatisfaction with work is the Misniat`ch between educational pre-

paration with-the demands of wdrk.- Methods for forecasting em-
ployment needs have failed globally. The abilities defined by the
certification of terminal studies do not correspond enough, either
technically or in numbers, to employment needs and opportunities. I
Moreover, predietiL is ineyitahly inadequate because of the time
lag between processes of deciiión making on studies and changes
in the economy. When education i_s revised to meet hew needs, the
.woducts of iliis adaptation some thret to five years later face a new

nliguravon ofheeds in the economyAlliiS situation, tolerable in.
a Iituation of rapid economic growth which permits: more .flexibility

the denland and supply of labor, becomes dramatic in a situation
0 substantial unemployment. As Clark Kerr has pointed out, it
pkodhces a larger number of "outsiders" (Misfits and unemloyed).

'flexibility
_

_ - (
To match carefully prescribed educational programs, dedentialed
through certification, to technically defined employnient Options

. involves "specialization" both in studies and work. 'Until recently
: specialization has been associated with security, status, and prestige.

-
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Although the myth is now seen to be illusory in practice, it con-
tinues to be observed. Nevertheless, a growing consensus is eMerg-
ing on a new and opposite approach: that the articulation of educa-
tion ahd wurk is facilitated not through specialization, but through
the greatest possible flexibil;tv in both. This finding appears in
Europe 2000, in reports for the Council of Europe and in the report
.of ihe OECD study group chaired by Clark Kerr.

The consequences am 0, \
degree will give access to several different voca-

tional possibilities a given level;

one vocational I A..01 be accessible through several
kinds of degrees;

the formal value of degrees will diminish and experi-
ence will be credentialed;

7

certification will be rnore individualized, responding
to more personal options;
for all occupations this flexibility will need at entry to
work a period for the reciprocal adaptation of the more
generAl skills learned through fornial study and the:
narrower skills acquired in practical work. This initial
step in working life calls for close cooPeration betWeen
the educational institutions and 'private and public
enterprise, and will become.a riew segment of the edu-
cational system which operates within the enterprise; ,

this new.flexibility will also require the integration in
. the'period of foimal study of counseling and guidance
so that the student can make infOrmed, choices based

P on a full awareness of his aptitudes and goals and oc-,
cupational options available;

counseling, and guidance should be available not only
to facilitate initial vocational choices, but also for later
decisions on possible career changes and the educa-
tional and -training, options needed f5i. such changes
as a part of lifelong education.

Such.a récurrent-education process will be more responsive to
personal aspirations, and, conSisteni with the new value syktem of
youth, will stfengthen aiionomy and "self-fulfillment. This prOcess
must, however, be reconcqed with the expectation for *job security.
Although there is no necegsary contradiction between greater workI.J
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flexibility and job security, new labor regulations will be requiredto .protect employment on an individual basis, either tlfrough lawor social agreem,nts.
There remains a fundamental problem. Will pubite and private

enterprise embrace the "new spirir which is indispensable to modi-'tying the criterion of profit so far applied-4o the recruitment, dis-.tnissal, and promotion of workers? Wirj these enterprises really
accept new responsibilities in the education, guidance, security, andpirticipation in decision making of their workt:rei At present, it is\

\ mainly a matlerlbf lip zervice. Should thft managers believe that ,a-.more flexible use of human skint :mposes to.o high a`' cost, they\might resort to new labor-saving investments to cut back die use of
:qualified workers and .automate their operations exen more.lIslotnew or bid in itself, thp accompanying large technological unem-ployment Might well becoMe a crisis of the industrial system, a prisishardly compatibie with the new social goals ocsociety for yotth.

At present the status of youth is fundamentally inflUenced by thefact that formal 'education segregates them from the real sOcietal'life even though young people now Mature earlks physiologicallythan some years _ago. The main Charactthistics of the youth 1,ctilture
include: separation from the adult working world thrOugh;educationand through an emphasiS'On leisure and consamPtion; the impor-_lance of peel-gropps and the mass media; longer econoinieldepend-
ence and, for manypprolonged formal education which keep youngpeople ignorant of what work and responsible social,relations reallyare. Herein lies the failure of .education..,It is nat pure chance thatthe widening generation gap paralleled the rapid expansion in edu-'cation after World War Two. The isolation of youth in colleges vir-
tually assures that they become conscious of their separate status in
sOciety:, Applied to a socially heterogeneous mass, this "separation"
System is fraught with disaster.

After the student unrest of the sixties, higher education institu-tions were :democratized in many respects, and students weregranted greater participation in decision makmg. However, theiechanges did not affect the essential. "separa0n frOm society offormal education. It, is therefore not stirprising that Sroung people
from ihe age of fifteen Or sixteen are disaffected by the educational
system and their own artificial and ambiguous status; ambiguousbecause they learh.to be without really being, sC, çhe motivation tolearn is very weak. As a 'consequence of this situan n another,prin-

.
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ciple is emergidg to bridge the gap between education and work,

the principle of alternation.
. One should recall that in the traditional societies in the Western,

world until the nineteenth century, the transition from childhood to

adult life, the bridge between education and work, was very short.

Education and apprenticeship for work were mingled during child-

hood with the child's relationship 'hside the family because the fam-

ily was also a production unit. T t: grandfather, the patriarch, was

simultaneouSly the teacher and he boss, and his sons and their

wives his assistants. This system cbuld not produce the "outsiders"

of whom Clark Kerr spoke, as there were functions for everyone no

matter hOw disfavored by birth. Now Cle more affluent families are,

'the more they expect their children, to go into higher education,

regardless of theirpersonal.motivation. Conyersely, those disfaVored

by birth become "outsiders," if they cannot gain admission to higher

educatibn because of low ability or socioeconomic status

Alternate Educational Approaches

Alternation as a new way to solve the educational and the "entry-to-

work" problems of the crucial age-group from 16 to 19 involves the

following:
equal time devoted to studies' (reinvigorated along the

principles already described) and to real work in prk

vate or public enterprises; this can follow different for-

mulde: daily, 'weekly, monthly 6y by trisemesters or.

semesters:
ThiS work should be socially protdeted through a des-

ignate&percentage of positionseguitable salaries, spe-

cial social security provisions, trade union membership,

and the availability of funds to support the alternating

educational experience and relate lit to the needs of

working life;-
\\ --43rientation and guidance for young workers tO help

them make informed chokes relating to their educa-

\ tional and work aspirations.
At present too much time is allot;z'e:d for formal study at ihe sec-

ondary and higher education levels as,a consequence of the tradi-

tional concept that young people need to accumulate a given stock of

1 5 3'
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knowledge. This concept has become obsolete because of rapid
changes in the stock of knowledge and in the knowledge needs of
ourrapidly changing world. Education today should focus on meth-
ods of thinking and acting, the Mastery of technical or cultural sym-
bolic languages, a .solid foundation in .basic disciplines (stneural,
not encyclopedic), and the ability to cope with categories of con-
.cepts' and operations. This perspective 'changes totally the time frame
for formal education, and allows time for complementary work..

To conclude: an adVantage of the alternation scheme is that. it
Makes it possible to include progressively in formal education pe-
riods Of paid wOrk superviSed by educational institutions, and to
offer to workers .an expanding opportunity for periodic career-
related formaf study. Such an arrangement should be the vehicle of

.mOre flexibility. It.could also stimulate a rethinking of the structural
classification of our current scientific knowledge as. a, basis,for trans-
forming higher education. While this would. be 'a very ambitious
project, its importance and urgency relate directly to the new cul-
pure, and to the need to redefine the relationship betweefi educa-
tion and work and to bridge the gap between them as well as the
generations.



EDUCATION AND WORKING LIFE

Jan Szczepanski

Let me begin with a story. In an English village there was a bell-
ringer who was illiterate. When the church council discovered that
he was illiterate, he was simply fired. So he took his g.mall savings

and went to London. Corning to the city he wanted to buy ciga-
rettes, but in the streets he walked through there was ho tobacco
Shop. So next day he got a license and opened a tobacco shop in
the area. After several years, he became a big businessman and
very rich. To celebrate his sixtieth birthday, he gave a party and
one' of his guests said, "Sir, how successful you have been while
being illiterate. Just imagine what you could have achieved haying
atleast some school education," "Yes sir," he responded. "I would
stilt be a bellringer in a small village."

Although this sto6 may be apocryphal, it is apt. In some soci-
eties education places a man in a fixed position without giving him
much opportunity for social mobility. A central problem with re-
gard to education and working life is therefore what is the impact
of education on a person's life? How does education determine
employment?

.The most general definition of education is a process in which
a man is prepared for something, for example to be a scientist or
an athlete. I distinguish four processes: 1 ) growth as uViOlogical
and Psychological process of developmen- through gefftically de-
termined traits; 2) the impact of the environment, p4sical; social
and cultural modifying and shaping the process of growth; 3) so7
cializationa spontaneous process of learning, the adjustment of
the child to social and cultural demands; and 4) education as the
formation of the huinan personality according to an education ideal
by interaction between educator and pupil. Education consists of
teaching scientific knowledge and patterns of behavior, and form-:
ing ways of thinking, attitudes, aspirations, and the like. When
we speak of the impact-of educationowekmust not forget that these
four procesies are all interconnected, and that the changes in bio-
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logical growth, or in the toial environment, or in socialization may

also have effects on education in the narrow meaning of the term.

Importance of Work

In analyzing life experience, and following-here the lines traced by

Stephen Bailey; we have to enumerate What human life consists of:

sleeping, eating, working, family life, bringing Up children, polit:

cal, religious and cultural activity, health care and care of illness,

recreation and leisure, hobbies, civic activity, cominunity life,

voluntary association, fighting friends and enemies, helping Offieis;

daydreaming sand meditniiiig. Out of thi: ,pectrum wc will try to

find those.activities which arc linked wi.1i work. Why is work so

important? Because it is purposeful activity, whether paid or un-

paid. A job gives onc a sense of life, and locates_a" man or woman

in a position in socicty. It gives status, prestige, and economic

security. It is a basis for most of the other activities in life and

influences behavior in most other fields.

. Of what does work activity consist and what skills do jobs re-

quire? Professional or vocational skills to handle relations between

colleagues, superiors and subOrdinates, to handle the process of .

career promotion; to participate in decision making and manage-

ment, to shape a work ethic and attitudes toward work, and

to help workers identify the life goals of their jobs..Now what kind

of education 'can ensure that work can secure the self-fulfillment

of the personality in work and life and make .the workers produc,

dye aid uSeful t9 the communities where they live? What is the

role of the family, saiools and other social organizations in trans-
forming the annua1 crop of babies in a society 15. to 20 years later

into a body of skilled, educated, independent individuals able to

handle their, jobs and their Social and economic Situation, and to

Contribute to the growth of society?
At the school level this task involves both the formaliied teach-

ing and purposive efforts 'of teachers to form character, attitudes,

and values, and the nonformalizar impact of peer groups, .the

administration, libraries, sports, and extracurricular activities. In

the vast literatpre on Ole crisis of the schools in civilized societies,

one of the most frequently repeated criticisms is- that the schools

(higher education included) do not prepare the students for work
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and life, that there is a dishIrmouy between the content of school
currktla and the content rg_ws-..a and life.

Education' should be a preparation of the child for adult life.
But in many 600ks welaid the assertion that there is growing sep-,

aration between life in the schools and real He outside schools.

It is:alleged that schools develop their own patterns of behavior

and value systems which are different from those in the postschool

life of adults. I do not, however, intend to analyze this literature

on underachkving schools, on deschooling society. and the like.

It is well known. Rather, let me outline how things are in Poland.

-

Education for Work in:Poland

We also have a school crisis, as every self-respecting soCiety, has

.had in the late sixties and early seventies. The main features of

this crisiS have been a growing discontent, with school education
and complaints on the part of the managers in the econorriy that

the education system produces graduates who 'ate ill-prepared for

jobs, that they lack the proper motivation and:attitudes,. knowl-
(edge,:and' skills. Politicians pointed to the .lack of appropriate
ideological and pOlitical attitudes And to the undue selfishness of

graduates. They-are not sufficiently socially minded.
..In 1971 a committee was Set up to prcparc a report on the state

of education and to recommend .referms in the school ,system in

'order to enhanee its, educational' effectiveness. Without going into

detail on how the committee went about its task and ,its activities,

I shall describe how in POland we have tried to Solve the problem

.. of the relationship between school education ancrworking life.
First an attempt was made to analyze what life in contemporary .

society requires from individuals. in .all the various aspects and
fields of activitieS. Then we analyzed the curricula of all types and
levels of schools: what is the real content of teathing, what knowl-

.

edge and skills are the schools really giving their graduates. For
compli:24-,;-; we used the analyses of wOrk required in various' jobs

.undertakeri by scientists in sociology, piychology, etc., and corn-

... pared their findings with the content of curricula in schools pre-

': paring for these jobs.
It is significant: that the evolution of .the curricUla in the last

hundred years has been *steadily in one directionto enlarge the
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scope 'of academic knowledge and to ,diminish the teaching of the
arts of life. The schools which started in our forebearers' time with
the aim of teachipg the arts of life are being converted in the con-
temporary worl :to the teaching of academic k, no wl ed ge only, In
mY opinion; th contemporary crisis in schools consists in their .

slowly but stea illy giving up teaching about life to other institu,
lions. Henri J ne has already emphaSized the vast flow of infor-.
Mation which ornes to students from the mass media, far.:iiv life,
peer groups, economic institutions, political propaganda, and so on;

What are the consequences? School is dull and uninteresting:
It ttes to giVie Out too much knowledge. The gradjates forget
about 80% of what, they learned one yvir alter their School leav-
ing examination. Moreover scienac and technological progress
'makes some of ,the school learning obsolete in a few years. Most
of the real ad'vances of science and 'technology in industrial, space
and military / research are classified and Unknown to the higher. *.

edUcation teaCiters. As scientific and technological progress keeps
changing the content of work, graduates leaving school in 1976
are expected to change the content of their jobs three or more
times in the course of their lives.

More and more, educatiofrfer jobs is moving from the formal:
education system to the enterprises, first of all to industry, but also
to other branches of the economy such:as the, public services and
agriculture..The process of personality formation is also moving'
out of ,the schools; or, more accurately, all the outside institutions
are hating an increasiing irny aci. on the role of thd schoois in this
area. .

Coordinated System of Education

The solution for all this is a coordinated educational system.
Schools canna alone master the situatiOn and overcome their-
crisis. The sources of the crisis are not within schools but outlide,
in the relation between schools and society. Educational reforrn

' should begin with changes in all those 'outside fortes (political,
economic, administrative) which determine the. funetioning Orthe
school system. A coordinated system of education must obtain the .

cOOperation of all the institutions contributing to the formation of
human personality: the family, schools; enterprises, cultural insti-
tutions, research institutions, and more.
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My conclusion is that the schools alone, including higher educa-
tion, are not in a position to prepare an individual to fully partici-
pate in all aspects of the life of society, n6t even in all aspects of
exercising a profession. The gap between life in schools and adult,
life is widening as more and 'more institutions take over the tasks ,

of the fornial education system. The solution seems to me to be.
to shorten the school education and build up a system of life-long
learning, using the educational resources of all societal institut;oni
and forms of iife..

'



'.EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
IN /RAN

Farhang Mehr

dur seminar discussiOns have served to reaffirm my convktion
that categorizing,countries as developed and. developing is, at least
for educational purposes, both unrealistic and even misleading. It

is ,unrealistic because the historical, cultural, social imd economic
forces that have conditioned the educational systernS- in countries
in each category differ so basically that clumping them together is
not-meaningful. It is misleading beCause such grouping of nations
suggests that similar soluliops can be found for problems in each
group, and this is not true. While agreeing with Frank SuttOn that

the problems of developing countries are different from those of
industrial countries, I wish to emphasize that those problems differ

.greatly among the developing countries..Let.me illustrate with the

perience of Iran.
Lion of Iran is now 32 million. The annual rate, of

populatio wth has been 3%, a high figure which shows that
population control measure?, have not yet been very successful.
In 1971, the annual unemployment rate was 2.4%, while seasonal-

unemployment was 8.5% ..From 1966 to 1971, the active popu-
lation of Iran indreased by 1.6% per annum. During the same
period, the proportion of the population actively employed de-
clined from 30.2% to 2f, 7%. This is a low figure compared with

the industrial countries, e.g., 44% in West Germany in 1910,
42% in France in 1971, alid 51% in Japan in 1970. Contributing

to this low figure have been the age structure,, the low level of
female participation in the work force, the ever-increasing school

age population, and the limited opportunities for secondary school
leavers and dropouts to find jobs.

Shortage of Professionals, Technicians

Among the gaps and disparities between the education Of the
157
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youth and jobs iti Iran. are-th-e-following. First, co t.( to the
situation In many industrial countries, we do not h ye edtcated
unemployment, at least at\ the level of university gr duates. \ur
problem is not lack of jobs\but a shortage of qUalifill persomiel
,and skilled manpower to occ\Upy those jobs. To reme y the situa-
tion.the goYernment has launched a program of imp rting forcign
professionals and skilled technicians, which in turn 1 as given, rise
to many (social and economic complications. One is the language.,
barrier, Doctors imported to work in the rural.area and villages

.,
. cannot converse with the people: Foreign technician cannot:cOm- :

:

mtinicate with workers in the factories.
To illustrate the graVity, of the shortage .of profe sionals, there

are only 10,800-physicians for the 32 million !population of Iran.
The uneven geographical distribution of mcdi al p4rsonnel aggra-
votes the situation. In north Teheran there is ;one octor for `. 200
to 250 people. Howeyer, in some provinces, d.g., 'urdistan, there
is only one doctor for each 15,000: The situaiion fr. worse regard-
log dentists and nurse; of whom at mcIst ther are 4,600 and
5,200 respectively for the whole country.. i .

The second major shortage area is that of Yoc tional technicians
_.

a'n d skilled manpower. Its ratio to the total j1a or fora,' is 4.6%.
'The corresponding figure in the United State, d Great Britain is :

8.6% and in Canada 10%. IL the quality Of these teehniciar.F is
taken into account, The figure for Iran would he s,till lower. Short- /
ages also exiSt in managerial and high-level! ministrative person., 7

nel: Thus, we still can expand university entl Ilments and the omit-
bers of universities, provided they are' in th shortage fields.

The second point to stress is that educated unemployment exists
. at the level of seCondary school leavers. Again this is not because

of a shortage of jobS, but because of an excess expansion of Sec-
ondary schools. They have produced an army of.youths who have ;
a general secondary education but no job Skills and whose only
ambition is 'to enter university, and to emerge with that. magical., piece of paper called a university degree. The annual increase in .
university places being far below the increase in secondary grad-

., uates, the chances of such ambitions being realized becomes, dim-
mer,and dimmer each year. A study made by the Ministry of Labor
shows that the rate of unemployment for secoridarY khbol Jeavers .-. .

' exceeds that of elementary school leavers, but that there is almost full
employment of uniVersity graduates.

-1 6 1
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. \D, uring the last few years the immense shortage of technicians

and skilled manpower on the one hand, and theexcess Of second-
ary school leavers on the other have prompted the education
planners to direct their attention to expanding vocational \chools.
The. number of such schoolS during the, last nine yearS 114 in-
creased from 109 to 508, with a student population rise from
15,000 to 134,000: Thy number of 'graduates of votational sehools

'nine years ago was 3,200. Last year it was 13,000. The, ntrmber
of secondary 'schools during the same period increased 1,5, :only
10. or 12, althoUgh the number of secondary school students %vent

.up bY 42%. The number, .of Secondary school leavers °rose from
35,000 nine years ago to 96,000 last year.

Over;16% of the secondary school graduates were already em- .

ployed people, working mainly in the public sector where' there is
Considerable underemployment. This is a feature of public employr
ment in the- developing countries,',and results in these employees
haVing the time to takp eyening courses and pursue. their quest kir
a diplqma. Another difficulty, which fortunatelY is now Changing
in Iran, is that in the civil service job..positions and salaries are
linked to educatiOnal qualifications and not to the produCtivity of
.the individual.Tromotion is usually automatic and if they have a
higher qualification they canget a better job and higher salary.

To encourage more young people inIran to go to the vocational
schools, the universities "now grant admission to the most able
graduates from vocational schools to enter the university. Nine
years ago the vocational schools were divided into five catetories:
industrial, :agricultural, commercial, girls' handicrafts, and secre-
tarial. They are now integrated into, twe types, industrial and
agriculture.

Useful Higher Education

My third main point relates to the relevance of higher education.
Although we do not have overproduction of university,graduates,
we have irrelevant curricula, irrelevant, that is, to the needs of
:the economy and its preparedness to meet the existing demands.

Study carried out and published by Pahlavi University four
years ago revealed, much to our' embarrassment, that a disconcert7
ingly high proportion of our graduates who went to the United
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'States fo(additionarprofessional training were reluctant to return

to Iran. The figure for Pahlavi University medical graduates was

as high as 73%, and for all medical colleges in Iran 61%. We
asked ourselves how we could, juitify devoting major resources to

training a small number of-highly qualified physicians, who for that

very reason were likely to be lost to our country. Perhaps our
excessive or even exclusive emphasis on academic excellence, on
building our universities on the pattern of Western universities;
and< adopting their curriculum had blinded us to- the immediate
needs of our society. N

This new awareness in due course left its mark on the priorities
of Pahlavi and then on other universities. During the last four,
years Our Department of Community Medicine launched a series
of studies to determine the manpower needs and policy priorities
of health care in Iran. It also started a successful pilot prclect in
rural health training which has already been adopted by several.'
national agencies. The aim of this project is to train young people
from rural areas in the basic 'skills of preventive medicine and
public health, and thus fill the existing gap for certain medical'
services in the remote and scattered rural communities of Iran.
A ,similar project has been initiated by aur veterinary school which
provides basic training in the tribal areas to young people in the
prevention and treatment of diseases of the animals on which their
economy and indeed their livelihood so heavily depend.

Our "barefoot doctor 'project" was prompted by the current and
projected serious shortage of doctors and auxiliary medical workers
in Iran. On the basis of the rate of growth of population, the rate
of production of doctors at our universities, and the 'anticipated

, brain drain, we found out that the medical personnel situation will

. be much worse in the future. At Pahlavi Univeriiti we found that
'people with 'three or four years of training can diagnose and treat
95% of the common ,diseases: The seven- or eight-year program
to train a fully qualified doctor or specialist is not needed. Hence

we take, for example, secondary school leavers and give them the'

shorter tpining. The main thing' important ta teach them is to
identify what disease& they should not treat burrefer to hospitals

Or medical specialists. For ordinary illnesses they can prescri e a
medicine, without any harm A pilot project tarried out fo two,

years in several villages showed, that in 99% of the cases , eople
with-two years of training, Some with <mly one, were correct in

16 3
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their diagnoses and in their 'prescriptions. 'Ori.,the, basis of this
exPerience we are npw trying to train auxiliary health workeri,

.
taking elementary _school leaVers and alternatingl training with

i;p Carractiwork in.a.sort of sandwich course.
- , ,

Clark Kerr in .his excellent presentationLabout Youth referred

to preindugtrial occupations.and,industrial occupations. In Iran, as

probably in all developing countries, a major problem is the exist- .

ence of a twasector economy: On the one hand there are the tra-
ditional, rural,'agricultural jobs t w ich are maiifily Manual, ill-paid,

and IQ* status.. On the other d,, there are-, the.) modern sector
indin(fial jobs in the cities which offer prestige, relatively high

, svage.S, at least compared with.tlic rural area, secuiity of employ-.
ment, and more. Edueation, particularly higher education, is seen
as a vehicle to escape from the first type of employMent to the
seeond. According to thcia most' recent official statistics yeartiook,
the Urban and rural populations in Iran in 1971 constituted re-
spectively 41% and 59% of the.whole population. For 1966 rele-
vant figures,were respectIkely 31% and 69%; showing a relative
increase of 10% in the urban population within five years.

Education in Rural Areas

Undoubtedly the seeurity, welfare, and education available in'
; urban areas have drawn the huge force of undreducated, unskilled
_rural youth flocking into towns in search of a more decent:living.
Inmy judgment the gap separating this uprooted, alienated and
unprivileged group from.the mainstream of the changing economy.
is as wide and worthy of attention as the gap between the uniVer-
sity graduate or secondary graduate and the job market. To rem-

- edy thesituation,. in the last decade we have concentrated.on im-

proving living and econornic conditions in the ruial areas. In, the
..%tducation .field.we have Created special `_`moving tribal elementarir

schools," schdols on wheels. The moving schools travel With the
tribe, but if the tribe stays.in one place for tWo weeks-orlithre, a
lent is pitched for the school where the children take-their.lessons.
I-16w often they move rit depends on such .factors as-the climatic
conditians; the traditions of the tribe, the size of their herds of

.
goats or sheep, etc. The' schools havp bee very successful. This
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year, pine graduates of these schools who 'later completed second-

'ary sehool, were admitted to Pahlavi University. Other graduates

of the moving schools have been sent to England for a sear to
learn English as an incentive to other students in the schools.
Considering, that-the tribal population in Iran comprises 50,000
people;The schools have an important role to plaY.

Apart from these special moving tribal elementary schools, the

government has inCreased the nuthber. of elementary schools
throughout the country, particularly in rural areas, from 13,000
in the year 1965-66 to 22,000 last year. In this period elementary
school-going children increased from 2 million to over 3 millIon,'
and the number of those successfully completing their elenientary

school from 230,000 to 452,000. During the last five years the
total operating budget. fOr education has been increased more than

-four times. The share of higher education has remained relatively
constant at -12.5%, while the Share of the seèoy education
has been raised from 16% to 25% and ocational training,

from 3% to.7%. Elementary school has been reduced from 49.5%
to 30%. The' remainder, 19% five years ago and 25.5% last year,
has been allocated . for combating illiteracy through cdtieation
corps and part-time vocational schoo4 in rural areas, handicrafts,
and so on. The development budget for education during the cast

five years has been increased 6.6 times. The respective percentages-
for different levels Qt education are as follows: elementary from
31.4% -to 12.9%; secondary 2.3% to 15.1%; vocational from
21% to 27.9%; and higher education from 37.4% down to
30.5%. Thus, although higher education expanded absolutely, as
a.:percentage of -the total education expenditure it has remained
constant or even decreased. Priority -has generally been given to
vocational and secondary schooling. .

A notable change, my fourth point, is the fact that the job mar-
ket has attracted the most highly qualified and able young people
to the private sector during the last three to four years. This is
because of the high investment pale by this sector and the high
salaries it offers. This is a very good sign for the economy. Be-
cause of the wage differential in Iran between secondary schocl
and university graduates and also between skilled' and unskilled
manpower, everybody tries to obtnin a university degree. The ini-
tial salary offered to an instructor or assistant professor at 'the
university is 3.5 times the salary of a secondary school teacher...
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To' stop this brain drain and bring our Faduates home horn
---.abroad we raiiet1 academic salaries. But now petro-dollar invest-

:ments in the priVate sect& produce the highest salariet, and the
.public.sector cannot coMpete. It is a vicious circ/6 but at leist is
bringing market laces to bear on the itradition .i,. link between
higher education'qualifiCatiods and salaries in the public sector.

In an attempt to achiPve greater social justice and equality of
Iopportunity in education, two s..ars ago secondary and higher

education (as with elementary educatinn) virre made tuition free.
Students pay no tuition fees; and university students receive main-
tenance allowance on condition that they 7*rtake tu work in
tran, whether in the private or publiC sector, 'Ifer twice the number

,bf years of. their University studies. This is tp fitsure that no tal-
ented person is prevented from-pursuingThighet -educdtion for fi-
nancial reasons. Bui the system remains ieleCtive and competitive.'

Also, in order to minimize the differences in environmental 'con-
ditions, and t6 make equality more meaningful,: special quotas
have been.set. for Ole rnost'able students in 'isecOndary schools in
cities or villages which have inadequate educational. facilities.
These 5tudents are selected by theMinistry in conjunction with
local authorities and are sent to the better secondary schools in
the larger cities. All expenses are paid by thel government so as to
enhance their chance, to enter university. LIndoubtedly alt-these
changes in the educ onal system will increase the number of
educated people, and the job Market will haVe to be molded and
developed in a manner te accomtnodate the! skills and resources
for the work force.

To conclude:
(1) There Is no or little educated unemployment in Iran among

university graduates. Unemployment is more at the secondary
'school level. This is hot solmuch because lof want of jobs but
because secondary school graduates have learned little of practical
utility, little to match their high job expectations.

(2) There is a pronounced shortage of Skilled manpower in
Certain fields, such as community health, middle-level i% chnology,
administration, and teaching.

(3) Higher education curriCulurn is mo're oriented to the
. needs and demands of developed countries than of the develop--

ing. The result is a growinz body of overqualified professionals
-vulnerable to the international brain drain market, as-well as pro-
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fessionals ill-prepared to respond to-the social needs of contem-

porary Iran. We must'ti to establish a.more effective link between'

the worlds of learning a4 doing, between higher education and

the needs of the economy. ese gaps cannot be bridged without

-a reappraisal of the basic v ues underlying public expenditures

on education and pri6rities in the whole process of economic de-

velopment, social justice and the redistribution of reiources and

opportunities. Because of its high share of national expenditure

on education and its potential role as an instrument of national

development, higher education cannot and should not be permit-

ted to produce irrelevant Or redundant manpower at the expense

of the many youth and adults who haVe no access to any form

of education.
(4) The expansion of secondary schools preparing an army of,

youth with no other skill or ambition than to enter university and

obtain a degree should be reappraised. A greater emphasis should

be placed on vocational schools and job-oriented education. As

preparation, both technic* and attitudinal, for entering ihe job

Market, attempts at reorientation should begin at an early level of

education. If the gap between life and learning is to be bridged,

the process should start ,at the earliest level of schooling.

(5) The search for, employment and job selection processes

involve culturally conditioned behaviors embedded in past ex-

periences and the dominant, values and general attitude toward

life and work on the part of the youth. They arc increasingly

aware of_ and eager to participate in a rapidly growing consumer

economy with itS persistent enticements, drummed from the mass

media, to buy 'and enjoy life. The great attraction of stable and

permanent employment, job security, and retirement benefits

which contrast sharply with the insecurity, -lack of cash income

and frequent loss of livelihood due to natural disasters in rural

Iran, cause the rural youth to, move to urban areas with a result-

ant unemployment as wcll as hidden underemployment in the

rural .areas. -

(6) In the same way tliat schools have to undergo changes to

accommodate the needs of thc economy, the job market will also

have to be molded and developed in a manner to accommodate

the skills and resources of the work force. This point is particu-

larly important for creating employment Opportunitiet. for under-

educated youth and adults whose chances of employment may too

167
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tix be destroyed by an emphasis on capital intensive technology.

n' a certificate-doininated employment pOlicy.
(7). The present latge wage differential between the salary

xiale of university graduates and nondegree holders, irrespective

xf their productivity, should be changed, thereby reducing the
?reent enrollment pressure on the university.
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EDUCATION, JOBS AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES:,
WHAT DIRECTIONS
FOR NATIONAL POLICIES?

Stephen K. Bailey

During the Second World War, I iji,a6s for a considerable period of
time the only American officer on the island of 'Cyprus. I devel-
aped a considerable interest in that tiny, tragic, conflict-ridden
territory. In the late 1950s, when the frazile Cypriot peace dis-
solved into violence, I found myself in London having lunch with
Britain's leading Cyprus specialist. We discussed old times and
finally. I asked him the ultimate question. What is the solution? ,
He looked at irle'with that wonderful combination of complassion
and disdain that Sons of the Empire reserved in those days for
callow AnieriOan pretenders to the mantle of world leadership and
said, "Bailey, old boy, the trouble with you Americans is that you
believe that if there is a problem, there is a solution."

The discussions bf the past week have reminded me of this
important lesson in intellectual maturity. If there is a youth prob-
lem inlhe United States, it may well be that there is no practical
solution. Costs; structural rigidities of the labor market; the super-
visory, pedagogic, and administrative burdens of carrying out
relevant public policies; unacceptable social and economic trade-
offs, inflation, the job demands associated with the women's libera-
tion movement; the image of additional unemployed heads of fam-
ilies; increased competition with the elderly for jobs; the reluctance
of youth themselves "to be done good to at"; the disruption of
recruiting pools for the armed-servicesthese and other possible
.consequences and constraint; may militate against any concerted
effort to right observable wrongs..

To complicate matters even further, however, it is not at all

clear what wrongs are in fact observablewhat thc problem of
youth really is. Most of you remember tlie final minutes of the life

i 9
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of Gertrude Stein. "What is the answer?" she asked her lifelon
friend, Alice B. Toklas. Alice replied, "There is no answer."
"What then," asked Gertrude, with her last breath, "is the
question?"

Clark Kerr gave us a brilliant exposition of the youth problein
disaggregated into .its 'myriad diversities. He also concocted some
heuristic social geometry to illuminate recurring tendencies in
human development and in the social expectations of a capitalistic
democracy like the United States. The geoinetry helped to recon-
struct some general problems that the disaggregation had already
dispersed. But Clark was the first to suggest that the realities
behind the geometry were more complicated than the geometry
itself. And so they. are. Americans no longer look at education as
something that' takes place between age" 6 and 24. The average
age of Americans attending community colleges' this year. is 29,
which means that a larger number of citizens above the age of 29

are enrolled in community college courses. Millions of pre-school
kids in America are in nursery schools or in day-care centers that
have at least some educative components.

Looking at the adolescent and young-adult years of, say, 14 to
24, most American younksters have a fairly elaborate set of op-
tions involving combinations of education, .peer-oriented recrea-
tion, and job experience. The latter includes such tasks as news-
paper _delivery, babysitting, short-order cooking at hamburger
joints, soda-jerking in ice cream parlors, car-wash wiping, un-
skilled restaurant services, summer highway jobs, yard work in the

.___neighborlioodAnithe education_field, high schools provide-educa-
tional opportunities at least through age 16. Postsecondary edu-
cation is a real option for millions of young people. Within a
single decade the number .of enrollments in our more than 3,000
colleges and universities has doubled from 5.5 million in 1965

to 11.2 million in 1975. There are at least 12,00 proprietary
schools in America serving additional millions of young people.
And- postsecondary education is available to far more than the
rich. Federal public assistance in the form a student aid, lotals,
and work-study presently help .2.3 million students. And this
figure does not include 750,000 students aided through the fam-
ily assistance program of social security and 1 million students
benefiting from veterans' educational allowances. Nor does it
include studeat aid made available through the treasuries of state

7 0
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governments and through the philanthropic and internal resources
of priVate colleges and universities. Large numbers of students in
the United States do not pay the "sticker price'? for their educa-
tion,.And, except in proprietary schools even the sticker price rarely
represents the total cost of a student's education.

t has been argued that we have artificially separated youth and
young adults from intergenerational contacts. But this is only
partly true, and in many cases where peer contacts have beenreinforced at the expense of intergenerational contact's, the ex-
perience has been highly liberating. In personal terms, most tyran-
nizing in human history has been-suffered in the, intra-family
experienee. And it 'would, I think, .be a mistake to romanticize
apprenticeships. They can smooth the path to adult occupations,but the pains, sometimes cruelties and indignities, of fhe appren-
ticeship system did net begin or end with Charles Dickens.

On the general subsistence front, family support, welfare pay-
ments, food stamps, intermittent jobs combined with unemployment
compensation, work-study, student aid, and an increasing variety of
state and federal work relief and job training programs mitigate real
hardshiP for the overwhelming majority of those young people whodo not have steady employment American youth, like all youth,
bump along with the nermal anxieties of adolescence, but few
Starve, and most of them have almost endless activity options
wine, music, sex, Ty, radio, records, tapes, motor cars and cycles,
sports, unsystematie wanderings, movies, educatioa and training,
ice crezm parlors, magazines, beer parties, suriing,, drugs, gangs,
zoravrtm.5. Jlte races.--ln-the minds.of-ma: y young people, serious
respolisibilidcs will cetue soon enough and will last a long time.

So:the iife of youth in America is only pariy structured. For
many it is highly Nbertarian. Why should a bunch of over-the-hill
elders want to spoil the fun'and the largely free ride? If the Chinese
want to fill up young lives with school, work, and patriotic ceremo-
nials, that is their business. If the Germans want to subject large
numbers of young people to the strictures and disciPlinei. ,..ff appren-
ticeships, that is up to :hem. But if a wealthy. country Re the
United States wants to indulge its young people with a smorgasbord
of educational opportunities and libert rian.recreaticard options in
Order to protect the adult labor market, provide equality of occupa-
tional opportunity for women and the elderly, and-preserve the pre-
:onditions of a volunteci armed service, why shouldn't it?- Does not

1 1
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youth's very resilience make them the age cohort moSt ahle to bear

the unanaistigs and disutilities-of a soft labor market?

In what I have just described, I have not intended to set up a

straw man. tighteen-year olds can vote. If the 18- to 24-year age

cohort were massively discontented, they Could have organized a

political caintiaign in recent years that would have brought our pol-

itical leaders to their knees. They have not. Tn fact, they vote

scarcely .at all. What, then, is the problem, or in Gertruck

idiom, 'What are the questions? Surely the issue is not tna, youth

behavior is an affront to the mores of the older generation 7:n

society, it is the business of youth to be unsettling to then' eiders.

Otherwik who would maintain the phalanxes of irreverence needed

to conquer the bastions of tradition? Not all newness, of course, is

liberating, but then neither is all tradition.
There are, it seems to me, five things wrong with Settling for the

American yotIth icenario that I have just outlined. 7

First Of all, it is a distorted picture of reality. There are massive .

injustices in the present systeM. As Clark Kerr, noted, for soine

older, adolescents or young adultsthose from upper middle class

homesunemployment may be only 3%. In some urban ghettos

the unemployment rate for similar cohorts may be 70. to 80%.

Mobility and edi. cational attainment in this nation. is still clOsely

linked to family' income. Three-quarters of American youth never

, graduate from college. In addition, the poor cannot afford many, of

the recreational options that delight" the -wandering minstrels of

Aspen. Vast numbers of young people are-locked into locations and

--situatibns from which there are no easy"escapes and which provide

little sense 'of excitement ahareraitt the present or the future-be---

cause of the lack of purposive activity options and because' of the

dead-endedness and low-skilled nature, of even those -jobs .that are

available. In the higher professions, in spite of recent ogress, only

a limited numlier of women and minorities are in the educational

pipeline that will ensure a decent chance at the brass rings of higher

status in the society. And youth inequalities tend to be perpetuated

patterns of adult lift.
second, the scenario ignores the extent of psychelogical disinte-

gration that is manifest in large segments of American youth, afflu-

ent as well as poor: drugs, alcohol, violence,- /drifting, loneliness,

manifest alienation. Major crimes of violence are largely perpetrated

on society by young people. Disresiect for property in the forM of

i
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vandaliim, shoplifting, and larceny are endemic. Experiments forkicks often reach the demonic and the sadistic. Suicide among
young people is iticreasing. Many sense -a fundamental uselessness
and pOrposelessness in 'their lives , as te society communicates, to
them myriad clues that they are not really essential or wanted. Per-tinent to this is the quotation- of Thomas Huxle 's St ment..by_--__thy ._ e - study of the 1930s on .Ameri,
can youth: "The sense of uselessness is the severest shock which thehuman system can sustain.".

Third, the superfluity of youth is having the perverse effect ofmaking our all-volunteer armed services into a potentially danger-
ous professional military establishment. Whcn the military becomes

. an occupational model, as it has, and there are slack employment
opportunities, in the general economy, those young people who vol-untarily enlist tend to re-enlist. This -cuts away at the notion of
short-term national service by civilians whose basic orientation isnot military. Carried forward over the years, the military could
ultimately be made up .of professionals who started as voluntecrsbut who subsequently lose all sense of identity with the civilian
polity. A slack economy for youth tends to exacerbate this danger-ous tendency.

Fourtii, the United States has accumulated a vast horde of unmet
social needs: adequate care of the elderly and the- handicapped,health services, especially for the poor and for the rural areas, en-
vironmental cleanups and beautification, educational services forthe deprived and the disadvantaged, welfare, and recreational, serv-ices of all kinds, urban redevelopment, and so on. In 1965 Green-
leigh Associates estimated a need for 4,500,000 jobs in the UnitedStates, mostly in education and health for persons with a minimum

.of pre-entry skills, education, and training. It also pointS out thatin 1966, the National Commission on Technology, Automation and
Economic Progress reported a need for 5,300,000 subprofessional
people working in the fields of health, education, beautification,welfare, urban - development and public prote6tiog, Probably
400,000 man-years of effort are needed to tnect the conservation

,needs associated With maintaining our cultufal life: public libraries,
churches and synagogues, museums, performing arts, botanical gar-dens, zoos, parks, playgrounds. Many Of these arein parlous finan-cial condition and have become sorely dilapidated and understaffed.

With all of these unmet social needs it is a kind of madness not

1 13
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to 'harness the energi:s of underemployed, underutilized young peo-

ple-L-and putting them to work overcoming our patent social deficit..

Fifth, and from my point of view most serious; unemployed

and underemployed youth whO stay alive solely from family and

public handouts begin to lose all sense of social responsibility. Not

Ititlevant-to-:-thiS--isLa-quotation_from
_Edward Gibbon outside the

door of the Aspen seminar building. It reads in part: .'When the

Athenians finally wanted not to give to so'ciety but for society to

give to them,- when the freedom they wished for most was freedom

from responsibility then Athens eeased to be free."

We do not know what prolonged dependence will do to genera-.-

tions of American youth. But the society takes a.terrible.risk when j

it decides not to involVe its young in aetiVities and decisions that ;

constitnte the essence of a responsible democratic polity.-

Involvement of Youth

We ire by no means the first to. worry about such matters!'A seven-

year study by the American Youth Commission of the American .

COuncil on Education from. 1935-42 testifies to this. It coinmis-

sioned more thnn a kore of studies dealing with all aspects of the

youth problem. One of these, Howard Bell's How Youth Tell The.ir

Story, published in 1938, became a -Minor-sociological classic. It

summarized and 'analyzed over 13,000:person-al intervieWs with

young peopre- iiilht-s-tate of Mayarld;baween the ages of 16 and

24. The first act passed in the dramatic 100 days of . Roosevelt's

NeW_ Deal 'in 1933 authorized the Civilian Conservation Corps

which. put Young unernployed males to work in semi-military camps

devoted to conservation and to the renekval-of natural resources.

Later on, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and the

Works Progress. Adininistration developed job programs for ulie

iloyed youth. More significant, in terms of subsequent events, was

the developement of two programs under the Nadi:mai Youth Ad-

ministration, the so-called "school-related jobs" program, and out-

of-school jobs for the young. .

World War II, of course, absorbed all of our national energies and

.especially the eneres of young people. A predicted postwar depres-

sion did not in fact materialize, in part ecnuse the G.I. bill (Vet-

erans' Educational
Allowance Act) became a cushioning youth pol-
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icy for the nation. The Gd. bill ,enoimously increased the stock of
developed human resources in AMerica and contributed -mightily to
the technological Prowess of the United States in the '50s and '60s.
Oneeconomist hag estimated that the federal investment of billions
of dollars in the G.I. bill from 1946 to 1973 yielded 4 16-fold return
solely in terms,of increased federal tax payments.

Reasonable fulrefifiRo-yrnen an enor " ban
ary and higher education enrollments in the '50s and '60S gave Mlods;

yoUth a sense of purposive activity and of being needed and valued
in the society: Perhaps the high point was reached in the early 1960s
when the Peace-Corps caught the idealism and im4ination of mil-
lions of Americans. It had a peak enrollment of 15,000 persons.
Even today it enrolls nearly 7,000 persons and has an annual budget

of 80 million dollars.
Even so, Young Spanish-speaking and black minorities did not

share in the euphoria of the early '60s. Unemployment for those liv-
ing in urban ghettos was five. to ten times higher than it was for sub-
urban, ex-urban and rural middle class youth. In consequence, there

ts a part of President Johnson's Poverty Program (and subsequently
a substantial number of other federal programsalas, often overlap-
ping, often competing with One another), which are directed at the
unemployment of the young people from subcultures, of merty.
`Without going into detail, I mention a few titles: the Job Corps;
NeighborhoOd `Muth Corps; College Work-Study Programs (includ-
W the so-eaIled Orban Corps which places students' in city agen-
cies); VISTA (the acronym for Volunteers in Service to America),
Which'is alind of domestic Peace Corps and currently enrolls 4,500
volunteers; and a variety of other-volunteer programs urid---the aus-
pices of the federal agency known as- ACTION. These other pro:-

grams include a University Year for ACTION, the Program for
Local Service, as well as a series of nonyouth programs, including
FOster Grandparents and a retired Senice Volunteer Prograin..

Meanwhile, 'on the edueation front there has been the develop-
inent of career education programs to orient and Students to

-,the world of workcooper&ive education programs designed to in7

terlard school and actual work experience in industry. There have
,
also been a series of service learning schemes concocted but not yet
ittplemented. Clark Kerr, Frank Newman, James ColemanT-Willard

7- Wirtz, and other luminaries have been ruminating, but nothing has
yet really jelled. In Aprii of this year I- testified before the Demo-
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1antic National Platform Committee on the need for a youth policy
that\ would relate education opportunities to jobs to public service.
A Universal, Youth Service Conference, sponsored by the tleanor
Roosevelt Institute: was held at the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library
in Hde Park April 9-10 of this year. In short, the issue in one or
more of its various manifestations is v
the moinent. There are a spate of congressional bills, at least-15 of
them,-introduced in the last five orsix months. Adam Yarmolinsky,,
has prepared a thoughtful policy paper for Governor Carter on the
youth problem issue. The Rand Corporation, under the leadership

Education, Jobs and Community Services !
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of,Mike iimpane, has prepared a very substantial paper for the
office of th assistant secretary of HEW for planning arid evaluation
entitled Yot th, Policy, and Transition, which questions the Serious-
ness of the Rrobleint-leasrarbilllined by James Coleman, John
Henry Martii and4Frank itrown in studies conducted in the early .

1970s fullowi g on the youth Angst of the late 1960s.

Public Policy

Where in essenc k:.. are we7 What really is needed in the field of
public poliq? If\ we take seriously the five problems identified
earlier, that is, inequalitY, psychological disintegration, the profes-
:sionalization of the\ armed services, unmet sotial needs, and the loss
of a sense of social' esponsibifity, it seems clear that no one national
Youth policy can'po sibly do the trick. I cannot believe that a coin- ° 7
pulsory, universal, Uational service program, for example; would
be politically oadministratively feasible, or even desirable. Even
if voluntary service programs are developed, I doubt 'that:we can
even come close to the military regimens that wCre assOciatedith
the CCC camps of the 4930s, any more than Germany in 1976 scan

\ revive the Arbeitsdiensk of 1936. There is simply a change in d.1,-
tural cliniate. Congressiran Young was hooted down at the Hyde\

1

:

I Park conference in April when he suggested the desirability -of \ :

\! youth being subjected to ,ome of the disciplines associated with the
Military, even in civilian service roles. The fact is, however, that bits

. and pieces of public policy are, in 'John Gardner's phrak, lying
ill around, needing to be put together. Let me set forth several

, ..
propositions.

_

First, part of the problert\ is jobs, and the unequal access to them.
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The problem will be acute demographicallY at least for another ten
years, especially among the poor, discriminated against,: and un-
skilled. 'After ten years, withourstructurnl changes in the econOmy,
youth unenilokmenti--I believe,1wi11 still.be a serious problem for
as far ahead as anyone can see, especially in urban..centers. Incenr
rives to industry to increase the hiring of Young people and variousl
.public works and pUbliciservice oppprtunities should be prOvided
with.government funds in order'to open up as many job, opport-uni
ties to young people as posSible. Although Congress may not pass-
the Hawkins-Humphrey Full Employment bill, I am confident Plat
within a year or so something like it will be enacted which will
provide for planning for yOuth employment and wilkdeleg&e
communities and states substantial responsibility for the public
service employment elements of such ;policy:

Second proposition: Unless we are careful, job programs for
the poor alone will diyide our.young petlpIe into minority work re-
lieferS and affluent student-based career climbers: This is why` I ,
shouldlike tcbsee a ccheme of work-study for't.ids starting at age 14.
In esgence, they Would be paid a minimum wage for.,a limited.
amatt-qpublic service each week. But only a third of the mini--.
mum wageould be paid in cash, al le.:Ist bntil aie 16. The other
two-thirds would be set aside for fliture Cducational entitlementh.
At age 16, the young persOn could take the full minimum-wage in
cash or take one-half in Cash and receive an educational entitlement
bonus equal to one and a half times thciprevaiking Minimum wage.
Then when he or she is ready for- postseeondary education, lie or
she_would_receiye_anew_form-of student aid-which could be placed
on toi of 'existing student aid provisions, giving him or her a series
of posIsecondary educational options, as well as a guaranteed ac-
cess presently denied to many of the poor in this nation.
--Third proposition: Low tuition policies at die state level and
buttressed student aid packages at the federal level. should make
postsecondary education for a larger and larger segment of Oung
,people not just a holding tank until jobs become available, but a
,marvelous opportunity, to develop personal and interpersonal skills,
aesthetic skills, coping' skills', hobby skills, public problem-solving
skills., voluntary service skills that can enrich all the days of their
lives and set a pattern for life:long learning If jobs for many
people are going to be dull and dead-ehded, if we are going fo have
pore and more leisure time, free-self time, then one, of the gieat

7
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.

functionS of ,education is to provide people with the opportunity to.

learn the skills and the appreciations that can make a full ahd rich '

life, outSidedf the paid job market. .

Fourth, for those not inlerested in or inclined ,toward collegeF

and universities, I would submit that the National Endowments of

----theFtlumanities_at d `the Arts and r federal: agehcies should -

provide work/learning funds conn

hospitalsi recreation centers and o r cult l entities and corn-

munity educative agencies/and insAnnents.' On-the-job teemed

time educatidnal and training programs should be a ptirof all in-,

dnstrial, .professional, governmental, commercial and trade union

activity, the cost t6 be_ shared by the federal government- and by

local entities.
.

Fifth, .local conirnunity-work councils of the kind suggested bY

Willatd Wirtz, With appropriate. counseling staffs and composed of .

educatorS, businesgnen, labc: aor agricultural leaders, and local '

-governmental and profesSional leaders, should with fedetal 'support

beConie a familiar part of .the social landscape of American fife..

Sixth, -educational institutions should beebme far rnore-imagina-

five then' they have in.the past in developing flexible-timc-and-loc4-....._:.

tion arrangements for bringing educational opportunities, to young

pebple on a dispersed convehient basis, and in adapting curricula

to, the existential, not just 1.1,1 job needs of all citizens, especially

the young,.
Seveh, military service should have a high educational 'compo-

_ .nent,
directly and in terms of future occupational prWaration, and,

arcreiititTrery -special-tasesTinilitarysemice
tor any. 'one_ enlistee .

should be limited to three -vat's in ordhr to preserve the reality SA,

civilian service and civilian supkmacy:
Eighth, everything I have urged, even if it were implemented

toinor-ow, would still go only' part of the way,.because the whole

educational and job system in this country cannot be divorced from

the health, welfare, and housing policies: To pretend that thete are

some educational gimmicks that can do away with all- of the sub-

structure of misery that is 'created by the often counterproductive

policieS of government in such fields as health d welfare is Co

believe in the stork bringing the baby. .

I make one final comment or recommeodation.-In the finai Chap-

ter of my little book, The Purposes of Education, I make a recom-

mendation which is particularly pertinent at the high school level

.41 .
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and for large urban centers, but whith also might be a proposition
1orexperimenta1 purposes nationally: moving froth a five- to a four=10
.day .educational week. The-fifth day would be spent by teachers in'
teacher:centers, similar to those that have been experimented with

Britain, The fifth day fdr students would involve their movidg
into the comhinnity in all kinds of ways, where they .Can identiy
'with adult peers in a variety, of contexts: with jobs, in recreational

, activities, and in Sliediai tutoring (with the able students tutoring
..-.the 'slower students, graondinothers tutoring young people, and
on). This might begin to knit the schdol and the students back into
the larger community from which many of them are becoming
alienatedto give stadents what James Coleman calls an "action=
rich", rather than just a "knowledge-rich" curriculum.

These Seem to me some of the directions which public policy
must:take. None orthem is easy. Experience to date indicates ,that
all the barricia'and rigidities and perversitiei identified earlier in
this paper are likely to endure. But the needs and dangers irhplicit
and explicit in the existing -situ-alien-are real. The individualiSm of
American life, with all that it Promises in The way of vitality and

cannot'exist over the long future without a sdcial struc-
tine based progressively upon increased Social justice and upon an
elemental and shared sense of comintinity. Finally, I submit. that_
personal and social integration are ultimately mere mirror images
of.one another.

0 .
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YOUTH, EDUCATION,
AND EMPLOYMENT

John W. Nason

--

. in preindustrial societies children are li argely educated,inl the con-
text of family. and yillage life, and their activities are exputed to
contribute in modest but essential ways to the well-bein of the
group. Uponiseac,hing physiological maturity, they are, 'nitiated
into die priviTeges and responsibilities of adulthood. Mo ern in-
dustrial societies. require longer irid more formal training. The
years cf schooling have lengthened, creating a youth grOpp set
apart from the child's world ofplay and the workday world of its
elders,'and increasingly alienated from that latter warld. Yoush,
however, is a broad term; and while ,the seminar participant -*con-
tinued 'to use ,it, the focus' of the third week of the seminar was
the problems of the young adult and the difficult transitkm be-
tween Adolescence and fa adulthood.

Youth Culture Phenomenon

It, was generally agted that we are dealing w''ith a social enona-
enon which can properly, be called a youth culture, but irembers
of the seminar disagreed sharply over, the nature and significance
of the phenomenon. Nioung people increasingly question the
mechanical requIrements) of industrial prodaiion with its'division
of labor arid rigid time demandThey seek to integrate work and
lu.izure intOmore humane..7living patterns with gregiq.n Oppoitu-
nitk!s for personal development They are consumer orienied, anti-
authoriiarian, concerned with issues of social justice, conservation,
world peace, and the future of mankind.

So. far, so good. The 'young ,haVe always been idealistiC. 'What
makes the prcsent generation so different yom others Some par-
ticipants were 10clinell to challenge the significance of the change.

. 179 \i80
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In the United States, for example, college and university students

seem onCe again preoccupied with the prospect after graduation

of jobs and security. What evidence is there that youth today are

less selfish and materialistic, than their predecessors? Others ar-

.gued vigorously for the unique situation' and.character of modern

youth, pointing to the earlier Maturation, both physiological and

psychological, the vast change in communications, thee increase in

critical mass (41 million in the 16-24 age group in the United

States in 1976 as against 21 million in 1960), and the bewilder-

ing variety of choices resulting from Modern technology. F.vidence

is accumulating, so it was argued, for the existence of a growing

and timique youth culture.
How seriously Should we view this separation of youth from the

rest of sOciety? One grew? ,within the seminar stressed the alienL

ation of young people wit' -all its attendant social tensions. Un-

empiloymerit is highestramong the young. In industrial societies

the.Young are still "outsiders." To many of them education seems

to be a futile-diversion from "real life," with no clear connection ('

-betweirhat is learned ind,:Alle job market. For the young .adult

e transition between Atifeiience.and full adulthood is fraught

jr,ith frustrations. The unemployed and underemployed young be-

gin to lcise all sense or social responsibility, and the risks to our

sodal fabric are enorAi4s. Other participants, however, took a

much less gloomy vie*.i The majority of young people are happy

rather than nohappyi'Olne, mihnber suggested that a study of the

24-30 age group, would reveal that they thought well, on the

whole, of .their cducapon. 11\nother defended the energy and

idealism of youth, arguing that we should create institutional

structures and systems which would help young peop.te to solve

their own problems.
As might be expected, the differences between the European

and North American experiences are not very marked, whereas

'the conditions in developing and devek Jed countries are qaite

different. While the generation gap in Europe was described as /

"a gentle revolution," it was also emphasized that the social role'

of the young has changed more sharply in Europe than in.the

United States. In Europe there is less flexibility. In the United

States the young have much_greater mobility,_far-more-short-term,

job opportunities while continuing their education, a greater will-

ingness to take jobs their European counterparts might shun; and

161-
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much wider choice among educational institutions and programs
of study.

Youth in Developing.tountries

In most developing countries the disparity between aspirations and.
job opportunities.is vast. Everyone expects to bccome primc min-
ister, as one participant put it: In Western developed countries the
eXpectations are more modest; more education should result in
some slight improvement in status. Furthermore, much vocational
training in developing countrics has proved to 'be an enormous
waste of talent and r'esources. The expansion of general education
would be less expensive and more effective. There were those who
thought the same might be said for the Western world. In any
event, it was argued that the proposition that each individua'
should have all theeducation of which he is capable may be valid

soine West,:rn .countries, bit makes less scnse for developing
countries: Exceptions to these generalizations must be noted. In
countries such as Iran the karcity of skilled people is a real prob-
lem, and consequently, while secondary schools may turn out 'too
many students prepared only to enter higher education there is
no overproduction of university graduates. In general, one faces a
dilemma..The introduction Of modern technology into developing
countries can often disrupt life and lead to a kind of sterile antag-
onism. Let each country develop slowly along its own lines. To
this came the retorts that there is no sh thii:g as a national tech-
nology and that not to aim at greater equality in living standards
is to exacerbate the sterile antagonism to be avoided.

At least some of thc causcs of the p:esent malaiSe have revealed
themselves in the foregoing description: earlier physiologiaA-and
psychological maturadon, a vastly greater communication system,
more affluence (at least in the Western wch id), growth in size of
the age cohort; technological Changes affecting life styles. Add
'greater longevity with its justification tor grcatcr investment in
training. And then add the breakdown in religious values which

77-have-forso-long-plovided the ,major cohesive factor in all Societies.
The problem, as one participant put it, is how to adapt young
people to an adult society which is.'close to losing its meaning...
These are social and psychological factors for which, save for the
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last, there is no antidote, and even that cannot be changed merely
by act of will.

Impact of Economic Structure

The fundamental cause, according to one contributor to the semi-
nar, is the profound change in the economic structure of modern

, society. In pre-industrial society there arc four "streams of life."
First come the professions such as medicine, law, theology to
which should be added the craftsmen and the farmers. Second is
the aristocracy, now rapidly decreasing under the restrictions of
tax laws and social philosophy. The third streani Consists of the
part-timi, hit-or-miss, jack-of-all-trades workers who constitute
the secondary labor market and whose status might be character-
lied as structUreless employment. Fourth coMes the culture of
poverty, composed of the unemployed victims of technological
change and minimuni wage rates and now supported by private

charity or'public welfare.
To these four Streams must now be added a fifththe industrial

strpam whieh in modern advanced nations comprises a consider-
able percentage of workers. Entry to this stream requireS consid-
erable education and involves a high degree of competition. The
industrial stream creates three problems. The first is the excessive
rigidity resulting froth the nature of industrial production and from
the arbitrary restrictions imposed by labor &lions on entry into
'jobs, conditions of work, and impersonal regulations. The second
is the difficulty of the sudden transition from schooling to full-time
work and again at the end of life from full-time work to complete
leisure. The third is the tendency of all, industrial societies to create
a class of outsiders who are not protected ',(:)r covered by job secu-
rity, health protection, and pension plans. In the United States
approximately one third of thc people are outsiderschiefly the
young, the old, the structureless and the poor.

Remedies

What a the solutions, if any, and in particular role can
education play in resolving the tensions and cOnfl icts generated
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by the transition from adolesccnc- ;.o full adulthood? One recur-
rent theme throughout the wet k's diseussion was the need for
greater:flexibility in educatiocr,: programs:. Whether more general
or more vocationaland participants disagreed vyith one another
on this issucsccondary education needs revision. In the United
States it seems to be the least satisfactory phase in the total edu-

.cational experience, and in Europe it leaves much to be desired.
But the rigid patterns of postsecondary education must also be
loosened and varied, with more attention to the educational value
of ponformal, noninstittilional learning, more "stopping out" and
recurrent education. -

Oh two remedies there was considerable agreerhent. One is the
heed for a much cloSer correlation .between education and work
experience. The indifferent success of various bxperiments along
this line in different countries should not discourage a: frontal at-
tack. on the problem of combining the.two. The business commu-
nity needs education on the help they can.provide and the advan-
tages they would reap as a result. The educational community
needs to free itself from traditional modes of operation and rec-
ognize more clearly the learning values in work experience. In
Sweden for the past fifteen years,u11 vocational..4.ducation has had
a compulsory work component. In Germanyr75% of the 15-18

'age group undergoes apprenticeship training ( although traditional
ppienticeship patterns have become a controversial issne). In the

United States the pattern of summer jobs has provided some cor-
relation, but much more needs to be done in the developTent of
cooperative programs.

The second is the need to distinguish between work and jobs.
Education, it was argued, cannot ultimately justify itself in terms
of employment opportunities. There is no overproduction of edu-
cated people if education is viewed in terms of human fulfillment.
Satisfaction in life comes out of useful,' constructive, socially sat-
isfying work, some of which may be-Paid-for-and some may Se
contributed. Until we recOgnize that it is work, nOt jobs, that
pie should be educated for, we shall not bridge the transition
one participant called it the abyssbetween adolescence and
adulthood.

There are, of,,course, other improvements. Changes in institu-
tional structures will ease the transition. tommunity 'colleges are
F, case in point, but so are work *corps, social agencies, local

1 4
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organizations awl a host iq others. ImprovemenXin the coverage
of outsiders in our industrial society will also .aid the transition.
Some soda! systems appear to be more.effeetive than .others.
Socialict countrim may have more control over the many inter-
locking fat:tom The example of China was cited and also of JapaU,
though at what ultinv.le sOeial coSts remains to bp seen.

Public Policies

The seminav ended .on a consideration of public policies, for deal-
ing, with y(,i.tth and manpower needs. Can there be a single .na-
tional policy? No. :Each country will have to work out its own
policies in .term-s of its cultUral setting. Furthermore,: within each
country there will need tO be a congeries of policies, as no one
policy will meet all conditions and circumstances. One member
pra.imted. a nine-point program kir the United States, which with
suitable mulificationsinight apply to other countrieS, at least those
in the developed world. What we'need, among other things, is a
map of the many social experiments being made in Various coun-
tries.,Public policy will clearly need to include changes in the tra-,
ditional educational structures and patterns. It will also ticed to
induce the business, industrial and labor coMmunities to cooper-
at:, whether through apprenticeship or work-study programs or by
playing a more explicit role in educational policy determination,
as. now,seems likely in Western Europe. There are economic prob-

lems in short-term employment and in apprenticeship. It will take
the best thinking of both the business and the academic commu- .

nities to resolve the difficulties.
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WOMEN IN THE POWER STRUCTURES:
REPORT OF A CONFERENCE

Paola Coppola Pignatelli

Recently I had the opportunity to chair at the Rockefeller Con-
ference Center in Bellagio, Italy, a conference on "Women the

Power Structures." For me and for.the majority of the participants

it was truly a tremendous exkiience.
The 21 participants in the conference were all professional

women who came from 16 countries: Eastern Europe. (2), Western
.Europe (14), the .Mediterranean area (including an Israeli and a
representative of the Arab countries,, a young Libyan judge), and

the United States .(3)-TAlt othighnany. of the participants , had

already reached a high Professional position in their own fields, as

university: professors, lawyers, civil servants, economists; or psy-
choanalysts, the average age was between 38 and 40. Thus, these,
women still had a long career. in front of them, but had already

.. Lad a number of years o experi6nce in power structiireA.

T e aims of the conference were:
( ) To have the. largest number possible of countries trep-

k i.esented.
(6 T. have the broadest number Possible of professions rep-

resented.
(c) To have a representatica in which the average' age of the

participants was under 0.
We wanted to have an "open conference" in terms of a variety

of professional fields and different national situations, but also

with regard to different political treniU and ideologies. At the same

:time, we wanted a "closed cogference," so both men and casual
observers were excluded. The results eiceeded our hopes.. This

. heterogeneity generated intense interest, very strong emotional

involvepent, and soMetimes slight tensions (which, howeVer, are

always a very good spice in conferences, if kept 'Under control)."

From 'tie beginning we, wished to have a conference which

would be somehow different, from the usual male 'conferences we

C. 467
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were in the habit of attending: distinguished conferences, scien-
tifically hased on figures and controlled data: but quite aseptic in
terms of persvhal participation and involvement. We wanted in-
stead to have a very informal conference, where objectivity and
.0..tttraction would be replaced by personal eXperience and -every-.
day problems. We looked-for an atmoiphere of, sincerity and per-
.sonal involvement based on personal experienee arid analysis linked
to assesSments of general Social situations.

This method is used in Europe (and, I think, in the- United
States too) by a number of feminist groups, the consciousness,
raising groups, which are somehow closer to psychoanalytical
groups than to political meetings. From, this point bf view, the
conference was a success. From the firit day we felt like sisters
and not peers. We realized we were a group of selected and per-
hapi privileged women who had in common a lot, of anger and
aggressiveness against male behavior patterns: and male values
which we had all been obliged to adopt in :order to carry..out our
own jobs.

The conference was organized by GREIS,. a private Italian re-
search group on higher education linked to the university of
Rome, with a staff of architects, sociologists, educators and
planners, which I head. The Conference was -sponsored by the Foid
Foundation, and held at Villa Serbelloni in Bellagio.

The focus of the conference, "Women in the 13bwer Structares,"
meant for 'us two contrasting kinds of problems. ,On the One hand
we ,had been subjected to difficulties, discrimination, and bias in
order to be successful; on the other hand we were anxious and
afraid of power and we posed the problem of hori. to use, it. These
two opposite points were the basis of the conference and came up
continuously. As a first step we had to analyze our own personal
problems as professional women. These we

The-need io work "tWice as hard Or four times harder" thaq
a man in order to reach top positions.

Tlie humiliation of reacting with a culture which had adopted
mab behavior patterns as its .mOdel par exceiience, with female
behavior patterns considered the negatiVe models.

--4.1te increasing risk of being accused of "losing one's feminin-
,,ejty," if one adopted Male patterns, and the impossibility of being

successful without using then).
The price paid in Order to render one's public and private

spheres of life compatible. While men can dounton.a wide range

8
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of institutions, customs and support to help them keep the public
and the private spheres of their lives conveniently Separate and
distinct, professional women who work in the public sphere can
expect the daily feeling of guilt from, leaving iheirehildren's care
to others and the special anguish that they will give to their chil-
dren the "wrong" image of amother, one bent ovei typewriter
(or a draVving table in my case). . .

.Power as a Problem

The conference also had to c-3pe with the problem of power. Many
questions emerged arOund this topic: What is power, what does it
mean? Are ',here different kinds of poweips5reho1ogica1, intellec-
tual, physical?-.Does "power" mean, oppresiion and domination,
or does it refer mainly to its use against others? How much power
is direeted to the .adquisitiOn of status? If .so, is it worth striving
for? Should we distinguish between power and prestige, between
power andauthority? 1.

And then, how to attain power? What is the price women have .

to pay for it in terms of sacrifice of values, personal frustration,
senSe of guilt? And further 'still, what to do with power once
wolen have reached it? Is 'there a possiOity of alternative uses
of'power? Is there:a possibility of using power in order to change
patterns Df behavior and values, to introduce, in other -words,
new cidture and help Prepare a new society? These kinds of ques-
tions had been put in a questionnaire sent to all the participants
as a foim of guideline for the paper's.

.

The first answer that °emerged ront the seminar was very.
clear. We, needed' to change the title from "women in *the power
structures" to "women and the.power Structures," since a number
of participants refused to belong to pOwer,structurcs and wanted
to discuss the problem of staying outside these structures. We
elaborated a model of discussion which was the. following:

Women's WOrnen's Women's
power solidaiity culture .

Personal exPerience

. Professional careers'

National situation

q91,
cl
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Using this model wo realized very quickly that women's power
is necessarily connected with women's Solidarity and wOmen's

. culture: women's/ solidarity and culture being instruments for
reaching power, 'power being a means to propose a different cul-
ture and different behavior. Although the backgrounds of the par-f
ticipants va/ried widely, and their reactions differed, it was impres-
sive-that despite the very different condition of women in their
countrjes, the affinities among them were much stronger than their

diversities.
Nevertheless, *different approaches and assumptions emerged

during discussions. Most unexpected was the gap between the4
pragmatic approach of U.S. participants and the ideological slant
given to every argument by the old twodd participants,t including
the Eastern European countries, highly industrialized countries'
(1iice England or Germany), or newer countries qlike rsrael Or
Libya). It Was cleat that the unquestioned belief in a positive
process of development on the part of the American women, yach -
they suPported with impressive scientific studies and statistics,
diverged importantly from the apprbach of the Eurbpeans. The
latter appearcld, more skeptical and tended to look 9n legislation
as a means of changing social attitudeS. They linked women's
emancipation (more and more women enter the labor force) 'with
political 'and social chanvs. It was r; A: just a question of A

ference in strategy, but a major ideological difference.

Individual View$

Cynthia Epstein, Professor of SOolology A the City University -of--
.

New York (CUNY) and anthor of the best seller "Woinen's Place,"
'discussed whether women actually work harder than male peers.
I quote:

Census tiata on time spent at work shows that in all pro- .
fessions women average fewer hours than men: This may
be a reflection of the inability to work "extra" .hours as
men do. :It may also Mean that although tit spend
fewer hours than men, they spend more concentrated
time. As I. mentioned before, it 'is difficult to measure
thesedirnensions, butlhe fact that so Many report work-
ing harder certainly in&ans igat their own perceiVed
'sense of stress and effort is high and probabiy meaning-

/
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r
ful in determining their set of occupational choiccl.their
modvations and their asPirations.It may alSo Mean that
although the average hourg seported may be less for
.women than formen, those women who are moA suc-
'cessful in_a profession Must spend the same number as, .

'or More hours'than Men in order tO maintain their posi-
ion. The women who are responsible for "palling down"

the average may be those Who havetoo manydernands
on their time. .

Her tone is very scientific, and not at all partisan. She tests
reality and tries 'to understand the possible reasoe fop the
phenomendn. Nevertheless; it is dear that she does noi believe
in diversity between man and womeniand accepts male standards

---as-away . of achieving success including even the hzbit of "extra
hours" of Work, which is probably one of the important ways in
which 'women are discriminated against at, the Present moment.

Reacting .to her approach, many of the geininar participants
felt that a Valid concrete, proposal which the seminar inight make
was that of Shortening work hours for all, men and women alike,

;to no More than six hours a, day. The work ethie, -itself, which is
a heritage from the nineteenth century, wa questioned. It was

; felt that if men also had a shorter wOrking day they would be able
to take their share in Other- vital aclivities o0 social life': the care
Of children and the old and the daily work nvolved in collective
liVing:At:present, by relegating these activities to the shoulders
of skomen, men not only .alienate themsehies fedm fundamental
'human relationships, but they also ensure that they will dominate
in the'paidsphere of mirk since Women,.With their dOUble burden
of responsibility, 'find it difficult or nearly inipbssible in.the
overtime hours which men often.use as a 'means Of advancement.

Amalia Signorelli, Professor of Anthropcilogy at tho. University
i;?f Urbino 'In Italy, treated. the 'problem itiite differentlY from
Cynthia Epstein,- She remarked: .0.

of aiurse r have been judged in w'ork 'and still am,
according tolnale Standards: I 'have been told, "What a
pity you are not a man." But I learnedvery early that if
I wanted to be really loved:Iliad. toOo. all the things
exPected oi a female and do them well llaefore I could do
all the things. ;nen do, The,..idea 'that 4t3.Idying, writing,
and researCh are fabulous prizes whieMne must.earn by

--"7" i2
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washing dishes and making bedg: the idea that it is some,"-:

how /indecent for a woman to experience satisfaction
from intellectual activity, these deformations are deeply

rooted in me, feeding unending guilt feelings, redurrent
self-punishment ana an odious yulnerability to emotional
,blackrnail. I never behaved like a man, because it Was

,

/ impossible: I have behaved like a woman, whot wanting

to make an equal place for herself in:the male profes-
sional world, does everything possible to make others

forget that she is a wonian. This means working twice
or even-four times as hard to have the same7Rognition,
paying much mo, for a momenl of Weakness, and

'inefficiency.,

But there are other prices to bn paid as well. If prq-'
.fesiional activity iS the 'ways and means to jump tli
bounds of female condition, this brings with it a separatk:

.cor:cept of the escape itself, which may be seen not as a
transiormation of an iint uitous social. order, but as .thp -

change' of. One's oWni p isOnal place within that -Order.

This results in incree4 competitiveness, making effiei-

ency int6 a fetish; t the woman who frees herself
from thelemale condk4rz by meanS of professional sue-
-eess risks becoming mord a sexist than Men. She tends
to rationalize her,new status and the results she has ob-
tained; it doei riot Matter how Much effort and pain.
were involved in attaining the position.

Here. the accent is on the terrible :ambiguity of the relation be-
tween-wOmen and power. That is the coniradiction between the

-----InCi that Women refuSer the patiern :of :aggresiveness, uhderlying

power while still needing to anukre the instruments whith serve
_ .

to defendand free.One. . .

.

.More or lesS With the same painful words; Miriam .Bernstein,
a Well-known lawyer. in Jerusalem, wi-ote iii her paper:

I have- been- told and I have -heard il 7aid about other,-
women that they have a 4head of a ':.,..1. " I haVb been

told that I am exceptional .i bec*se A un't not like a.
woman ai all. A-s a girl I wasiso proud to be eontiderer1.4
one of the boys, that it took me ,a longoirne to get -re-..
signed to being: just a woman and more years. to realize"
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that I would not care now to be a man even if such.a
"pri2e" was,offered to me, Npw when I bear ir said
about any woman that she is as capable as a I ect

angry (it used to be a famous joke in Israel to say_that
Go lda Meier was the only man in the Cabinet). In fact.
,in the-male-dominated society in which- I live, it is very
difficult for a woman to eet to the top in any profession.
because of prejudice, env:l and resentment directed
against her as a woman. In all the professions except
those identified, as- feminine (such as teaching. .nursing,
etc.) the correct approach is assumed to be the male
approach: objectivity, formalism, abstraction, loeie, in-

duction *and disinvolvement, instead of subjectivity, real-
ism, concretenesS. empathy. involvement.

But apart from these very personal and 'very deeply felt expres-...
sions w,hich were somehow connected with particular national
cuiidiiitm4t w-ii-ckfir in the-minds- of_alLthi- Furopean partici-.
pants that the problem of professional women and then- increasing

powet could not be separated from the political struegle occurring
in each country. Women are Underrepresented in the labor force;
they are also underrepresented in the political world, and in busi-

ness: that is, thcy are underrepresented in every place where
money is used to exercise power.

Marijke vanliemeldonk, director of the women's workers union

in Brussels, put the problem in this way:
Whether women are a numerical majority (as in society
at large) or a numerical minority (as in the labor force)
really does not make any difference. It is not the number
of women which explains their powerlessness but rather
their being -women." The world of work is just a reflec-
tion of the world at lame. To the question: Why? There

are two basically different approaches: *an evolutionary
analysis which sees all this as a_result of p..:judice and
conditioning. The answer and solution then would lie in

numt\er of legal reforms (equal pay, equal opportu-
,. nities) which could eventually triecer off a 50/50 situa-

tion in all power positions between men and women
after a:certain intermediate period.

A polemic cmalysis, which considers the low proportion
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of women in labor, polities and business as one clement
in a system which is oppressive in itself. The struggle
to add Women to the power structures is really a struggle
to abolish a society in which, through the mechanism of
class, some part of the population is condemned to per-
form loWer tasks; through the mechanism of a market
economy this part, of the population, though performing
vital taSks for fhe community, is censidered.as belonging
to some lower rank in society. This .approach underlies
the right to identity of women and it questions the
objectivity of the 'accepted norms.. Adler already for-
mulated this thesis in 1924; when he remarked that the
term "femininity" has to be interpreted as a function of
the social power relationships.

-Quite the same approach was clear in the WOrds of Marianne
Miko, Professor of Linguisties at the University of Budapc7st:

The social 'status of women cannot be separated from
the t)pc-ofo-wwashirlif the means of paiduction. Strug-
gle for the liberation'of women is, in fact, part of the
mass movement of all the oppresnd and exploited. Full
equality of women can only be established when exploi-
tation of bOth sexes is terminated and, in addition, when
individual-ly performed household :work becomes one of
the branche of social production. Consequently. the
status of women is always characteristic of the phase of
development of any society.

Women and Socialism

General agreement was reached on the hypothesis that "the lib-
eration of women is not possible without socialism, but socialism
hy itself gives no guarantee that women will be liberated." The
idea was underlined by Johanna Van der Vaart, a young crimi-
nologist. in The Hague 'Ministry of Justice, who reported very
lucidly on tl;e different feminfst movements in The- Netherlands ,

and in particular on the fem-soc movement which adheres to the'.
above hypothesis.

This statement was confirmed by Danuta Markowska, head of
the Family Research Center at the Central Board of the Polish.'
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Society for Family Planning, who declared that in her country
(Poland) women, on the average, .earn less than men of th ,. same

age, education. .and skill, although the pereent:Ige of women in
the working labor force is quite high In socialist countries (women
represent 5 I of all thOse occupationally active in the Soviet

.Union.. 50.1 in Fth,t. Germany, 471,7 in Czechoslovakia. 47r.';
in Bulgaria, and 42(.-;. in Poland).

About professionill women in Poland, she said that while .they
rank high in the hierarchy of skill and active parti:ipation, they
rarely do so in the hierarchies of -official decision-Making and
representation." .Ak institution .headed by a man, with a wo'inan
as his d,..:puty (hospital. factory, or- school ) is a very common
phenomenon. Sucil a. woman deputy is usually highly esteemed by
the staff and has a great influence on the itinctioning of the insti-
tution. Outside the institution, however, a male director or man.;
ager represents the institution and takes decisions which usually
have been prepar,::d or inspired by his skillful woman -deputy.
M.triv women feel sufficiently satislied with such a position and
dO.not scramble for posts of formal prestige. so williugly acquired
by men. She explains the phCmomenon simply: -It seems that suck
a position agrees with women's traditional ',experience, shaped
through centuries around housekeeping, which involves compe-
tence and executive qualities. Nowadays when she occupies the
position Of a manageress she is ever present, ever watching .the
functioning of the 'whole.' Participation. in the vertical system
which undoubtedly carries prestige, often separates one from staff."

The evidence of the paper showed that in Eastern Europe, with
a background of several years of socialism, thc condition of pro-
fessional and nonprofessional women is very much the sameas in

Western Europe and thc United States. However, what really
seems to be lacking in Wcstcrn Europe compared with the United
Statesjs the'collective organization of women and their progressive
action.

It was interesting to hear from.the German and the Belgian par-
ticipants that while employment of women was on the decrease in
their countries, migrants were called to substitute for women on
the labor market, eviClence that long-term costs for migrant
workers are lcsS-than those for women of the country. No women's

group, however, protested against this highly discriminatory

phcnomcnon.
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The problem of women's solidarity and women's organization
.was felt strolTly by Naima Mohamed Jebril. a 28-.ear7old judge
in Libya. vho is divorced and rt7married with two children. The
great gap in her country, she said, is between, legislation whieh
is very advanced) and behavior. Up until six years ago her mother
had covered her face, and 85 percent of men still object to women
going out of the home to work.. Nevertheless, a small minority of
women are very much encouraged by their fathers and husbands
to go on working,-Naima belongs to this minority and is .one of
the very few women .working in public administration N:ith high-
level responsibility. She has, been, she said, very much helped by
her male colleagues.

When women arc very few and do not yet represent a real risk
of competition, men seem generally willing to help them. This kind
of paternalistic help and encouragement becomes, in developing
countries, something like a badge of honor which carries prestige
for the %.vearer.

As the discussion progrosed, the basic problem appeared again:
whether the women s liberation movement could bring about a
political revolution or a cultural revolntion, In the first case the
distribution of power would be changed j'and be divided with
women). In the second case values and thus even the 6asis of
acceptance and legitimation of power would change. Oversimplify-
ing, the question waS: shall we get power first and then see what
to do with it: or should we refuse this power and the male aliena-
tion of labor? The majority of women were for the first hypothesis,
but with different emphaSes.'

Claude Du Granrut, General Secretary of the Committee of
Female Work at the French Ministry of Labor. believes in re-
forms and not in. revolution. As long as society does not inJude
housework in its evaluation of Seal work and as long as the finan-
cial implication of women's 'professional contributions 'are not
considered, society will not invest significantly in aid,programs or
in institutionalized educational services.. In France. for instance,
professional married women contribute ten billion francs each year
to social security funds.

French "Fifteen" Statement

Mme. Du Granrut is one of a group of fifteen:well-known French
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women requested by Francoise Giroud to prepare a report-aiming
at enabling women to take part in decision making in French
society. The report seems concerned to avoid disagreeing with.
men. It ends: "In the battle for the new society men and women
should not lose contacts or weaken their ties. 'Both should adapt
to living together as dissimifar equals.-

But the statement of the French "fifteen- did n6t, obtain, agree-

ment in the seminar. Many woMen thought that no collaboration
is possible with men because of the conflict between two contrast-.

ing interests. The traditional submission of women:seems to be
connected with the attempt by Men to assure for themselves com-
plete power over the reproduction of the working force. Wonien

as the primary instruMent for the production of the Working force
have been opPressed and exploited. Therefore :Abe exploitation of

women by men is different from the exploitation of human beings
by other . human beings. While it is possible to appropriate tile
.hUman labor force totally, reducing the human being to an instru-

ment, it is not possible to alienate a woman from. herself. Tr...!

hypothesis wo.s settlal this Nay: lt.'c'are 3trong not because w are
like num, but because we are profoundly dillerent. Therefore

may use all those quztlities and specific abilities, which we have
managed to preserve either in spite of or becaus of our Submis-
sion. A similar assumption was expressed in different words by the

French psychoanalyst -Helene,Teboul-Wiart. Large. families do not
exist any,more; men and women are left alone. Having no time for
emotional relationships, nevertheles's man's only". security is the re-

lationship with woman. The fixation he has had for his mother is
transferred to his Wife. Men are no longer able to be creative.
.Therefore, today's paradox is: although men do not acknowledge
it, 'only women can get uS out of the iMpasse in which vc , are

beCause, today, only women have the capacity to be different.-

The paper by Hilary Rose and Uta Gerhardt. two sociologists
teaching at Bedford Coll,ege in London, dealt with the recuperation

of typical:female capacities, and in particular reproduction. I

quote: "Liberation should not mean the loss of traditional labor
and the. entry into male labor, but ratherlhe transformation of
both in nonalienated forms. A woman who enters the male world

can only become at bestan honorary man."
Reproduction has'to be understood' as a special form of pro-

duction which occurs in an alienated as well as in an essential

1 zi
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form. Feminists up to now haVe denounced reproduction as the
labor of the slave's slave. but have only looked at its alienated
forms.. Reproduction, instead, is also the pleasure of giving birth
and the delight of producing life. Reproduction carries the poten-
tiality of self-realization in people as products of. nonahenated
.production in a ioving and supportive relationship.

The first step toward such a revolution seems to be the aWare-
ness, that productiOn is not confined to industrial work, but also .

includes personal experience. I believe:that in° the struggle .for
women's Iteration the seminar held in' Bellagio (perhaps the first
of its kina among international women's seminars) represents a
trend of some importance: not just because different strategies, .

assumptions and ideologies came into contact. but because per-
sonal experience was the catalyst, the real protagonist of the whole
performance.


